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IN THE MATrER OF

AMERICAN GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY , ET AL.

ORDER , OPINION , ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIO OF SEe.
7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT

Docket 8847. Cornplaint, June , 1971 - Final orMT, June , 1977

This order , among-other things, requires a Houston , Texas insurance company to divest
itself compJetely of the Fidelity & D( posit Co. of Maryland , subject to F.
approval , and prohibit.s the firm , for a t.en-year period , from acquiring any U.
company engaged in fidelity or surety underwrting, without prior Commission
consent.

Appearan(;es

For the Commission: Jere W. Glmer, Lawrence E. Gray, Karen 
Boleat and Harold E. Kirtz.

For the respondent: Lfcroy Jeffers, John L. Murchison, Jr. , David T.
Har"1in, V,:nson lIins, Searls , Connally Smith Houston , Texas.
Muhal J. Henlee of counsel , Washington , D. C. and GeO'rge F. Reed
Houston , Texas.

or intervenor: Decatur II Miller and Ruh".rd P. Over Baltimore
Md. , Fidelity & Deposit Co. of Maryland.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to he1ieve that
American General Insurance Company has violated the provisions of
Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended , 15 U. C. 18, hy reason of its
merger with Fidc1ity & Deposit Company of Maryland hereby issues
this complaint pursuant to Section 11 of said Act, 15 U. C. 21 stating

its charges in that respect as follows:

DEFINITIONS

P ARA(;RAI'H 1. For the purposes of this complaint, the following
definitions shall apply:

a. Property- l.iability insurance consists of a broad range of
insurance coverage designed to protect the policyholder (" in-
sured") by indemnification against loss or damage to his property
resulting from fire , accident, natural perils and crime liability to
others for bodily injury, illness , death or property damage and loss
resulting from the default of others.

b. Fidelity is a category of property-liability insurance gener-
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ally issued in the form of a bond providing indemnity to the insured
against loss caused by default or dishonesty of employees and
public officials or others holding a position of trust.

c. Surety is a category of property-liability insurance generally
issued in the form of a bond whereby the surety company
guarantees indemnity for breach of performance of specific acts
principally construction of buildings , bridges , tunnels and similar
projects , as well as license bonds and bonds guaranteeing the
faithful performance by fiduciaries.

d. Direct prem.inms writt"m represents the agl"rregate amount
of recorded originated premjums, other than reinsurance , issued
during the year whether col1ectcd or not at the close of the year

after deducting al1 premium returns.
e. Net lyrem,iums written represents retajned premium income

direct or through reinsurance , less payments made for rcjnsurance
ceded.

f. Total admitted a"sets arc those assets of an insurer permitted
by state laws or departmental rulings to be taken into account in
determining a company s fjnancial comE Eon.

RESPONDENT

PAR. 2. Respondent, American General Insurance Company (herei-
nafter referred to as "American General"), js a corporation organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Texas , with its officc and
principal place of busincss located at 2727 Al1en Parkway, Houston

Texas.
PAR. 3. Original1y organized in 1926, American General has devcloped

into a djversified "all- lines" insurance company. The company has
become a substantial factor in nearly every insurance market largely as
a result of an aggressive acquisition policy. Operating primarily as a
holding company, American Gencral owned a control1ing interest in
nine other property-liability companies , seven life insurance companies
and seven financial non insurance subsidiaries in 1968.

PAR. 4. In 1968, the American General Group, which includes
American General and its subsidiaries , was the 21st largest property-
liability insurer in the United States based on net property-liability
premiums written of $318.4 million. The company ranked 16th on the
basis of $533.5 mil1ion in net premiums written for al1 categories of
insurance. Total combined income and admitted assets of the companies
comprising the American General Group amounted to $527.3 mil1ion
and $1.5 bil1ion respectively in 1968.
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PAR. 5. In 1964 , American General secured a major position in fidcJity
and surety underwriting with the acquisition of the Maryland Casualty
Co., a leading independent propcrty-liabiJity insurer. In 1968, the

American General Group ranked as the 12th largest underwriter of
fidcJity, accounting for over 3 percent of the total U. S. market on direet
premiums written of $4.6 million. For that year it was the 6th largest
surety underwriter with $15. 1 mi1ion in direct premiums written
accounting for over 4 percent of the total U.S. market.

PAR. 6. At all times reJcvant herein , American General was cngaged
in " commerce" within the meaning of the Clayton Act.

FIDELITY & DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND

PAR. 7. Prior to its mergcr into American General ('n July 1 , 1969 , the

idelity and Deposit Company of Maryland (hereinafter referred to as
F&D"), was a corporation organized and existing under the laws of

the State of Maryland, with its offce and principal place of business

located at Charles and Lexington Sts. , Baltimore , Maryland.
PAR. 8. Originally founded in 1890 , F&D had proven itself to be a

successful and highly profitable company. A specialist in fidc1ity and
surety underwriting, the company had concentrated over 88 percent of
its business in these two markets with the remaining business being in
thc burglary, liability, homeowners and commercial multiple peril
dwelling fire lines and life insurance. In 1968 , I"&D had total direct
premiums written of approximately $43 million with total admitted
assets in excess of $158 million.

PAR. 9. In 1968 , the year prior to its merger into American General
F&D ranked as the third largest fidelity underwriter with $10.4 million
in direct premiums written. This represented over 7 percent of the
national market. An aggressive and highly-service oriented company,
F&D was the Nation s leading independent fidc1ity underwriter and a
major independent surety underwriter. In that year F&D was the
second largest company in surety premjums written. Its direct premi-
ums written of $27.6 million accounted for over 8 percent of the total

S. market.
PAR. 10. At all times reJcvant herein , F&D was engaged in

commerce" within the meaning of the Clayton Act.

THE MERGER

PAR. 11. On or about July 1 , 1969 , F&D was effectivcJy merged into
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American General by reason of an agreement to affiliate dated
February 24, 1969 , pursuant to which al1 capital stock of F&D was
converted into two shares of common stock and 0.4 shares of $1.80
preferred stock of American General. The transaction was valued at
approximately $107.5 milion.

TRADE AND COMMERCE

PAR. 12. F'idclity and surety bonds are primarily underwritten and
sold by the same companies. Nevertheless , the two categories of
insurance are clearly distinguishable. Since they are designed for
different purposes , arc sold to who11y different classes of customers and
are dissimilar in underwriting concept, they are readily separable into
two distinct markets.

PAR. 13. ur-ety underwriting: In 1968, total direct surety bond
premiums written in the U.S. by a11 companies amounted to approxi-
mately $343 mil1ion with national concentration among the four and
eight largest producers increasing at a suhstantial rate. From 1962
through 1968 the top four firms increased their share of the market
from about 25 percent to nearly 31 percent. Similarly, by 1968 the cight
leading firms showed an increase to nearly 48 percent from their 1962
level of about 43 percent. Combined with F&D, American General
became the leader in surety bond underwriting with about 13 percent
of direet premiums written , based on 1968 data. In addition, the merger
resulted in American General being the largest surety bond underwri-
ter in 16 state markets , among the top four underwriters in 29 state
markets and among the top eight underwriters in 41 state markets. On
the basis of 1968 data the merger had the effect of increasing
concentration among the four top underwriters to approximately 35

percent, a relative increase of over 38 percent since 1962.
PAR. 14. F'idel'ity underwriting: In 1968 , total direct fidelity premi-

ums written in the U.S. by a11 companies amounted to approximately
$140 mil;on, and like the case with surety bond underwriters
concentration among the four and eight largest fidelity underwriters
increased substantial1y between the years 1962 through 1968. During
this period the four leading producers increased their market share
from about 24 percent to over 31 percent. The eight largest firms grew
from approximately 44 percent to nearly 54 percent. As a result of the
merger, American General became the largcst underwriter of fidelity
insurance with approximately Il percent of the national market based
on 1968 data. In addition , American General became the largest
underwriter in 12 state markets , was among the leading four undcrwri-
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ters in 36 state markets and among the top eight companies in 41 state
markets. On the basis of 1968 data the merger had the effect of
increasing concentration among the four top underwriters to about 35
percent and among the top eight underwriters to nearly 57 percent.

PAR. 15. Increasing concentration and a decline in the number of
fidelity and surety bond underwriters is directly attrihutable to a
significant merger trend in recent years in the property-liability field.
Between the years 1960 and 1968 a total of 580 mergers and
acquisitions involving property-liability insurers took place. The value
of their admitted assets exceeded $9.9 hil1ion. Over 60 fidelity and
surety bond underwriters have heen acquired since 1957 and of these
over half have been horizontal in nature. This trend has accelerated
sharply in the 1960's with over 20 major horizontal combinations having
taken place between 1963 and 1969.

EFFECT OF MERGER

PAR. 16. The effect of the merger of F&D into American General may
be substantial1y to lessen competition or to tend to create a monopoly in
the husiness of underwriting fidelity and surety bonds in the United

States and in various state and other geographic markets , in violation
of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U. C. 18 , in the
fol1owing ways , among others:

a. Substantial , actual and potential competition between Am-
erican General and F&D has been , or may be , eljrninated;
b. F&D has been eliminated as a substantial independent

factor in the business of underwriting fidelity and surety bonds;

c. Concent.ration in the husiness of underwriting fidelity and
surety bonds has been increased to the detriment of actual as wel1
as potential competition;
d. An acceleration of the trend toward mergers and acquisi-

tions has been encouraged and may contrihute to further increases
in concentration and the decline in the number of underwriters of
fidelity and surety honds.

PAR. 17. The merger of F&D into American General as a1!eged in
Paragraph 11 constitutes a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as
amended , 15 lJ. C. 18.

Chairman Kirkpatrick did not participate in this matter.
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INITIAL DECISION BY MONTGOMERY K. HYUN , ADMINISTRATIVE
LAW JUDGE

AUGUST 8, 1975

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

(1) On June 17 , 1971 , the Federal Trade Commission ("Commission
issued the complaint hcrcin , charging American General Insurance
Company ("American General" (2) with violation of Section 7 of the
Clayton Act, as amended (15 D. C. 18), by its July 1969 acquisition of
substantially all of the stock of Fidelity & Deposit Company of
Maryland ("F&D") for American General stock valued at about $107.
million. The complaint alleges that the effect of American General's
acquisition of F&D may be to lessen competition substantially or tend
to create a monopoly in the business of writing fidelity and surety
bonds in the United States by eliminating substantial actual and
potential competition between American Gcneral and F&D , by elimi-
nating F&D as a substantial independent factor in the fidelity and
surety bond jndustries , by increasjng concentratjon jn these jndustries
and by accelerating the merger trend in these industries.

On August 30, 1971 , respondent duly filed its answer admitting
certain allegations of the complaint and denying others , and asscrted
that the Commission was without jurisdiction in this matter by virtue
of the provisions of the McCarran-Ferguson Act (15 U. C. 1011). On
October 5 , 1971 , the Hearing Examiner granted F&D's September 21
1971 motion for leave to intervene. On February 11 , 1972, the

Commission dismissed complaint counscl's appeal from the Hearing
Examiner s order authorizing intervention.

After bricfs , the Hearing Examiner, on March 7 , 1972, issued his
Initial Decision and order granting the December 27, 1971 joint motion
of respondent and intervenor for summary decision and dismissed the
complaint for lack of jurisdiction. Upon complaint counsel' s appeal and
after briefs and oral argument, the Commission , on Decembcr 5 , 1972
vacated the initial decision and remanded the case to the Administra-
tive Law Judge for further proceedings. The attempt of respondent and
intervenor to have the Commission proceedings judicially cnjoincd has
been unsuccessfu1. Anwnmn Ge-neral Inwurance Co. v. Federal TradR

Cornm:iss'ion 359 F. Supp. 887 (S. D. Tex. 1973), aff'd 496 F.2d 197 (5th
Cir. 1974).

A number of prehearing conferences were held by my prcdecessors
and myself in September and December 1971 , March , July and August
1973 , and in February 1974. Evidentiary hearings on thc Section 7 issue
began on April 8 , 1974 and concluded on December 16 , 1974. Thc record
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was c10sed on January 7, 1975, after submission of stipulations
regarding the anticipated testimony of (3J certain unca1led witnesses.
Counsel for respondent and intervenor and complaint counsel filed
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, together with

supporting briefs , on March 7, 1975 , and reply briefs on April 3 , 1975.

This case is before me upon the complaint, answer , testimony and
other evidence, proposed findings of fact and conc1usions and briefs

filed by the parties and the intervenor. These submissions have been

given careful consideration and , to the extent not adopted herein in the
form proposed or in substance , arc rcjected as not supported by the
record or as immaterial. Any motions not heretofore or herein
specifica1ly ruled upon, either directly or by thc necessary effect of the
conclusions in this decjsion , are denied.

Having heard and observed the witnesses and after having careful1y
reviewed the entire record in this proceeding, together with the
proposed findings and conc1usions submitted by the parties and the
intervenor, the Administrative Law Judge makes the findings set forth
bclow. ! (4J

FINDINGS OF FACT

Identity and Bus'iness of Resporunt

1. Respondent American General Insurance Company (hereinafter
American General") is a corporation organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Texas, with its office and principal place of

business at 2727 A1Icn Parkway, Houston, Texas (Complaint and
Answer, par. 2).

2. Amcrican General was organized in 1926 and has since divers; fied
into an a1l-lines insurance company (Complaint and Answer, par. 3). It
operates in all 50 states, in every province of Canada , in western Europe
and in other places throughout the world , offering insurance and

I R€ferences to the r('Crd are made in parcnlhew , and the following abbreviations are u

...

F - indinf.""Qf this initial decision.
CPt' - Propo""d findinl.'5offact , conclusions of law am! order of complaintr.ounsd , fol1owo: by the profX5eu

findingrefcrTcdto.
CRB - C.omp)aintcounS(l's N'l'ly brief , foJlowec by the page numbersrefcrrcd to.

RPF - Rcspond"llt s propoSl ! findings of fad and conclusions of Jaw , followed by the propo!\,c finding
referred to

RB. Respondent's brief irJ slIPl'ortof I'r"po ! findin!;, followed by the page number referred to.
RRB. R.pondcnt rel'lybrief , followed by the page number referred il
CX- Cornpl1iintcuunsel' 5exhibjt.
RX- ResponIJent'sexhibits.
The tran!Iript of the proceedin 1 refcrn'(! UJ with lhe last name of the witnc and the pa!-'C 'lumber or

with the abbrcviation Tr. a"d the rage.
Jntervenor F&D joinL"- in rc.p()ndent various ple:ldings , inclut1in proposed findin,," of fact and conclusions of law

and supporting briefs . or filL 1 sPparat. ple,u!i\llr noting iL, support of respol1(h'nt's positions , throughout the
proceedings before the Admini trlltive Law Judge , Th' refore . the findings and di!Iu ions with r pel't to all
8ubst.ntive issues of f,.ctand law contained in this 1nilia1 UQIision apply equally to F&U'S3UhrniSlions.
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financial services (CX 87 , 88). At an times reJevant herein , respondent
was engaged in commerce, as "commerce" js defined in the Clayton
Act, 15 D. C. 12 (Complaint and Answer, par. 6).
3. American General now operates primarily as a holding company.

At the time of its July 1969 acquisition of Fidelity & Deposit Co. of

Maryland ("F&D"), American (5) General had a controning interest in
nine property and liability insurance companies (including the six-
company Maryland Casualty Group and one company which has since
been sold), six of which wrote fidelity and surety bonds (RRB , p. 15; CX

, p. 17; CX 4, p. 12; CX 9; CX 19, pp. 79-80; CX 24C , pp. 26-27; CX 2,'; , 39
40; CX 78A; CX 85-88).
4. American General also owned six life insurance companies at the

time of the acquisition of F&D (CPF 8; CX 19, pp. 80-84), and had
interest as wel1 in sevcraJ noninsurance financial institutions (CX 19

pp.

81-82).
5. American General's 1964 acquisition of Maryland Casualty

Company ("Maryland Casualty ), an independent multiple lines compa-
ny, and its affiliated companies , was a significant acquisition in the
fidelity and surety fields (RRB , p. 19; Complaint and Answer, par. II 5;
CX 24C, p. 42). In 1963, the year prior to that acquisition , American
General had net fidelity and surety premiums of approximately
$775 000 , whereas Maryland Casualty s net fidelity and surety premi-
ums totaned $12 379 000 (CX 24C , p. 12). In 1964, Maryland Casualty
ranked Ilth nationally in direct surety premiums with $8.9 minion in
direct premiums and 3.37 percent of the market, and ranked 13th in
direct fidelity premiums with $3.8 minion in direct premiums and 2.
percent of that market (CX !J5C E).

At the time of its acquisition in 1964 by American General , Maryland
Casualty was a substantial and profitable company (CX 24C, p. 21).

From 1955 to 1963 , inclusive, it ranked consistently among the Nation
top 10 surety writers, and ranked each year among the Nation s top 15
fidelity writers during that same period (CX 95 , 96; RX 235 , 236 237).

6. In its prospectus of August 2, 1964 , issued prior to acquiring
control of Maryland Casualty, respondent asserted its intention to
maintain the status quo as to Maryland Casualty's operations , saying,
". . 'it is contemplated that no change win be made in Maryland'
name , identity, or homc office location , and that, consistent with the
best interests of Maryland and its stockholders, no substantial change
win be made in Maryland's customs, methods , home office personnel
field and agency personnel , investment practices, and banking and
investment connections. It is the intention of American General that an
Maryland (6) personnel wil1 continue to enjoy their job security,
consistent with good busincss practice. This assurance applies particu-
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larly to Maryland's president, Mr. H. Ensworth Miler, who is regarded
by American General as competent and wen quaJified." (CX 24C, p. 3).
Respondent was later to use similar language in its proxy statement
referring to the acquisition of F&D (CX 19, pp. 6 and 7).
7. However, in its 1964 Annual Report, American General an-

nounced its intention of consolidating Maryland Casualty and Ameri-
can General operations (CX 7 , p. 14). The American General 1965
Annual Report indicated that this policy of unifying the two companies
was becoming a reality, that the two were bccoming, in effect, one all-
lines insurance group rather than remaining two separate insurance
companies (CX 6 , p. 16). This is evidenced by the fact that, in its annual
reports, American General shows its operating results by line of
business rather than by companies or company groups.
8. In 1966 , American General changed Maryland's management

including naming a new president to replace H. Ensworth Miner , and
appointing Gus S. Wortham , then chairman and chief executive officer
of American General , as chief executive officer of Maryland Casualty
(Woodson , Tr. pp. 1039 , 1047- 1049).
9. Respondent has been a mcmber of the Surety Association of

America (the trade association of fidclity and surety underwriters) for
some 15 years, and is a member of its Executive Committee (Pearson
Tr. 271; CX 116, p. 6; CX 145A-K).

10. In the period 1958 to 1968, respondent American General's

statutory earnings grew from $2 230 000 to $30 676 000, capital and
surplus increased from $20 824 000 to $261 550 000, and premium
income went from $37 milJion to $450 milion (CX 3 , pp. 14- 15; CX 8

, p.

6). In 1968 , American General's combincd income and admitted assets
were $527 million and $1.5 billion , respectively (Complaint and Answer
par. II 4). The company ranked approximately 15th nationwide among
United States stock property-liability companies , and ranked about 9th
that year by insurance in force among aU stock life insurance
companies (CX 3 , p. 22). (7)

II. Identity and Business of the Acq'uired Firm

11. Fidelity and Deposit Company of Maryland (F&D) was , prior to
its acquisition by American General on July 1 , 1969 , a corporation

organized and existing under the laws of the State of Maryland , with
its office and principal place of business located at Charlcs and
Lexington Sts. , Baltimore , Maryland (Complaint and Answer, par. 7).

12. OriginaUy founded in 1890 as a banking and bonding institution
F&D had proven itself to be a successful and highly profitable company
(CX 11 , p. 3; CX 12, p. 3; CX 13 , p. 3; CX 14 , p. 3; CX 15 , p. 3; CX 16 , p. 3;
CX 63A; Shrake , Tr. 1334 , 1404; Culbertson , Tr. 1488 , 1490 , 1528).
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13. In 1910 , F&D extended the scope of its activities to include the
writing of burglary, robbery and theft insurance. In 1942, F&D entered
the inland marine insurance field, but has confined its writings therein
to the Personal Property Floater policy, which is a comprehensive form
of insurance covering personal property, wherever located, against

almost any cause or loss or damage. In 1958, F&D further broadened its
activities to include fire, extended coverage and homeowners ' multiple
perij coverages which provide protection to homeowners against loss or
damage to their homes caused by fire , windstorm , hail and other losses
and liabiJities incident to home ownership (CX 17 , p. 89). In 1964, F&D
created a subsidiary to write life insurance , Maryland Life Insurance
Company of Baltimore (CX 15, p. 5).

14. Despite such diversification , F&D remained a specialist in
fidelity and surety underwriting. Eighty-eight percent of its business in
1968 was concentrated in these two lines , with the remaining business
being in the burglary, liability, homeowners and commercial multipJe
peril , dwelling fire Jines and life insurance (Complaint and Answer , par.
8; CX 11 , p. 6; CX 12, p. 6). Surety constitutes the larger part of F&D'
bond business and is more than twice as large as its fidelity. In 1968
fidelity accounted for 25.2 percent and surety accounted for 63.4
percent of F&D's premiums (CX 11 , p. 6). The bulk of ~'&D' s surety
business consists of contract bonds. For example , in 1970 74 percent of

F&D' s surety premiums were derived from contract bonds (CX 1 , p. 7;
CX 11 , p. 5; RX 79).

(8) 15. F&D writes business in all 50 states through 51 branch and
service offices. Two-thirds of F&D's 1100 employees work in the branch
offices (CX 17, pp. 90-91). At all times relevant herein , F&D was
engaged in "commerce" within the meaning of the Clayton Act
(Complaint and Answer, par. 10).
16. An agl"rressive and highly service oriented company prior to the

acquisition by American General , F&D was the Nation s leading

independent fidelity underwriter and a major independent surety
underwriter (CX 11 , p. 5; CX 15, p. 3; CX 16 , p. 3; CX 68A; Culbertson
Tr. 1700-1701). By 1967, F&D had become the leading writer of court
and fiduciary bonds, a very profitable surety line (CX 12, p. 6; CX 14

, p.

4).
17. In 1968 , the ycar prior to its acquisition by American General

F&D had total direct premiums written of approximately $4 million
with total admitted assets in excess of $158 million , and a capital and
surplus account in excess of $89 mi1lion (Complaint and Answer, par. 8;
CX 17, p. 54).

18. F&D was regarded in the industry as a very conservative
company, which carefully controlled its underwriting practices and
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accepted only those risks with a very low probability of loss (Krupp, Tr.
991; Spickard , Tr. 1119; McVay, Tr. 1380; Culbertson , Tr. 1486 , 1731-
1732; CX 12 , p. 5; CX &1; CX 68A).

19. F&D has been a member of the Surety Association of America
for some 15 years and is represented on its executive committee. Mr.
Coe Culbertson , president of F&D and a witness in these proceedings,
currentJy occupies F&D's seat on that committee (Pearson , Tr. 271;
CuJbertson , Tr. 667 , 679A680A; CX 145A-K).
20. American General acquired ownership of F&D on July 1, 1969

for stock valued at $107.5 milJion (Complaint and Answer, par. 11). The
acquisition represented American General's second major acquisition in
5 years in the fidelity and surety markets (F. 5 supm).
21. American General's reason for acquiring F&D , as set forth in it,

proxy statements filed with thc SF,C, was that "American General's
fidelity and surety business wilJ be strengthened by the addition of
Fidelity s fidclity and surety business. " (CX 17 , p. 6; CX 18 , p. 6; CX 19

6).

(9) 22. ~'&D made a sobstantial contribution to American General's
financial position. F&D's admitted assets in 1968 were $158 333 000 and
added 10 percent to American General's admitted asset,. F&D' s capital
and surplus for 1968 was $89 406 000 or 34 percent the size of American
General' s (CX 17 , p. 64). Admitted assets and capital and surplus of
F&D ($247 739 000) were far in excess of the purchase price paid by

American General ($107.5 milJion) for the acquisition.
23. In its prospectus issued prior to acquiring ownership of F&D

American General declared its intention " that there wilJ be no change
jn FidcJity * * *Board of Directors off jeers home office personnel
field and agency personnel, basic pattern of operations , nature of
busjness, investment practices and banking and investment connec-
tions." (CX 18, p. 7). However , the current chairman , president and
chief executive of American General testified that American General
envisions consoJidation of F&D' s investment operations wjth those of
the American General group (Woodson , Tr. 1023).
24. An the members of the American General group except F&D

folJow an integrated underwriting procedure (Woodson , Tr. 1040-1041).
25. Since 1970 , no F&D earnings were retained to increase F&D'

capital and surplus. In addition , in 1973 , F&D paid American General a
special dividend amounting to $20 minion , which reduced F&D' s capital
and surplus by that amount. The special dividend equaned more than 20
percent of F&D's capital and surplus at that time (Woodson , Tr. 1081-
1036; Culbertson , Tr. 1531-1532).
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III. Viability of F&D as a Scpara!R Entity

26. In 1968, the year prior to thc acquisition , F&D was numbcr
three in the fidelity market and number two in the national surety
market. It was considercd a healthy and ably managed company, with
an exceptiona11y strong financial position and a record of excellent
underwriting achievement (CX 68A , B; CX 72).

27. In absolute terms, F&D's direct premium writings of both
fidelity and surety showed a marked increase (10) overa11 in the period
between 1962 and 1973.' Pcrhaps more significant is the fact that
F&D' s direct premium writings have grown at the same rate as or
sJightly higher rate than that of the entirc industry. F&D's 1972
fideJity writings , in terms of direct premiums written , wcre 187 percent
of its 1962 writings. The industry !"Tfowth for the same period was 180
percent. Similarly, F&D's 1972 surety writinb'" werc equal to 210
percent of its 1962 writings; the industry-wide growth was 200 percent.
Clearly, F&D is at least holding its own , if not doing slightly better
than the industry as a whole , in terms of absolute volume of business
(CX 92- , 119-125; RX 74- , 232-233).

28. F&D has always been considered a highly profitable company
(Tr. 1488) and has cxpericnccd increased profitabiJity in recent years , as
indicated by declining loss ratios in its fidelity and surety business. In
both lines , F&D's loss ratio began to fa11 in 1966; the decline was
interrupted by a slight increase in 1969 , the year of acquisition , then
continued through 1973. ~'or several years , F&D' s loss ratio in both Jines
has been substantia11y below that of the industry as a whole (CX 92-95;
RX 74- 282-233).3 These figures indicate that F&D has succcssfu11y

, F&D's market sha in 196 was higher in hoth the fidelity (7.4 perccllt) and surety (KOlXrcc"t) markct. than it
was in 1962 when F&D ranked fil"L in both markeu;.

In fidelity, F&D ha. not shown an increase in writing: eah year, hut every yearcyc!c (with the one exccption
1964/1967) ha. marked an incre'! in diret premium volume. Moreover , the statistics for &D fidelity writinR"do
generally track the industry-wide pattern of advances and dL'Clines. See Table A.

:F&l)' ssnrcty writ.ing:hav(, increa.o, every year except 1973.
3 Se Table A and E , on!!- 11- 12. fl1j

TABLE A
F&D' s Groth. in Direct fumi'lm.q Written Gnnpared With lruu.qtry

(Countrywide).

1962

196
19fA

196
1966

1967
196
1969

F&D
Fiddity

Diree/ Premium
!:65 179

775

154 169

6;,7 585
971

922 132

392
174

Sunty
Direct Pnmium

773
17,22 171

945 914

579
!J37 751

26,2,94i
581 851

2S6

(Qmlinued)
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competed for the more profitable underwriting business in both fidelity
and surety.

(13 J 29. At the time of its acquisition by American General , F&D was

Industry
Pidlity

Dind fumium
IJ1 m!J

140 011 OZ:

133 703 198

118 920 180

140 591 153

137 918
139 512
177,2,
176,2,431

188 386 624

201 691 180

198,2,701

Growth, 1962-1972: l8Ov
(CX 119-12.'i92-96; RX74-81 232-231)(I2J

1970

1971

1972
1973

1%'
196
196
196
196
1%7
196
1%'
1970

1971

1972
1973

479

100
768 072

528

Growth , 1962-1972: 187%

TABLE H

759 184

347,2
374,28

33,2,760

Growth , 1962-1972' 210%

Surety
DiTfct Prmium

'Z717;:8

512
194 049

308 66,26
320 629

85,210
185

594 0'21

997
670
493 587

Growtn l962- 1972: 200%

1'&1)' 3 lms Ratios GJmpany With Industry

1%2
196
196
196
1%6
1%'
196
1%'
uno
1971

1972
1973

1970

1971

1972
1973

(CX92-95; RX 74-81 232- 1).

233-7380 - 77 - 37

Hdclity
F&D' s UJss RatUJ

21.0

35.

48.

56.

56.

51.

56.

f.6.

45.

39.

31.

1962

196
196
196
196
1%7
196
1969

Sunty
F&D' s lASS Ratio

170
170
16.

16.

21.0
11.0

"'.

22.

24_

31.9

"'.

18.

Industry
33.

55.

45.

46.

:.0.

48.0
fA5
5S.

49.
52.

48.

49.

Industry
28.

46.
32.0
29.

29.

24.

262
24.

30.

30.

25.

3"3
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capable of continuing in business as a viable independent entity (Fs. 2&-
, supra).

IV. Nature of the Fidelity and Surety Bond InduBtrUs

Product Market

30. The rdevant product markets in this
bonds and surety honds (Fs. 31- 'infra). ,

(1) Surety

case are two: fidelity

31. CommerciaJ or corporate surety possesses certain peculiar
characteristics not common to other lines of insurance generally (Fs. 32-

, infra).
32. Unlike ordinary insurance policies , which are two-party agree-

ments, surety bonds represent three-party agreements in which the
principal al"rrees to perform a certain obligation for an obligee, and in
the same instrument, a surety agrees to guarantee that performance or
indemnify the obligee if the principal fails to perform under the terms
of the contract (Fait , Tr. 1:39-140; Moritz, Tr. 174A; Pearson , Tr. 282).
33. There are a number of different types of surety bonds , including

contract bonds , license and permit bonds, court and fiduciary bonds
and misccl1aneous trade and financial guarantees (Sinclair, Tr. 71;
Moritz , Tr. 174A: Ruesch , Tr. 452; CX 17 , p. 89). Contract bonds account
for about 60 percent of the surety premiums written (Sinclair , Tr. 72;
Hepburn , Tr. 409 , 1206; Ruesch , Tr. 452; Culbertson , Tr. 168&-1687). The
contract bond principal1y covers the bonding of underlying construction
contracts performed by a contractor or contractors, and guarantlc es the
faithful perfnrmance of those contracts according to plans and
specifications of the underlying contract. It also covers the payment
obligations of that particular contract (Sinclair, Tr. 71; Fait, Tr. 139-
140; CX 117 , pp. 4- 11). Such bonds are written on ajob-by-job basis and
cover the underlying contracts for particular projects (Sinclair , Tr. 74).
A fiduciary bond guarantees that the individual charged with husband-
ing and disposition of the assets in a trust or estate wi1 properly

perform his fiduciary duties (14J (Sinclair, Tr. 72; CX 76, pp. 4-9). A
judicial bond is required when a verdict has been appealed to guarantee
that appel1ant can pay the amount of the judgment (Sinclair, Tr. 73; CX

, p. 24). A municipality may require a license bond to insure that a
person performs his job in accordance with the terms of his license. If
the license is violated and an injury results and the licensee cannot pay
the damages , the bonding company steps in and pays the damages
(Moritz , Tr. 175).
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34. Unlike insurance , a surety bond cannot ordinarily be cancelled
(Sinclair, Tr. 73- , 79; Fait, Tr. 143; Ruesch , Tr. 452-453).
35. The rate charged for a surety bond is not set with rcgard to

actuarial tahlcs of loss experience. It is , rather , essentially a flat rate
charged for services performed. The premium then is similar to interest
paid a bank for a loss. Surety rates bear no rclation to , nor are they
affected by, insurance rates (CX 117 , p. 4; Sinclair, Tr. 73- 81-82;
Fait, Tr. 140-141; Moritz , Tr. 176-179; Ruesch , Tr. 453; Shrake , Tr. 1392-
1393).
36. Surety provides a form of protection not provided by any type of

insurance. Insurance compensates for loss; surety guarantees thata job
will be completed (Fait, Tr. 143- 144; Wells , Tr. 1600-1602; CX 117, pp. 9-

11).
37. Salvage is very important on a surety bond but not on an

insurance policy. If a loss occurs on a bond , the bond company begins
salvage work. In the case of a construction bond , for example , the
underwriting company attempts to determine the best way of complet-
ing the project. The company will try to assist the principal in fulfilling
his contract. If that is impossiblc , the surety company and the obligee
work out an agreemcnt on how to finish the job. The surety company
may succeed in recovering or prevcnting a largc portion of the loss
(Fait, Tr. 139 , 144; Wells, Tr. I600-1602; CX 117 , pp. 9 , 11).

38. Unlike an insurance company, the bonding company has a right
of subrogation against the principa1. It can recover from him any losses
on the bond (Fait, Tr. 139-140; Culbertson , Tr. 836).

39. Special expertise, heyond that of thc general experienced
insurance underwriter , is needed to underwrite surety bonds (Sinclair
Tr. 107; Fait, Tr. 155-156; Moritz, Tr. 188).

(15J 40. Surety is generally recognized as a separate product line. The
Surety Association of America exists as a separate trade association for
the fidelity and surety industries (Sinclair, Tr. 94). The American
Insurance Association has separate counsel and a separate advisory

committee for fidelity and surety (Pearson , Tr. 284). There is a trade
association, the National Association of Surety Bond Producers, for
agents who specialize in fidelity or surety (Pearson , Tr. 275 , 290-291;
Halpin , Tr. 901-902; Shrake , Tr. 1406).
41. Personal surety, bank letters of credit, self- insurance , cash and

securities deposits , and the like , proffered by respondent as forms of
guarantee comparable to thc security bond , are not widcly enough used
to be considered practical substitutes for the corporate surety bond (Fs.
36-39 , infra).

42. The use of
almost never used

personal surety is dying out. Personal surety is
in substitution for a corporate surety bond on a
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construction contract (Wens , Tr. 1609-1613). F&D' s president, testify-
ing on respondent's behalf, could not give any specific example of bond
business lost to personal surety, though he stated that personal surety
was in use (Culbertson , Tr. 836-838 , 1695).

43. Vague, general statements regarding cash deposits were made
during these hearings , but no concrete instances of the actual use of
cash or securities deposits in lieu of surety bonds were cited in the
record (see , for example , Culbertson , Tr. 886, 1685-1688; Backman , Tr.

1941). It is especially unlikely that deposits of cash or securities could be
a practical substitute for surety bonds on construction projects; the

tying up of assets that it would involve would be a great burden to the
contractor.
44. The record does not support the assertion that bank letters of

credit are in sufficient use to be considered a practical substitute for

corporate surety bonds. The president of ~'&D could name no instances
of such substitution and stated that letters of credit were not
acceptable on Federal and many othcr public construction projects
(Culbertson , Tr. 1685-1686 1691-1693). Indeed , there is testimony to the
contrary, that such use of bank letters of credit is infrequent. In fact
despite their rclatively low rate , its use is on the decline (Wells , Tr.
1611-161:3).

(16) 45. Despite general and vague assertions by a witness for
respondent that " they" (referring to one or more unnamed title
companies) "are practicing surety" (Culbertson , Tr. 1693), there ;s no
specific evidence in the record that title companies ' guarantees are
replacing corporate surety. A witness for complaint counsel testified he
knew of no specific case where a title company actually acted as surety
(Wens, Tr. 1613). Witnesses for neither side could point to a specific
company by name , though they scemed to have specific instances in
mind , where a title company either did write or was forbidden to writc
insurance that was similar to a surety bond (Wells, Tr. 1613-1614;

Culbertson , Tr. 1817). On the basis of this record , it cannot be found
that title companies provide a practical substitute for corporate surety.
46. In short, the alleged substitutes for surety arc either less

convenient , more burdensome , less reliable or less easy to obtain than
corporate surety bonds and do not in fact constitute practical substi-
tutes for corporate surety bonds (Fs. 36-39 supra).

47. Surety is separate and distinct from insurance and has no close
substitutes (Fs. 35-40 supra).

(2) Fidelity

48. Fidelity honds are instruments by which the underwriting

company agrees to indemnify an employer for losses arising out of the
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dishonest acts of his employees (Sinclair, Tr. 87; Moritz, Tr. 181;
Ruesch , Tr. 453; CX 2, p. 89). The purpose of fideJity bonds is to
indemnify the employer for loss of money and other property sustaincd
through dishonest acts of his bonded employecs. The scope of acts
insured against ine1udes larceny, theft , embezzlement, forgery, misap-
propriation , wrongful abstraction , wil1ful misappJication, or other

fraudolent or dishonest acts committed by the employee, whether

acting alone or in co11usion (CX 77 , pp. 5-6).
49. Fidelity is more e10sely akin to insurance than is surety, but it

too is a product Jinc scparatc from general insurance and surety (Fs. 50-
, infra).
(17) 50. The principal customer categories for fidelity bonds are

financial institutions and mercantile or commercial enterpriscs (Sin-
clair, Tr. 87; CX 135). At Insurance Company of North America (INA),
at least two-thirds of total fideJity writings are for financial institu-
tions, while at Continental Insurance Company and F&D , some 60
percent of fidelity writings are for financial institutions (Sinclair, Tr.
88; Ruesch , Tr. 4;'4; Culbertson , Tr. 1696). Financial institution fidelity
bonds arc identified by descriptions of the institutions that purchase
them and include: Insurance Companies manket Bonds , Sma11 Loan
Companies Blanket Bonds , Bankers Blanket Bonds, Savings and Loan
Association Blanket Bonds , Credit Union manket Bonds , and Stock
Brokers and Investment Bankers Blanket Bonds. Other categories of
fidelity bonds include: Public School System Employee Blanket Bonds
Blanket Bonds for Federal Departments , Forgery Bonds , and bonds for
club and recreational activities (CX 91 , Part II , p. 1; Sinclair, Tr. 87-88;
Ruesch , Tr. 453-4;'4).
51. Unlike insurance , fidelity bonds involve an element of surety-

ship: three parties are involved in that the underwriter vouches for or
stands as guarantee for the honesty of an employee/principal , to an
employer/insured. Moreover , unlike many forms of insurance, fidelity
involves the possibility of salvage or subrogation for the insurer (WeBs
Tr. 1600-1602).

52. Special training beyond that required for the general insurance
underwriter is required for a fidelity bond writer (Moritz, Tr. 188-189),
and most companies have different underwriters for fidelity and
insurance (Sinclair, Tr. 90 , 93-94; Moritz, Tr. 187-189). To wrte fideJity
bonds suceessfu11y requires the knowledge of loss prevention tech-
niques and the ability to advise customers of those methods (WeBs , Tr.
1600-1602). Fidelity is a specialty line that involves an effort to closely
fo11ow the internal and external control aspects of the firm being

bonded (Sinclair, Tr. 90 , 93).
53. Fidelity rates are based to some extent on loss experience but
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bear no relation to surety or insurance rates (Sinelair, Tr. 91 , 93; Fait
Tr. 151; Moritz , Tr. 184; Ruesch , Tr. 457).

54. Fidelity is recognized as a separate line in the industry (see

Finding 40 rupra).
(18) 55. That a fidelity bond is sometimes written with a burglary

policy, or combined with burglary insurance in a "crime" package , does
not alter the finding that fidelity is a separate line. In cases wherein the
two are combined in a package, they are accommodations to those

customers who need both types of protection. Neither fidelity bond nor
a burglary policy supplies the protection afforded by the other. Fidelity
protects against employee dishonesty, burglary against outside crime.
Thus, they are not functional substitutes.

56. ~'idelity is separate and distinct from insurance and has no
practical substitutes (Fs. 50- oupra).

57. Surety is distinct from fidelity. Fidelity is sold primarily to
financial institutions (Ruesch , Tr. 454; Culbertson , Tr. 1696). They paid
44.7 percent of the fidelity premiums earned nationwide in 1968 (CX
135). The majority of surety bonds are sold to construction contractors.
Contractors paid 66.5 percent of the surety premiums earned nation-
wide in 1968 (CX 136; Huesch , Tr. 45; Hepburn , Tr. 1206; Culbertson
Tr. 1686-1687). Contractors do purchase fidelity bonds , but they account
for much less fidelity than surety (Sinclair, Tr. 92; CX 135). The two
types of bonds serve different purposes: one assures the completion of a
particular undertaking, the other protects an employer from loss due to

dishonesty on the part of his employees. They arc not functionally
interchangeable. Hates , profits , earnings and predictable losses in the
two lines arc unrelated. The industry recognizes them a.s sepa.rate and
distinct lines (Sinclair, Tr. 90-93; Fait, Tr. 148-151; Moritz, Tr. 184;
Huesch , Tr. 455-457).
58. Surety and fidelity are distinct submarkets within the general

insurance industry, and therefore are separate product markets for
purposes of this proceeding (Fs. 31- supra).

B. Geographic Market

59. The geographic market in which the effects of this acquisition
must be assessed is the Nation as a whole (Fs. 60- infra).
60. Not only are American General and F&D licensed to do business

and actuaUy doing business in every state in (19) the country (Fs. 2, 15
supra), but the major fidelity and surety underwriters operate
generally on a nationwide basis (Culbertson , Tr. 806).

The leading fidelity and surety writers are licensed to operate in all
or nearly aU of the states (Sinclair, Tr. 95-96; Moritz, Tr. 198-199;
Culbertson , Tr. 806; Ruesch , Tr. 458-460; Wells , Tr. 1561-1562; Thorne
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Tr. 1648-1649). As set forth below, an of the leading fidelity and surety
writers national1y in 1968, the year preceding the acquisition , were also
among the top 15 writers in a significant number of states (CX 92):

Surety

Co. and Natiol Rank
1 U.S. Fidelity & Guaranty

F&D
Aetna
Travelers

5 Fireman s Fund
American Genera!
St. Paul
Hartford
Chubb10 Seaboard

Numbr of Stau.') in Which
Rnnlrd Ama Tap 15

FUlity

Co. and Natio Rank
Aetna
Continental
F&D
IN A
Hartford

6 Fireman s Fund

Chubb
8 U.S. Fidelit.y & Guaranty

Employers of Wausau10 Travelers

Numbr of State,,; in Which
Rnnlrd Ama Tap 15

(20) In 1968 8 of the top 10 writers. in fidelity and 8 of the top 10 in

surety were reported by the Surety Association among the top 15
writers in 40 or more states. Three of the nationwide top four surety

writers were in the top 15 in every state. 
61. Executives of several principal surety and fidelity bond writers

testified that they look only or primarily at national market share
figures in assessing their company s market position (Sinclair, Tr. 97
100; Moritz, Tr. 202; Thorne, Tr. 804; Shrake , Tr. 1411; Wens, Tr. 1629
1658).
62. Ratemaking in the fidelity and surety lines is general1y done on

a nationwide basis. The rates recommended by the Surety Association
of America are general1y countrywide in their application. Prior to
1970 , those rates were mandatory for Association members (Pearson
Tr. 286-287; Hepburn, Tr. 403-404 , 1188). Although Association mem-
bers are now free to deviate from Association rates, the rates of a
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particular company are generally uniform from state to state. Devia-
tions that occur are not generally relat"d to individual states but rather
to individual jobs. They are not in response to underwriting experience
in a particular state because state statistics simply do not provide
sufficient experience , from an actuaria1 point of view I to devise
legitimate rates for a state alone (Moritz , Tr. 201; Hepburn , Tr. 403-404

1181-1182; Culbertson , Tr. 805-807 , 817; Backman , Tr. 1947).

63. The principal bond writers operate throughout the country by
means of branch or division offices located throughout the country
(Sinclair, Tr. 95-96; Moritz, Tr. 198-199; Ruesch, Tr. 447, 458-468;

Culbertson, Tr. 806 , 831-832; Wells , Tr. 1561- 1562, 1604- 1605; Thorne
Tr. 1643-164 , 164 , 1648- 1649).

64. Vihere bonds of significant size are concerned , the home office
underwriters generally participate with the branch office in the
underwriting (Sinclair , Tr. 76 91; Moritz , Tr. 199-201; Ruesch , Tr. 460-

461; Culbertson , Tr. 806-807).

65. The leading fidehty and surety writers generally, and F&D and
American General in particular , have the (21 J potential to compete , and

in fact do compete , for business on a nationwide basis (Fs. 53- supra).
66. A local customer w,nerally can purchase through his agent

fidehty and surety honds from bonding companies at any of their
offices located anywhere in the country (Fs. 60 , 63 upra; Culbertson
Tr. 806; Backman , Tr. 1942-1943).

67. A bond customer with operations in more than one state
generally can purchase fidehty and surety bonds at one location to
cover his entire multi-state operations (Culbertson , Tr. 805 , 807 , 822-

823; Krupp, Tr. 963-965; Backman , Tr. 1952).

68. Accordingly, a customer in need of a fidelity or surety bond can
turn to anyone of the underwriters licensed to operate in his state. No
matter how little an underwriter may have written in that state in the
past, it represents an alternative source of supply to the customer.
Thus , for the average bond customer , his alternative sources of supply
arc not limited to those firms which maintair. branches or write a large

volume of bonds in his state at any given time but extend throughout
the entire country as a practical matter.

69. The !\ation as a whoie is therefore the appropriate geographic
market in which to assess the effects of this acquisition (Fs. 60-

supra). The parties are in agreement that the national market is an
appropriate geographic market in these proceedings (CPF 78; RPF HI-
117).
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70. Complaint counsel further contcnd that each state or , in the
alternative , each of seven dcsignated statcs ' also constitutes a rclevant
geographic market (CPF 163; CRB , p. 41). They have submitted state
market share statistics which they argue indicate that the nationwide
statistics drastical1y undcrstate the degree of concentration in the
fideJity and surety industries in some states (CPF 34 , 41 , 104,, 107 132
135 164).

(22) 71. A state may, in some circumstances, constitute an appropri-
ate geographic market. Howevcr, the record in this proceeding does not
support a finding that each state or any state is an appropriate market
in which to assess the effects of this acquisition (Fs. 72- infra).
72. Complaint counsel's state market data in evidence in this

proceeding are jimited to a single year (1968) (scc CPF 99).
The state market sharcs of underwriting companies can fJuctuate

widely from year to ycar. The loss or gain by a company of even one
large contract , for examplc , particularly where al10cated to a Iow-
volume state , can make an enormous difference in that company
market share for that state (CPF 169; RPF II-122; RRB, p. 54;

Culbertson , Tr. 817-820). Valid conclusions regarding concentration
trends in state markets , changes in market shares and ranking, ease of
entry or the state of competition cannot be drawn from one year
statistics alonc. Therefore , no reasoned assessment of the cffccts of this
acquisition on competition in any " state market" can be made on the
basis of the evidence in the record.
73. The state figures in the rccord may bc misleading in another

respect. Becausc of al1ocation inconsistencics in many typcs of fidelity
and surety bonds , the 1968 figures (CX 92) do not always accurately
reflect where the bonds wcre written , and hcnce where the competition
for any piece of underwriting business took placc (RPF III-132-133;
RPF IlI- 137; see Fs. 129-136 infra). Even the figures for prcmiums
generated by contract surety bonds , which arc uniformly a110cated to
the state in which the work is performed (RPF III- 136), do not indicate
the place of actual compctition , except in cases where the state of
performance is also the state whcre the bond was written (RPF IlI- 139-
141).

-lahtre of Competit'ori

74. Fidelity and surety bonds are sold both dircctly to customers
and through agcnts and brokers. Most arc written through agents and
brokers (Sinelair, Tr. 75-76; Fait , Tr. 157; Moritz , Tr. 204; Culbertson

, California, Florida , Jliinois , :'1aryla , New York , Pennsyl\'ania , and Texas
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Tr. 781-782, 788), but both American General and F&D also sold bonds
directly (Robbins , Tr. 2523).

(23) 75. An agent is technically a representative of the company that
appointed him (Culbertson , Tr. 785; Halpin , Tr. 908; McVay, Tr. 1350).
Thus , when a policy is cancelled and a return premium is required , an
agent must come up with his share of the return premium (Culbertson
Tr. 786). However, practically speaking, the agent represents the
consumer (Culbertson , Tr. 783; Halpin , Tr. 907-908).

76. Most agents are not exclusive agents, but represent several
bond companies. An agent can and does choose from among those he
represents the one best suited for the particular needs of each of his

clients (Culbertson , Tr. 785-786).
77. A broker is licensed to represent the consumer. When a policy is

cancelled and a return premium required, the broker owes the

underwriting company nothing. Like the agent, a single broker can
choose from among many companies in selecting the one to serve his
chents ' particular needs (Culbertson , Tr. 786-787; Halpin , Tr. 907-908;

McVay, Tr. 1350).
78. In general , it is the agent or broker , not the customer , who

designates the company with which a customer s bond is to be placed.
Most agents and brokers have a " stable" of three to six companies with
which they place most of their business. For these reasons, hond
companies compete for inclusion in agents

' "

stables " as well as at the

direct customer level (Culbertson , Tr. 181 , 781 , 783 , 788; Moritz , Tr. 201-
202; Halpin , Tr. 965-966; Shrake , Tr. 13171318 , 1322-1324 , 1386-1387

1364).
79. Except in the case of a vcry small bond , wh;ch an agent might

be permitted to execute , agents do not make the decision to issue a bond
(Sinclair, Tr. 75; oritz , Tr. 179; CX 12 , p. 5). Ultimately, it is the surety
or fidelity underwriter in a company s branch or home office who

makes the final underwriting decision. He must analyze the risk and
determine whether the piece of business is one that would interest his
company, and attempt to use his knowledge and experience to improve
the quahty of a risk he finds marginal (Sinclair, Tr. 77). When a surety
underwriter is approached by a contractor with whom he has not dealt
previously, he follows certain procedures tailored to the writing of

surety bonds. The underwriter must obtain certain financial informa-
tion. (24) He requests financial statements for the previous years. Most
underwriters demand a certified audit. The underwriter may secure a
contractor s questionnaire giving his history, length of time in the
business, size of jobs he has performed , names of his sureties
description of his lines of credit and names of his suppliers. Then the
underwriter checks this information with banks , creditors ! sureties and
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suppliers of the contractor, and may also order a Dun and Bradstreet
credit report on the contractor (Sinclair , Tr. 77-79; Fait, Tr. 141-142).

80. Rates for fidelity and surety bonds were formerly established by
the Surety Association of America for its members. Nonmembers were
free to file and charge their own rates. Even member companies could
vary their fidelity rates through the use of tables of judgment (Ruesch
Tr. 464-465; Culbertson, Tr. 794, 1711-1712; Hepburn, Tr. 1188;

Backman , Tr. 2216-2217). At the present , Surety Association rates are
advisory only, even for members (Pearson, Tr. 286-287; Hepburn , Tr.
1188).

81. Rates for surety bonds are not set on the basis of loss experience
(F. 35 supra).

82. Surety and fidelity are profitable lines for insurance companies
(Fait, Tr. 138; CX 9, p. 6; CX 10, p. 6; CX 11 , p. 5; CX 14 , p. 4; CX 63).

83. Fidelity and surcty companies compete in terms of service

availability, and price (Moritz Tr. 202-204; Krupp, Tr. 989; McVay, Tr.
1378-1380; Wells , Tr. 1601).
84. Service encompasses the advice and guidance given by bond

companies to agents and consumers on the type and amount of bond
needed as well as in the areas of loss prevention and salvage (Moritz, Tr.
203-204; Wens, Tr. 1599-1604; Culbertson , Tr, 1700-1701).

85. Services offered by bond companies to their agents and
customers are based on their expertise in the industries in which their
customers are involved (McVay, Tr. 1376; Wens, Tr. 1599-1600; CX 164
p. 8). The bond company advises the agent on the type and amount of
bond his client needs (Wells, Tr. 1599-1600). If a risk is marginal , the
underwriter wil attempt to improve the quality of the risk (Sinclair

Tr. 77; Shrake , Tr. 1412). This might involve establishment of a Joss
prevention system by the client on the advice of the underwriter (25)
(McVay, Tr. 1376-1377; Wells, Tr. 1600; Culbertson , Tr. 1701) or the
institution of safety programs or elimination of hazardous conditions
(Shrake , Tr. 1412-1413).
86. Other services provided by the bond companies could include

guidance on the types of work and geographic areas the client should
avoid (Wens, Tr. 1603; Culbertson , Tr. 1701). The underwriter might
also check on the reliability of potential subcontractors. The bond
company may help the client form a joint venture for a large job , or
provide information about federal and state regulations covering
construction work (Wens, Tr. 1603-16(4). After the bond is wrtten , the
underwriter makes periodic status inquiries to check the progress of the
construction, watch for problems, and assess the activities of the
contractor (Sinclair , Tr. 79-80).
87. Salvage is another important service provided by bond compa-
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nies. If a loss occurs on a bond , the bond company bebrins salvage work.
On a fidelity bond , salvage could involve rccovery of money or property
taken from an employer. The bond company pursues the employee who
took the money or property and attempts to recoup as much of the loss
as possible. In the case of a construction bond on which the principal
cannot complete the job, the underwriting company attempts to

detcrmine the best way of completing the project. The company will try
to assist the principal in fulfilling his contract. If that is impossible , the
surety and the obligee work out an agreement on how to finish the job.
The surety company may succeed in recovering or preventing a large
portion of the loss (Fait, Tr. 144; Wells , Tr. 1600- 1602).

88. Service can be an important factor in the agent's or customer
choice of bonding company. F&D , for example, considers its service

record a selling device; it feels that it offers excellent service that
compensates for somewhat higher prices (Culbertson , Tr. 706 , 741; CX
49). It attributes its position as a leading writer of court and fiduciary
bonds to the expert assistance it provides to the legal profession (CX 12
p. 6). F&D' s president testified that F&D competed with American
General in furnishing service (Culbertson , Tr. 793).

89. Availability is the ability of an undcrwriting company to quickly
approve and write bonds and can be a crucial factor jr) choosing a bond
company. Agents have (26) discontinued placing bond business with
firms that frequently delay in providing hands (Krupp, Tr. 988-989;

McVay, Tr. 1379; Shrake , Tr. 1396-1397).
90. Price competition in fidelity and surety rates has always existed

and exists now despite the Surety Association s establishment of rates.
Rate competition exists between F&D and American General for
certain classes of bonds (F. 80 supm; Moritz , Tr. 203; Culbertson , Tr.
794; McVay, Tr. 1379).
91. Bonding companies compete on the terms described above at

severallevcls. They compete at the direet customer level (F. 67 supra);
at the agent level , to be chosen one of an agent' s "regulars " or to draw
business away from an agent's rq"rular stable of companies; and they
compete within an agent's " stable " with the other companies the agent
regularly draws upon (F. 71 supra).

92. Reinsurance is the assumption of a portion of a fidelity or surety
risk of the direct writing company by another insurance company
(Sinclair, Tr. 82-83; Fait, Tr. 154; :\oritz, Tr. 189-190). There are
rejnsurance companies whose entire business is reinsuring the primary
writers (Culbertson , Tr. 798; Wens , Tr. 1615). The leading reinsurance
companies for fidehty and surety are General Reinsurance Company,
Employers Reinsurance Company, American Reinsurance orth Am-
erican Reinsurance , and Insurance Company of North America (Sin-
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clair, Tr. 84; Fait, Tr. 155; Moritz, Tr. 190; Johnston , Tr. 255; Thorne
Tr. 1682A-1682B).
93. Primary insurers sometimes enter jnto treaties with reinsurance

companies which establish automatic writing lines or acceptances under
which the reinsurer assumes a percentage of every bond above a given

size written by the primary insurer (Sinclair, Tr. 83-84; Moritz, Tr. 190;
Culbertson , Tr. 798 , 1549).
94. However, alJ of the reinsurance in the fidelity and surety

industries is not handled by the professional reinsurcrs (Culbertson , Tr.
1549). Many primary bond writers accept reinsurance on a facultative
basis (Fait, Tr. 146; Culbertson, Tr. 1556; WelJs, Tr. 1616). The
facultative reinsurer evaluates each separate risk based on the
underwriting information supplied by the company writing the bond
and decides how much of each such risk to reinsure (Culbertson , Tr.
1549).

(27) 95. Some insurers who, based on net premiums, appear to be
large factors in the industry in fact sel1 few bonds to purchasers of
fidelity and surety coverage and function primarily as reinsurcrs. Since
reinsurance is included in net premiums , such companjes therefore have
smal1 amounts of direct premiums and relatively large amounts of net
premiums.5 For example, in 1973 , Pacific Indemnity s net fidelity
writings were $2 890 000 and its direct premium writings werc
$606 000. The net was almost 4.5 times as large as thc direct (Backman
Tr. 2612-2613). Based on nct figures, Pacific Indemnity ranked 21st in
that year, and yet the direct figures indicate that the company was
quite smal1 (Backman , Tr. 2613-2614). Similarly, in 1972, the company
net fidelity premiums of $2 675 000 were more than 4.5 times as large as
its direct premiums of $533 000 (Backman , Tr. 2614).

96. AlJstate is another company that was more active in reinsurance
than in direct writing. In 1973 , the company wrote only $609 000 in
direct fidelity premiums , but wrote $1 038 000 in net premiums. Its 1973
surety business presents a similar picture with direct writings of
$343 000 and net of $2 053 000 (Backman , Tr. 2817-2819).
97. Pacific Insurance Company had net fidelity premiums of
040 000 but direct of only $1 705 000 in 1973. Its surety figures for

that year are $1,456 000 in net and $4,000 in direct premiums written
(Backman , Tr. 2777-2778).
98. The professional reinsurers and the reinsurance departments of

primary underwriters do not market bonds directly to purchasers of
fidelity or surety bonds and do not compete with thc primary insurers
(SincJair, Tr. 84; Fait, Tr. 155; Moritz, Tr. 190; Johnston , Tr. 256, 263-
264; Culbertson , Tr. 1550; WelJs, Tr. 1616). They do not have personnel

5 Se Fs- 129- 136 infra on net and dirt'Ct prem;\jull.
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in the field attempting to sell bonds to clients. (Culbertson, Tr. 1550).
Reinsurers normally do not call on brokers or agents (Culbertson , Tr.
1550-1551). The originating company, not the reinsurer, handles claims
and settements (CulberLson , Tr. 1552). Reinsurers are not competitors
in the markets for fidelity and surety bonds. See F. 135 infra.

(28J 99. Beginning in the early 1960' , the concept of combining
several insurance coverages jn a single policy (as jn a "homeowner
policy) began to be applied to the commercial insurance lines with the
introduction of a "package" policy " commonly known as commercial
multi peril or "CMP" 7 (Culbertson , Tr. 695-697; Wells , Tr. 1686). Such
policies usually include fire, contents , general liability, business
interruption and crime. The "crime" portion of CMP often includes
some fidelity (Sinclair, Tr. 110-111; Johnston , Tr. 259; Hepburn, Tr. 852-
354; Ruesch , Tr. 417; Schraeder, Tr. 508; CulberLson , Tr. 695; Krupp, Tr.
967; Wells, Tr. 1569). Surety is not included in CMP-tYl'e policies
(Sinclair, Tr. 82, 114; Fait, Tr. 14,'3; Moritz , Tr. 180; Hepburn , Tr. 868;
Spickard, Tr. 1184-1185; Culbertson , Tr. 1700).

100. The advantage in CMP policies and packages of policies put
together by a single company is convenience and a lower price for the
insurance customer. For purchasing all his coverage from OTIC company,
he reccives a discount on the normal price that would be paid for

separate policies (Culbertson , Tr. 709; Krupp, Tr. 971; McVay, Tr. 1854
1868; Wells , Tr. 1566A; RX 137 , 146J; RX 164C, D; RX 165, 168, 174).
Thus , CMP policie" and packaging represent a form of price competi-
tjon.

101. Nearly all the multiple line companies engage in packaging
and actively promote their packages (RX 143 , I46E).
(29) 102. In response to the threat posed by packaging, F&D

developed a package policy of its own for financial institutions

(Culbertson, Tr. 708-709; RX 96; CX 48, 51). This SMP (special multi-
peril policy for financial institutions) combines property coverage on

buildings , business and personal property, and liability coverages on
premises and operations. Other coverage can be added to the basic SMP
policy. The bankers blankct bond is not included in the SMP but may be
written with it (CX 48, 51). F&D tries to package as much of its blanket
bond business as possible. It is making "good strides" in this regard , but

6 'fhi differs from a "package of policiC5 ; the latter is a " packag"c" or j.'TUp of eoven.gcs seure from one or more
different insuranc,, companies for various risks, put together

. "

stapled together " by an aKent to ril hi client'5 fU."es,
Se RPF III-14, In contl't , a CMP-typ "package policy" LR a sing!.poJicyissuedhyonecompanycovering multiple

k8(Krupp, 'fr- 96; McVay, Tr. l35; Wel!s Tr, 1569-1570 , 16.16).
7 Other designalions for thl' samc or 8imilar concept include "SMP" (speial multi-peril) and "CRP" (c.omprehensive

busine8 policy), a speialiu'! package use by Contincnt.1l1 in aduit.ion to jUJ ner,jl CMP wrtin (Rue.h , Tr. 467;
Halpin Tr. 93.1).

7. A related selling device is accunt seUing, an effort to 3€!1 as many lines loa cust.merlUp0ible. The rerd
shows that. accuunt ,;Hing is limited to very large acunts ($100 00 to $300000 annual premiuur) and plays a minor
mle in surety, which a!waysstan(l on iUJ own (Cu!berlon , Tr. 678 , 174.')1746; Wel1s , Tr. 156).
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sti11 writes a substantial portion of its fidelity bonds outside of
packages (Culbertson, Tr. 1702-1708). F&D considers itself highly
competitive with regard to SMP-type packages for finaneial institu-
tions (Culbertson , Tr. 1705).

103. A company wishing to enter the fidelity and surety fields faces
certain barrers (see Fs. 147-148 infra).

104. Underwriters with training and expertise beyond that of the
ordinary insurance underwriter are required. To train such underwri-
ters requires several years , usua11y of on-the-job training. To become an
expert takes longer. At Seaboard, for example , every surety bond is
approved by a senior underwriter with 20 years ' experience (Sinclair

Tr. 93 105-107; Fait, Tr. 155-156; Moritz, Tr. 188; Scaglione , Tr. 22). To
hire already trained underwriters can be difficult because of their
scarcity and the high price they command (Halpin , Tr. 921; Thorne, Tr.

1649). The need for specia11y trained underwriters is even more pressing
in contract bonds than in other surety bonds or in fidelity bonds. A

contract bond underwriter must be familiar with financial statements
have a grasp of the construction industry, have a sense for the legal
language of contracts and bonds and have considerable experience
(Fait, Tr. 155-156).

105. Agents and brokers must be convinced to add a new entrant to
their "stables" of underwriters with whom they have established
relationships. This can be a difficult task (Fait, Tr. 158-159 , 162-163

165; Thorne , Tr. 1672).
106. Expertise and a reputation for it in the field is slowly acquired

and is necessary to service customers , (30) reduce risks , conduct salvage

and generally convince agents to place business (Fs. 76-77 snpra;
Moritz, Tr. 189 , 204-205). Customers establish a relationship with their
bonding company .over a period of years (Krupp, Tr. 989-990; Shrake
Tr. 1388). The company becomes familiar with the client's performance
in an industry, its financial position and integrity. Once familiarity and
trust develop, the client is disinclined to switch to a new bonding
company (Fait, Tr. 159; Krupp, Tr. 989; Shrake, Tr. 1388; We11s , Tr.

1605-1606). In addition , a long-standing relationship helps a client
obtain a bond faster. Clients frequently need a bond on short notice. If

they have dealt with a bonding company over a period of time , that
company wiJ already have the financial information on the client
needed to determine whether it will write the bond. Expeditious action
on a bond request is regarded as crucial by agents and clients. Agents
have discontinued business with underwriters because of delay in
obtaining bonds (Krupp, Tr. 985 988-989; Shrake , Tr. 1396-1398).

107. Since the size of a bond it may write is measured by its capital
and surplus (F. 132 infra), a company needs large amounts of capital
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and surplus to provide the capacity to write the large bonds needed in

today s market, and hence to compete successful1y for agents and

customers in the market (Fait, Tr. 162-164). Bond companies can
expand their capacity through reinsurance treaties (Sinclair , Tr. 84-85;
Backman , Tr. 2295-226). However , the number of professional reinsu-
rance companies are limited (Fait, Tr. 158-159). State requirements of
capacity and surplus and sometimes of previous profitable writing
experience must be met in order to be licensed (Sinclair , Tr. 95; Moritz
Tr. 198; Fait, Tr. 147). The licensing process can be time-consuming
(Johnston , Tr. 254).

VI. Stnwture of th€ Fidelity and Surety Marlcets

A. :vIarket Structure

108. In 1968 , the year preceding its acquisition of F&D , American
General ranked 12th national1y in the fidelity market in terms of direct
premiums written , with dired premiums of $4.7 million and 3.3 pcrcent
of the market. It was sixth in surety, with direct premiums written of
$15.2 million and 4.4 percent of the national market (Complaint and
Answer, par. 5; CX 92 , pp. 8-4).
109. The same year , F&D, the acquired company, was the third

largest fidelity underwriter in the 1.nited States in 1968, with $10.4

million in direct premiums written , (31) approximately 7.4 percent of
the national market. In the same year, F&D was the second largest
surety writer , with 8 percent of the market and $27. 7 million in direct
premiums written (Complaint and Answer , par. 9; CX 92 , pp. 3-4).

110. The resulting combination held first place in both the surety
and fidelity markets , with approximately 12.4 percent of the surety
market and 10.7 percent of the fidelity market , based on 1968 figures
(CX 92; CX 176 , pp. 286-287).

Ill. In 1968 , the year preceding the acquisition , the top four firms
in the fideJity market held 81.3 percent of that market in terms of

direct premiums written; the top eight accounted for 53.5 percent.

After the acquisition (based on 1968 figures), the top four accounted for
34. 6 percent, and the top eight , 56.8 percent of the fidelity market (F.
145 , infm).

112. In the surety market for 1968 , the top four firms accounted for
30.6 percent of the market; the top eight for 49.8 percent. After the
acquisition, the four largest surety '-Titers had 35.0 percent of the
market and the eight largest had 53. 6 percent (F. 145 infra).

113. In 1968 , the 15 largest fidelity writers alone accounted for 75.
percent of the direct premiums written in the nationwide market. The
top 15 surety writers wrote 69.8 percent of the direct premiums written
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in that market in the same year. Thcse l..ading firms , their shares and
premiums written wcre as fol1ows:

Company or Group
Aetna Life & Casualty Gp.

Continental Insurance Cos.

Fidelity & Deposit 

Maryland
Insurance Company of

North America

Hartford Insurance

(A)mpany Gp,

Fireman . Fund American
Ins. Cos,

Chubb & Son, Inc. Gp.

S. Fide1ity & Guaranty
Gp.

(32) EmpJoyers Insurance

of Wausau Gp.

Travelers Insurance Gp.

St. Paul Companies

Maryland American General
Ins. Gp.

Employers Commercial

Union Gp.

Transamerica Insurance Gp.

Kemper Insurance Gp.

Cornpany or Group
S. Fidelity & Guaranty
Gp.

Fidelity & Deposit of
Maryland

Aetna Life Casualty Gp.

TravelcrsGroup
Fireman s Fund American

Ins. Coso

Maryland American General
Ins. Gp.

St. Paul Companies

Hartford Insurance

Company Gp.
Chubb & Son , Inc. Gp.

Seaboard Surety Company
SAFECO Insurance Group
Reliance Insurance Cos.

ContinentaJ Insurance Coso

Fidelity

Direct PremiurY Written
468
993

392 495

10,28 060

377,2

380 037
306 680

915

182 958
686 457
303 744

591 744

318 787
912 612
613,269

Surety

Direct Prmiums Written

074,198

581
968 529
187 816

311,269

118 894
338 480

005 337
739 169

397
11,22

976,203
971 940

% OJ Total All eo.'s

4.4

% OJ Towl All Co.',

4.4
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Insurance . Company of
North . America

Unite Pacific Insurance
Gp.
(CX 92, pp. 3-4)

681 491

9,2,699

114. It is not possible to ascertain with precision from this record
thc total number of separate companies actively engaged in writing
fidelity and surety bonds at the time of the chanengcd acquisition, nor
to compare it with the number of writers for prior or subsequent years.

The Surety Association of America s membership list.s for 1968 and
prior years do not reflect all companies writing fidelity and surety in
thosc years. At that time (and indeed until 1973 when membership
requirements were eased), many companies who wrote considerable
amounts of fidelity and surety were not members of the Association
but were merely subscribers or manual purchasers because they did not
wish to adhere to then-mandatory Surety Association rates for

members (see. F. 80 s-pra; (33) Hepburn, Tr. 1194, 1445-1449).
Therefore , one cannot ascertain the change in numbers of all companies
writing fidelity or surety between 1963 and 1968, for example, by
comparing the Surety Association "membership and affiliate" figures
for those years (160 and 194, respectively); the figures show change in
mcmbership only. The same is true of the 1973 figures, and that year
there is an added clement of distortion in that the Surety Association
relaxed membership requirements by making its rates nonmandatory
even for members (RX 226; Hepburn , Tr. 1194 , 1445-1449).

The "Trcasury List" is a list of surety writers who have been
approved to write bonds on federal construction contracts (Culbertson
Tr. 859). Though inclusion on the Treasury List is legany required only
for those companies writing bonds running to the Federal Government
the list is used as a guide to acceptable securities by other political
bodies and by many private architects and engineers , and inclusion on
the list enhances the image of a company (Fait, Tr. 153; Culbertson , Tr.
859-860). Until 1975 , a company could appear on thc Treasury List
although it did not write any surety bonds or did not write a significant
amount of surety (RPF , V-108-112; Wens , Tr. 1589; Robbins , Tr. 2573).
And at tbe same time, certain companies write surety bonds but do not
appear on the list (Culbertson , Tr. 860). Therefore , the 1968 list may not
accurately reflect active writers of both fidelity and surety in that year.
The Treasury List suffers from another defect in that it does not
purport to show an companies grouped under common management
but rather !"TfOUPS some companies under common management and
lists others separately (Wens, Tr. 1590; Backman , Tr. 225-227;
Robbins , Tr. 2574). Thus, the Treasury List of 223 companies in 1968
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(RX 92) does not accurately reflect the number of all independent
competing, active surety and fidelity writers for any given year, and
valid conclusions regarding growth of fidelity and surety writers
cannot be drawn from it.

Figures derived from Best's Aggregates and Averages and set forth
in RX 223-225 are flawed in that companies under common ownership
are not grouped (Backman , Tr. 2790-2794).

(34) Best's Executive Data Service , though available for only a
limited number of years , does group fidelity and surety writers that are
under common management. These figures are set forth in CX 42-
and RX 43-52 and indicate that in 1968 there were 166 groups writing
fidelity and 211 writing surety. This compares with 163 fidelity writing
groups and 190 surety writers in 1967; and 167 fidelity writing groups
and 246 surety groups in 1972.

Data Sources

115. The industry data contained in the record are derived from
several sources: the annual statements required to be filed with a
state s insurance commissioner by aJl companies operating in the state;
compilation of those data by the various reporting companies; and

certain other compilations of statistics produced by the Surety
Association of America from its own reporting plan.

116. The annual statement is a detailed rcport of an insurance
company s activities in a state , including a series of financial and

statistical reports on the company s operation for the year. Every
insurance company files an annual statement \vith each state in which
it does business (Sinclair , Tr. 102; Fait , Tr. 151- 152; Johnston , Tr. 255;
Hepburn , Tr. 838-339). Thc statements are submitted under oath and
are notarized. The form uscd was developed by the National Associa-
tjon of Insurance Commissioners, an organization of the insurance
commissioners of the 50 states , and is similar for all statcs and all
companies (Fait , Tr. 152; Hepburn , Tr. 338-340; Schraeder , Tr. 485-487).

On page 14 of the annual statement , the company s direct premium
writings are broken down by line (including fidelity and surety) and hy
state (Fait , Tr. 152; Hepburn , Tr. 339-341).
117. The Spectator Company part of the Chilton Company, is a

financial publishing company that publishes statistics on the insurance
industry (Reddy, Tr. 293; Hepburn , Tr. 340).
118. Beginning with 1962 , and until 1967 , Spectator published a

volume on the insurance industry entitled Direct Writings. It was
essentially a printout from f35) Spcctator s computcr of the page 14

annual statement statistics filed by the insurance companies with thc
states. It contained and broke down data on direct writings by
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company, line and state for al1 companies (Reddy, Tr. 295-302). Steps
were taken to verify the accuracy and completeness of its data , and
corrections were requested from the submitting companies where
necessary. Direct Writings was a complete compilation of the page 14

material (Reddy, Tr. 302-306; Hepburn , Tr. 341-343).
119. The Surety Association of America is the trade association for

fidelity and surety writers throughout the country. It also serves a
rating or rating advisory function for its members, and gathers and
disseminates statistics as the members ' statistical agent before state
insurance departments (Pearson , Tr. 272-273; Hcpburn , Tr. 324).

120. The Surety Association produces a publication entitled H(/;di-
ty-Sunty Aggregates by State and by Type of Carrier Shauil1g F-ifWel1
Largest Writers based on annual statemcnt page 14 data (CX 92-96;
RX 74- , 232-233; Hepburn , Tr. 337-339). From 1962 to 1967 , inclusivc
the page 14 material was supplied to the Association by Spectator , for
virtual1y al1 companies doing business in the United States (see F. 118
s"pm). It was cross-checked with the Surety Association s own data
and compared favorably with it. The final published results reflected
nearly 100 percent of al1 companies' reported fideiity and surety
experience in those years' (Hepburn , Tr. 340-343).
After 1967, Speetalor stopped disseminating such data , and the

Surety Association obtaincd the page 14 material directly from its
affiliated companies and from state insurance supervisors. A spokes-
man for the Association testified that the results for 1968 gathered this
way reflected approximately 98 or 99 percent of the total direct
writings of thc 'iation s fidelity and surety writers (Hepburn , 1'1'. 344-
346). A comparison of RX 43- , (36) the direct premium figures for
1968 to 1972 given in Best s Executive Data Service , with RX 74- , the
Surety Association figures for those years shows them nearly identica1.
Since about 1970 , the Surety Association has received the page 14 data
through the A.M. Best Co. (Greene , Tr. 54; Culbertson , Tr. 804; see Fs.
124- 127 , infm).

121. The Fidelity-Surety A,qgregat€s is made available to all the
members of the Association , \vho use it to evaluate their performance
and that of other companics, and to fol1ow trends in competition

(Sinclair , Tr. 97 , 99-100; Fait, Tr. 149; Hepburn , Tr. 352; Wells , Tr. 1580-
1581).

122. The Surety Association s analogous statistics for 1955 to 1961
inclusive, appear at RX 285 , 2,'J6 and 237. These statistics too were
derived from the annual statement page 14 data. For thosc years , the
Association sought and received the statements dircctly from compa-
nies who were either members of , subscribers of , purc hasers of the

, Exc:udir.g nonr"Jx)rLed CM,' rclal"rl fidelity; on wr. icr. see Fs. 137- 14:J i"jm
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Surety Association rate manual , or statistical reporters to, the Surety
Association. The resulting data were not published annuaUy, but for a

year period at a time. The published figures are somewhat less
complete than for later years , and include some foreign writing, unlike
statistics for later years; they do, however , reflect approximately 95
percent of the direct fidelity and surety writings nationwide for those
years. The totals derived from compiling the page 14 data for each

company were checked against page 7 of that company s statement

(which shows total premiums by line of business for that company) but
were not checked against other statistical reporting services. No
company ever notified the Surety Association of any error, or
correction to be made , in its data (CX 191).

123. The Surety Association has also, since 1965 , coUected and
published certain data under its FidElity, Forgery Security UniJcrrm

Statistical Plan of the Snrety Association of America (Hepburn , Tr. 314-
315; CX 91). The plan serves as a basis for the uniform coUection of
fidelity and surety statistical data from the companies engaged in the
direct writing of those lines. Over 90 percent of such companies
participate in the plan (Hepburn , Tr. 315). The reporting companies are
required to attest to the accuracy of their submissions by affidavits of

the company official responsible for compilation of statistical (37) data
(Tr. 317). Derived from this data are several documents in the record
reflective of consolidated fidelity and surety experience (CX 64- , 84;
Tr. 318-322). Such documents arc intended to be used primarily in
ratemaking for the fidelity and surety lines. They are forwarded to aU
members and reporting companies, and as a matter of law to the
insurance supervisors of each state in discharge of the Surety

Association s responsibility as statistical agent of the companies (Tr.
322-324).

124. The A.M. Best Company publishes various compilations of data
for the insurance industry, including tbe fidclity and surety lines
(Greene , Tr. 520-522).

125. The Best Executive Data Service was introduced in 1963 to
provide information on direct premium writings broken down by line
and by state , in response to what Best officials felt was a clear market
demand for such a product (Tr. 522-524). The Service is based on the
annual statement page 11 data. Best's totals are checked against
company totals, with cross-checking and balancing done for all
companies. Should a company s annual statement be revised subse-
quent to its submission to Best , Best makes the necessary alterations in
its report the foUowing years. The editor of the Service testified that

essentiaUy aU of the Nation s fidelity and surety business is thus
reported (Tr. 525-529).
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126. The Executive Data ServIce is purchased by state insurance
authorities as wcl1 as by insurance companies , who use it for compari-
son purposes (Scaglione , Tr. 225-227; Greene , Tr. 522-528; Spickard , Tr.
1120 1136-1137; Wens, Tr. 1579-1581)

127. Best's Executive Data Service statistics are in accord with
Surety Association statistics for the same years (F. 120 sup-ra).

128. It is found that the market data in the record are sufficiently
complete and accurate to allow valid conclusions to be drawn regarding
the effects of this acquisition. They have a common source - the
annual statement page 14 , have been checked to make certain they
accurately reflect that source , and comparc favorably with one another.
They arc the statistics (38 J used by industry members and state
insurance departments. VVatcvcr their shortcomings,!) thcy are relied
upon by those who have most need of an accurate picture of
competition in the fidelity and surety lines , and may 10gical1y and
reasonably be relied upon here.

Use of Direct Premiums as an Appropriate Measure of

Market Structure

129. Djrcct prcmiums are a morc appropriate measurc of market

sharcs and the effccts of this acquisition on competition in the relevant
markets , than arc net premiums (Fs. 130-136 infra).
130. Total premiums generated by the bonds written by a bond

company (the "primary writer ) are called "direct premiums" (Hep-
burn , 'fr. 329- 330; Culbertson , Tr. 795; Backman , 'fr. 1968).

131. The primary writer may "spread the risk" on any given bond
by ceding a portion of the bond and a proportional share of the direet
prcmiums to a reinsurance company. Reinsurance is handled in either
of two ways. The primary insurer may enter into a treaty with a
reinsurance company, which cstablishes automatic writing lines or
acceptances , whcrcby the rcjnsurcr assumes a percentagc of every bond
above a hrivcn sizc writtcn by thc primary insurer (Sinclair, Tr. 83-84;
Moritz , Tr. 190; Culbertson , Tr. 798 , 1549). Or , the reinsurance may be
handled on a facultative basis, by reinsurance companies or other
primary writers. The facultative reinsurer evaluatcs cach risk separate
ly, based on the underwriting information supplied by the primary

writer , to decide how mueh of each risk it would be wiJlingto reinsure
(Fait, Tr. 146; Culbertson , Tr. 1549 , 1556; Wens , Tr. 1616; CX 80 , pp. 25-
26). What rcmains of the direct premiums thereafter (plus any
reinsurance the company has itself assumed from other primary

" Se Fs. 7:1, 137-14:1 for lncalTJcnl of nOf\..ported fidelily written as " component of CM!' policics, and

discr"pandeseaus(,d by diff(,r"fl'!s in alloG,li')n mdh(
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writers) constitutes the company s "net premiums" (Fait, Tr. 154;
Culbertson , Tr. 795; Shrake , Tr. 1403; Backman , Tr. 1968-1969).

(39) 132. A bond writer has some control over its net premium
volume from year to year. The amount of any single bond that may be
written by a company is limited by law to a fixed percentage of its
capitaJ/surplus account (Sinclair , Tr. 85), but within the a110wable

range , management can decide how much of any risk it is wiling to
retain. Many factors go into such decisions (Joss ratio, expenses

profitability) that pertain primarily to the internal (rather than the
competitive) position of the company, and there is no consistency
among net retentions by sureties or insurers (Culbertson, Tr. 800;
Sohmer, Tr. 1095-1096; Backman , 'fr. 2769- 2770).
133. Because losses and expenses of a bond underwriter are related

to net premium3 (though not necessarily indicated by them), net
premiums are the measure genera11y used for management reports on
the internal position of a company (Moritz, Tr. 207-208; Culbertson , Tr.

796 , 1545- 1546; Spickard , 'fr. 1132).
134. The parties agree that direct premiums are the best measure of

market penetration. That is, direct premiums measure a company
production of bonds (the equivalent of sales in other industry)- its
ability to get the business - indicating its initial competitive success in

the marketplace (RPF IV-36; CPF 184; Halpin , Tr. 924; Spickard , Tr.
1131; Shrake, Tr. 1402-1403; We11s , Tr. 1588-1589; Culbertson , Tr. 1768-

1769 1795).
135. The use of net rather than direct premiums would have the

effect of making it appear that several of the major reinsurance
companies which produce litte or no direct writing are in faet leading
competitors in the fidelity and surety market (Fs. 92-98 snpra). Such
an impression would be misleading. The parties agree that reinsurers do
not compctc directly with the primary writers (RPF IV -48; CPF 205).

That reinsurance companies make it possible for primary writers to
underwrite larger bonds than their capital and surplus accounts alone
would a11ow , does not, in my opinion , diminish the competitive strength
shown by the primary writer in initia11y acquiring the underwriting
business. The primary writer is successfully competing when it acquires
business , regardless of the reinsurance phase which fo11ows. Of course

if such a company were continually losing money in its underwriting
business, the situation would be (40) different. The company could not
in that case be considered a strong or successful competitor in that

market.
Nor does the service provided by the reinsurer make it an indirect

competitor of the primary writers. What it reflects is that the primary
writer has successfu11y competed with other primary writers on two
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levels: for the bonds it writes , and for the extra capacity provided by
the reinsurer.

136. That the findings above are to the effect that direct premiums
written provide a more appropriate measure than do net premiums of
market shares and competitive strength , does not mean that direct
premiums are the only measure. Both parties stress the importance of
profitability in any assessment of a bond writing company s competi-

tive strength (CPF 229; RPF IV-41 , 42; RRB , p. 78). Profitability of the
companies involved in this acquisition , most importantly F&D , has been

considered carefully (see Fs. 5 , 10 snpra). It is the Administrative
Law Judge s opinion that profitability and direct premium writinl,'"

together give the most accurate picture of a firm s competitive

strength in the rclevant markets.

D. The CMl' Factor

137. As found above , packaging, in the form of CMP-type policies

and otherwise , has become an established method of selling in the
commercial jnsurance lincs and such 4J packagcs" oftcn jncludc fidelity
components (Fs. 99-102 supra).

138. The fidelity portion of a CMP policy is functiona1Jy inter-
changeable with a fidelity bond sold separately (Fait, Tr. 209-210;

Hepburn , Tr. 352-354; Ruesch , Tr. 466; Culbertson , Tr. 698).
139. Surety is not included in CMP-type policies (Sinclair, Tr. 114;

Fait, Tr. 143; Moritz , Tr. 180; Hepburn , Tr. 368; Spickard , Tr. 1134
1135; Thorne , Tr. 1682C; Culbertson , Tr. 1700).

140. Most underwriters do not report separately as fidelity that
fidelity coverage written as a component of a package policy. Rather
those fidelity premiums are simply included in the "CMP" or "SMP"
total. The fidelity component of CMP is consequently not reflected in
the (41) regular industry statistics for fidelity premiums written
(Hepburn, Tr. 352; Schraeder, 'fr. 508-509; Greene, Tr. 539, 1237;

Ruesch , Tr. 46 67; Culbertson , Tr. 700-702 , 1742-1743).

141. F&D does report as fidelity the fidelity portions of its CMP
policies (Culbertson, Tr. 724-725). Consequently, while industry totals
for fidelity premiums written are understated by the amount of
unreported fidelity written as part of CMP, I- &D' s share of the fidelity
market may be slightly overstated by the regular industry statistics (F.
6 supra; Schraeder, Tr. 509; Greene , 'fr. 539). The exact extent to which
industry totals for fidelity premiums written are understated is not
known (F. 140 supra; RRB , p. lOG).

142. Counsel for both parties , either by projecting industry totals
from the few statistics available from companies that do report CMP-
related fidelity separately (RRB, pp. 103-106), or by relying on
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estimates made by industry witnesses and industry reporting services
(CPF 147-162), have proposed estimates of the volume of fideJity
writtcn as part of CMP policies. The presidcnt of F&D testified that he
prepared in 1968 for management evaluation purposes an estimate of
the fidelity portion of thc CMP market that he considered sufficiently
reasonable. His estimate was 1. 6 percent for 1967 (Culbertson , Tr. 1716-
1719; CX 31C; CX 165; RX 37). Complaint counsel suggest that the
fideJity portion of CMl' ranges from 3. 3 percent to 10.9 percent of the
total fidelity written , and that the average fidelity portion of CMP
amounts to about 7 percent of the total industry-wide fidelity
prcmiums as reported by the Surety Association for 1969 (CPF 156-
159). Respondent, projecting data from three companies , suggests that
CMP-related fidelity would be as high as 13. 6 percent of the straight
fidelity total for 1969. If the 13. 6 percent figure werc used arguend
F&D' s share of the fidelity market in 1969 would be reduced from 7.
percent to 6.5 percent (RX 74). Respondent s calculations applied to
1973 Surety Association figures would likewise reduce F&D's share
that year from 6.3 percent to approximately 5 percent (RRB , pp. 105-
106; RX 232). However , the combined share of F &D/ American General
would still place it in the first place in fidelity in 1969 (RX 74) and in the
fourth place in 1973 , the same ranks it held without accounting for
CMP-related fidelity (RX 74 232).

143. For the purposes of this proceeding, it is found that the various
estimates given by industry and trade association executives are
sufficiently reliable to be used. Based on these estimates , the range
from 3.3 percent to (42) 10.9 percent may be derived (CPF 155-159). The
fidelity portion of commercial multi-peril policies is small , and the
perccntage of such fidelity represents only a small portion of the total
fidelity market. The low figures that prevailed at the time of the
mergcr wil not materially affect the totals, market shares, and
conclusions concerning that market.

VII. Trend Tryward Concentration

144. Between 1959 and 1969, some 40 horizontal acquisitions
(mergers) of G.S. companies writing fidelity and surety took place (CX

25).
145. The 15-year period from 1959 to 1973 witnessed a trend toward
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increased concentration in both the fidelity and surety markets, as set

forth in the following table: 10

10 Use of net premium figure a!so shows increas trend towar concentration:

Net Prmium Figure

Qmntratia in Fidlil,y. ami Surety IndWlrWs In Ter of Net Prmiums Write
Fidlity

T"" T"" 

(.1 (bl ('1 (bl (el

1958 24. 42.

1959 23. 42.

196 25. 44.

1961 23. 432
(RX 212) (RX 212)

1962 24. Zi. 4.'. 43,

196 25. 24. 46. 44.

196 25. 25. 46. 46.

196 26. 26. 47-1
196 27. 27. 48. 46.

1967 29. 29. 48. 46.

196 31. 30. 50. 49.

196 33. 33. 58. 529 55.

1970 35. 34. 58. 526 54.

1971 36. 36. 57. 53. 55.

1972 35. 35. 58. 54. 58.

(RX 11")-25) (RX 15-25)

1973 35. 35. 57. 53. 55.

(RX 212) (RX 212) (RX 214)

Surety
T"" T"" 

(.)

(bl (el (.1 (bl (e)

1958 2;. 39.

1959 22. 38.

196 22. 39.

1961 22. 39.

(RX 213) (RX 213)
1962 24. 24. 4.1. 41.

196 25.1)9 25. 4.1. 41.7

196 25. 25. 4.:. 42.
196 24. 2Vi 43. 42.

196 25. &'1. 44. 43.

196' 26. 26. 46. 45.

I"" 28. 26.. 47, 46.

1969 31.28

"'.

31. 50. 47. 50.

1970 31.27 28. 31.2 49. 46. 49.4

1971 31.&5 29. 31. 49. 47. 50.

1972 29. 28. 29. 4K05 45. 47.

(RX 266) (RX 2&16)

1973 29. 27.

"'.

47, 44. 46.

(RX 213) (RX 214) (RX 213) (RX 214)

(RX 15-6; RX 197-191'; RX2J.213; RX 214 also u3e &_ s Aggegal. and Averae1 asourc)

Under "Top 4" , 1959-J%1 , ro!umn (a) and column (bJ are from RX 212. RX 15-16 inc1ude some reipro.a!s and Lloyd'

writil1g', and group companies under common ownership. RX 212 , 213 and214 do not , hence the RX 15-6figure ar
slightly larger for lIome year than are the coITflonding figurlO taken from RX 212 and RX 21;t

For "Top 8" Fidelity and "Top 4" and "Top 8" Surety figures: the 1%9-1973 oolumn (t) figtre apparntly omit the

Amcriean Genera! statistics. SL'e RX 214. RX 214 add'! the Ameriean General share to j.' &D' s in its Top 8 statistics-- the

resultfortheTop8 including American Genera! is shown in column (c).
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FUklity Surety

Year T"l' T(Yp T"f T"f 

1959) 26. (24. 47. (45. 21;. (23. 43. (41.

1960)11 27. (26. 49. (46. 25. (23. 44. (42.

1961) 26. (24. 47. (45. 26. 124. 44. (42.

1962 24. 45. 25. 42.

1963 26. 47. 25. 42.

1964 27. 48. 25.5 40.

1965 26. 46. 25. 41.
1966 23. 51.2 27. 44.

1967 30. 51.4 'l. 48.

1968 31. 53. 30. 49.

1968 *34. *56. 35. 53.

combined""
1969 not

combined
1969* *35.9 *60.5 *35.3 *51.

1970" *35.7 "'59.8 *35.5 *52.

1971" *38. *60.4 *35.0 *52.
1972* *37.9 '" 62.1 *33,3 *50.

1973* *37. *61.4 *31, *48.9

F&D and Amerie.an General shares combined in these figures (RX 74-81 232-23 , 235A

236A , 237A; CX 119-134).

(43) 146. Not only did concentration increase overall during the
period 1959-1973, but a sma1l group of companies consistently held
leading positions in the fidelity and (44) surety markets. In surety, the
top four writers (F&D , Fidelity & Guaranty, Aetna, Travelers)
remained the same from 1959 through 1973. In the fidelity market
F&D (45) (either alone, or, after 1968, combined with American

General) was among the top four during each of the relevant 15 years.
The Hartford group placed in the top four in a1l but one of those years
1968, when it ranked number five. Insurance Company of North
America was among the top four in eight years, with another year at
the number five position. Aetna ranked in the top four for seven of
those years and was number five in another year. U.S. Fidelity and
Guaranty ranked in the top four for four years (CX 92 , pp. 1-2; CX 93D

33. 57. 31. 48.

11 Complaint cou!U! argue (CRR , p. !i6) that, siOi'-e it was stipulate in ex 191 that the pre1962 market shar
figljre as set forth in RX 2:-6237 we reflective of only 95 pcre:( nt orthefide!ityandsu tymarkets, adjuBtment.
must be mnde to amve at aeuratk share of the total markets for these year. Thclr method of adjustm.mt is shown in
CPF 96 , n. 2 , and results in the following shares, shown below , and in the hrakets in the char above:Piddity SUrBty

Top Tup8 Tup4
24.6 45.0 23.
26.0 46. 23.8

24.7 45.2 24.
Year T"l 8

41.0

41.
42.

1959

19W

19tH

TheBe figures ar, of cours, somewhat peujative- At any rate , the difference between thes "adjuste" shar and
thos set forth in l''inding- &1 i in no c.w lar!,re enough to lJsignificant. Use of the "adjuste" figures would have no
effect on the 15-yeartnmd towar increa. oonocntrdtion found above
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E; CX 94C , D; CX 95C , D , E , F; ex 96C , D , E, F; RX 74-81; RX 233 236-
237).

147. As set forth in Finding 114 supra this record does not permit
an accurate determination of the numbers of companies writing fidelity
or surety bonds , or both , over a long range time period. At any rate , the
record in this proceeding fails to provide clear-cut examples of any 

rwuo entrants into either the fidelity or surety market wbich have
become significant factors in those markets during the last 15 years. All
the evidence indicates an absence of any pattern of successful entry and
rapid l-TIowth by new writers of surety or fidelity, sucb as would counter
the anticompetitive effects of a horizontal merger involving a market
leader (Moritz , Tr. 189; Scaglione , Tr. 22-225). The eight leading direct
writers of fidelity in 1973 , or their predecessors , had all \vritten fidelity
since at least 1955. The top eight direct writers of surety in 1973 , or
their predecessors , \vere also writing surety as early as 1955 (Backman
Tr. 2811-2812; RX 56 , 232-233 'J- 236). Tbere were no (46) companies
among the 15 largest direct fidelity writers in 1972 who did not write
fidelity bonds at least as far back as 1962 , nor were there any companies
among the 15 largest direct surety v,Titers in 1972 who did not \vrite
surety bonds at least as far back as 1962 (Culbertson , Tr. 1751- 1752; RX

202-203 208-209).
148. The companies cited by respondent as examples of recent

sihrnificant entry into the fidelity or surety markets prove , on examina-
tion , to be either not recent or not significant entrants.
a. Travelers , for example , is not a " recent" entry into the surety

market. That company began writing surety in 1940 or 1941 (Shrake
Tr. 1305). In 1956 , it was the ninth largest direct surety underwriter , in
1973 the third largest (if F&D' s and American General's shares are
combined for the latter year) (RX 233 , 236A). Traveler s rise in ranking
required a loTIeat deal of work. There is testimony in the record to the
effect that the improvement in rank shown in the second 15 years of
Travelers ' surety experience required much more effort than for that
of the first 15 years (Shrake , Tr. 1399). Travelers ' progress , taking place
as it did over a 30-year period , can hardly be described as " meteoric.

b. Similarly, Great American has had many years ' experience in the
underwriting of surety bonds. It was active in the business prior to
1955

, "

withdrew" between 1955 and 1960 , and reactivated its surety
operations in 1965 (Scaglione , Tr. 240; Culbertson , Tr. 850). It cannot be
considered a "recent" entry. Nor can it properly be considered a
significant factor in the industry. Its direct surety wrtings increased
from about $5 million in 1968 to about $5.6 million in 1972 , the company
virtually standing still (RX 48 , 52). It has recently suffered very

unprofitable underwriting results in surety. William Shrake , an agent
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with Col1ier-Cobb, a major agency for bonds , testified that Great
American s service has deteriorated , and that it has recently been so

slow to respond to requests that it is no longer an acceptable source 

supply to Col1ier-Cobb. Indeed , that agency recently moved 34 contrac-
tor accounts from Great American (Shrake , Tr. 1396-1397).
c. Argonaut, founded in 1948 as a writcr of workmcn s compensa-

tion insurance, has entered the surety market somewhat more recently,
first undcrwriting surety in 1959 (Thorne , Tr. 1641). However , it cannot
be cal1ed a (47) significant factor in the market in the sense that it is a
stablc, successful writer of surety bonds, one to be reckoned with.
Although it wTote $9.9 mil1ion in direct surety in 1972 and ranked
number 15 that year (RX 52 , 81), it suffered extremely bad underwTit-
ing losses in 1973 and 1974 (Thorne , 1'r. 1673- 1674). These losses were
not solely the result of any general economic downturn but were caused
partly by poor underwriting personnel who wrote bad bonds (Thorne
Tr. 1674-1675). The head of the company s bonding department
admitted that the company had expanded too quickly (Tr. 1678- 1679).
As a result, thc company has had to retrench drastically. It has fircd
four of its district managers (Thorne , 1'1'. 1677- 1678) and has revoked
the authority of the branches to write any new accounts prior to home
office approval (Tr. 1660 , 1675). Argonaut is re-underwriting its entire
book of bond business in order to eJiminate al1 marginal accounts
(Spickard , Tr. 1128; Thorne , Tr. 1675). Volume has declined as a result
and a decrease of $1 million or 8 percent was projected for 1974
(Thorne , Tr. 1679). Argonaut's ability to service customers quickly has
been affected to the extent that Col1ier-Cobb, a major agency, at
present does not consider Argonaut to be a viable source of bonds for its
clients (Shrake, Tr. 1398). The other companies cited by respondent
present similar pictures. Either they are not truly recent entries 12 or
they have not exhibited the rapid and substantial gains in size and
strength that would mark a truly significant new entrant 13 (48)

VII. A nticmnpetit'ive Effects of tl1. Acqu-is-i-ion in thf'
Fidelity and Surety Mai"kets

Prior to American General's acquisition of F&D , American149.

" EmployerE of Wausi!u, H!lI,jl1, Tr. 875; Safeco: RX 20:-\ N'Vi8e!! , CRB p. 30; Kemper: CP1" 23 , Halpir. , Tr. 887
912 9::1 , HX 52; Western Surety RPI" V- 178(... ); u:'ion: RX 2D2 rr\'i :; A!I('gh y\h;tuill: CRE , fJ. , RJ'FV- 178(h);
Home: RPF V- 178(b), CRE p. a:,

' Forexample - EJnploye : Hal)Jin , Tr, 87 CRI3

, p.

:Jl; n"igmd Tr. 852 , 857 , RX 144B , RX241; AlIsta:.: CPF23
RX 47 , 52; Backman , Tr- 2818; Kemp€r: CPF 233, RX 52.; Commerc:al Lnion: Bac mar. , Tr. 2829-23-10 , RPF V- lS4
Leatherby: CJlber n, Tr. 1755, CPF 2.'17, RPFV- l58 , V- 161; :-onhwcst Katior.al: Tr. 1',,1, RX 47 52, CX 25 CPF Z:6
Surety Co, of Califumia: RPF V- 169; l\mcrica Bomiing: Tr. 2.'\1 , 262 , RPF V-176; Capitol Indemnity: RX 47 , 52 , RPF

l77; Crum & Foster: RPFV- 178(c).CPl"246; Cumis: CRB , r- 34; :-ew Ham hlre: RPF V- 178(e); Vigilant: CX 1f\h),
cpr 239; Pcronal Service: RX 52 , CRB , ;1- 34; Alieg-heny M'Jtua!: RPF V-178(h), RX 52 , CRB , p- 34 , InlRIT.at:onal
Fidelity: RX 52 , RPF V- 17R(i); Homp: RPF V-478(b). Clm , r- 3.'1
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General and ~'&D competGd for underwriting businGss in the nation"
wide fidelity and surety markets (Culbertson, Tr. 793; Robbins , Tr.
1281, 2523; Shrake, Tr. 1394, 1399; Fs. 2, 15, 60, 65 supra). This
acquisition eliminated substantial actual competition between the two
companjes.

150. The acquisition of F&D by American General strengthened the
market position of American General by increasing its market share
considerably (F. no supra).
151. The acquisition substantially increascd concentration in the

fidelity and surety markets (Fs. 108-112 supra).

IX. Discussion

The Relevant Product Markets

A threshold issue in this case is , of course, the determination of the
product dimensions of an effective area of competition within which

the legality of the chaUenged acquisition must be tested. Bmun Sho
Co. v. United Stnt.es 370 U.S. 294 324 (1962). There is, in this case , a
dispute regarding the product market issue. Complaint counsel contend
that the business of underwriting fidelity bonds and the business of

underwriting surety bonds constitute separate product markets for
Section 7 purposes, each distinct from the other and both from other
lines of insurance business , such as life/hcalth and property/liability..
Respondent does not scriously dispute the proposition that fidelity and
surety are separate and distinct product "lines" but insist they are
properly included in broader insurance markets (RPF III-I). Respon-
dent's arguments focus on the proposition that (1) fidelity and surety
are an integral part of the broader property/liability insurance in terms
of marketing, and (2) there are substitutes for corporate fidelity and
surety bonds. Thus , respondent would lump fidelity bonds together
with aU forms of "dishonesty insurance " such as burglary insurance.

And the surety bond market would include bank letters of credit
personal surety and "self-insurance." (49) Respondent argues that a
realistic evaluation of the effect of the merger must take into account
these two factors. 

It is weU setted that the outer boundaries of a product market are
determined by the product and its close substitutes from the functional
and economic standpoints. Within this broad market, however, well-
defined submarkets may exist which in themselves constitute product
markets for Section 7 purposes. And , if there is a reasonable probability
that the acquisition may substantiaUy lessen competition in any
economicaUy significant snbmnrleet the acquisition is proscribed by

14 This JlItaq:;ument of respondent will be discussed hereinafter, pp. 6Q61 infra.
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Section 7. Bmwn Shoe Co. v. United States, s"Upra at 325. The

guidelines in this regard have been well established by the Supreme
Court. In BrO'wn Shoe Ca. v. Unil,cd StateB, id. the Court lajd down the
followjng critcria:

'" '" .. The boundaries of such a submarket. may he determined by examining such
practical indicia as indust.ry or public recognition of the submarket a.', a separate
economic entity, the product' s peculiar characteristics and uses , unique production
facilities, distinct customers, distinct prices , sensit.ivity to price changes, and
specializcd vendors. '" '" .. (Footnote omitted.

The Court has also made clear that the presence of aU of the seven

factors enumerated above is not required. United States v. Alu'Yinnm
Ca. af kmeria 377 U. S. 271 , 275, 276-277 (1964).1

The Administrative Law Judge is also reminded that the relevant
product market must be determined by the nature of the acquiring and
acquired firms and by the nature (50 J of competition they face.
Suhmarkets should not be contrived in disregard of a broader product
market which has economic significance. Nor should product markets
be defined to inc1ude all substitutes in disregard of the congressional
purpose in adopting the amended Section 7 and to obscure the true
effect of a merger between sellers of . anyone af the substitutable

products. Brawn Sho Co. v. United Sln.tes, supra at 326-327; Unil.ed
States v. Cantinenl.al Can Ca. 378 U. S. 441 , 456-57 (1964); Unil.ed
Staucs v. Phillipsburg Natianal Banle 399 U.S. 350 , 359-360 (1970).

This case involves a horizontal acquisition - the acquisition by

Amcrican Gcneral , an all-lines insurance company and a writer 
fidelity and surety bonds , of F&D , a firm largely specializing in fidelity
and surety bonds. It is therefore logical to start the product market
analysis with fidelity and surety bonds.

Viewed in the light of controlling guidelines discussed above , the
record c1earJy demonstrates that fidelity and surety constitute separate
and distinct markets (or submarkets) for Section 7 purposes. Respon-
dent does not seriously dispute the fact that fidelity and surety are
separate " lines. " The record shows that , in terms of the Brawn Slwe

indicia , fidelity and surety are distinct from each other and each from
the other Jines of life/health or property/liability lines of insurance.

Most obvious are peculiar uses, distinct prices , and the absence of
price sensitivity. Fidelity bonds and surety bonds have separate uses
and cannot be used interchangeably with each other or with any other
line of insurance (Fs. 36, 55, 57). Both have distinct prices. There is no

" In thnt cu'\, diff rence in price ami absence of price sensitivity were ljfficie!1t for the Court to hold that
in.lllat.cd aluminum conductor constituted II producl market distinct and scpamte from that. for copper conductor
aIthouRh they are made by the same manufaclur(r. using identical prouction facilitie Il!ld have complete functional
interehangeability and common cllstomel".
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discernible relationship between the prices of fidclity bonds and surety
bonds. Surety production , profits and losses fluctuated independently
of those of fidelity, and the experience of each was unrelated to that of
other insurance lines (Fs. 35 , 53 , 57). In addition , the record indicates
that the industry and the public recognize the fidelity bond business

and the surety bond business as two distinct and significant economic
entities , separate from each other and from the property/liability
insurance industry (Fs. 40 , 54). The four above-named factors arc
sufficient to support a conclusion that fidelity and surety are valid

submarkets for the purposes of this (51) case. However , there is further
evidence in the record to indicate that fidelity and surety serve largely
separate customer groups (Fs. 50 , 57).

The Relevant Geographic Markets

The parties agree that the Nation as a whole is an appropriate
geographic market in which to test the effect of the cha11enged

acquisition. However, there is a vigorous dispute regarding the validity
of state markets. Complaint counsel argue that each of the states in the
United States is a separate market for the purposes of this case or
alternatively, that at least each of the seven States of California
Florida, l1inois, Maryland, New York, Pennsylvania, and Texas
constitutes a separate geographic market (CRB , pp. 41-4). Respondent
advances two princjpal aq,rumcnts jn opposition. First, respondent
contends that the Commission s December 5 , 1972 opinion and order
remanding the case to the Administrative Law Judge foreclosed , as a
matter of law , the issue of state markets from this case (RB , pp. 32-
34).1 Secondly, respondent argues that the record affirmatively shows
that states are not economically significant markets (RB , pp. 34-42).

The guidelines for ddineation of geographic markets have been
clearly laid down by the Supreme Court. The paramount purpose of
defining a geographic market is , of course , to determine the geol"Tfaphic
dimensions of an effective area of competition in which the legality of a
given acquisition must be tested. United States v. E. 1. u Pont dg

Nernrs Co. 353 U. S. 586, 593 (1957); B-rown Siw Co. v. United
States, supra at 324. In this sense

, "

(t)hc criteria to be used in

determining the appropriate geographic market are csscntia11y similar
to those used to determine the relevant product market. Brown Shoe
Co. v. Unitgd Stntgs, supra at 336. Thus , although in some circumstanc-
es the geographic market may be as small as a single metropolitan area
the market selected in a11 cases (52) must "both 'correspond to the

16 It i my view that the Co",mi "iofl rnnand onkr did not in terms forecl')gc the slate market i!JuC ,lnd that
thcrdo!' I w8-bo\lndt.otak('('vidcncconthisi. sue
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commercial realities ' of the industry and be economical1y significant,"
and not " forma)" or " legalistic id. at 336-337.

Viewed in this light, the record evidence fal1s short of demonstrating
that any of the seven states designated by complaint counsel consti-
tutes a valid section 7 market. In my view , the record as a whole shows
that " there is nothing sacred about the boundary lines of a state" in the
operation of fidelity and surety bond businesses. Unit d States 

Bethlehem Steel Corp. 168 F. Supp. 576, 602 (S. Y. 1958).

First, there appears to be no significant economic or legal barriers
that significantly impede the entry of new competitors" into a state.

United States v. Pabst BTewing Co. 384 U. S. 546 , 557 (1966). Second , the
record docs not show any discernible pattern of production or distribu-
tion peculiar to any state. Third , there is no convincing evidence to
show that fidelity and surety rates in fact differ significantly from
state to state , although a number of states have adopted "opcn
competition" statutes some years ago. It is true that state data for the
fidelity and surety bonds arc published by the Surety Association of
America (a trade association) and Best's Executive Data Service (a
commercial statistical agency which appears to enjoy ful1 cooperation
of both the states and the industry) and that the latter data are
purchased and used primarily as a management tool by industry
members. However, state market shares and rankings appear to
fluctuate widely. Furthermore , they are misleading due to substantial
distortion incident to the fact that al1ocation of a large piece of business

to one state can substantial1y overstate a firm s position in that state

and thus fails to reflect the true picture accurately and fairly.
Therefore, compJaint counseJ's contention that each of the States in the
United States , or each of thc seven named states , constitutes a relevant
geographic market in this case is rejected. See Fs. 72-73. 17 rS3 J

Structure and the

Acquisition

Prior to its acquisition of F&D , American General , through one of its
operating subsidiaries (Maryland Casualty Company), was engaged in
the fidelity and surety bond businesses in direct competition with F&D.
Therefore , a direct and immediate resuJt of the chal1enged acquisition
is the elimination of that actual competition between the two firms.
BT(ywn Shoe Co. v. UnitRd Stat.e"" s'upra at 335. Section 7, however , docs
not condemn evcry merger between competing firms. It merely
proscribes those mergers having demonstrable anticompetitive effects.

The Market Probable Effect of the

j, Even if the St ven t:\tc markel. designatcd by complaint counsel wen l: accpt.ed a. relevaf1t IiCOgrdl'h;c
markel. , it is my dCU' rminat.iun that lhc n ,onJ docs not permil rormulation or basic findingE whieh may upport a
conclusion with fl. ped to the legality of the dmllenged acquisition in any of the seven slaws.

233- 73B 0 - 77 - 39
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Id. at 319. Disclaiming any simple quantitative test of i11egality, the
Court states .Ut. at 334-335, that the effect upon competition of a
horizontal arrangement depends on its character and scope , and that its
validity wi11 depend on such factors as:

(TJhe relative size and number of t.he parties to the arrangement; whether it
alloc.:'1tes shares of the market among the parties; whether it fixes prices at which
the part.ies wilJ selJ t.heir product; or whether it absorbs or insulates competitors,

.. .

A year later , however, the Court began its discussion of the legal
standard applicable to horizontal mergers by admonishing against "the
danger of subverting congressional intent by permitting a too-broad
economic investigation" and indicated that " in any case in which it is
possible ' * * to simplify the test of i11egality, the courts ought to do so
in the interest of sound and practical judicial administration. United
States v. Philadelphia Nat-orwl Banle 374 U.S. 321 , 362 (1963).
Specifica11y, the Court ruled that a horizontal merger which creates a
firm having an undue share of the market (30 percent) and thereby
substantia11y increases concentration among the leading firms (by at
least 33 percent) is a presumptive violation of Section 7. Id. at 363-365.
The Court' s rationale for this clear advancement from BrmAJn Shn need
be remembered.

In Philadelphia Natwrwl Bank thc Court reemphasized the need to
give fu11 effect to the central purpose of Section 7 by not merely
preserving existing competition but also by arresting anti competitive
tendencies in their incipiency. However , the Court was keenly aware of
the (54) "complex and elusive" nature of relevant economic data.

Therefore , in view of the " intense congressional concern" with the
trend toward concentration , elaborate proof of market structure
market behavior, probable anticompetitive effects may be dispensed
with in cases where the merger is inherently likely to lessen competi-
tion substantia11y. Id. at 362-363. In applying this principle to the case
the Court stressed the economic objection to concentration and relied
on the economic theory on oligopoly in condemning the merger. ld. 

363-366.
The fo11owing year , the Court made it clear that thc elimination of

significant competition between the merl"ring firms which are major
competitive factors in the relevant market, of itsclf constitutes a

violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act without the need for further
cconomic inquiry into its competitive effcct. United StatAcs v. First
National Banle Trust Co. of uxington 376 U. S. 665 669-673 (1964). In
the same year , in United States v. Aluminu.m Co. of Arrwrica 377 U.

271 (1964) Rome Cahle

), 

thc Court condemned , in a highly concen-
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tratcd industry, an acquisition which added but 1.3 percent to the
acquiring firm s 27.8 percent share of the relevant market. In that case
the Court, in addition to economic objections to concentration, empha-

sized the social objection to concentration trend in the American
economy, wbich the Court had adumbrated earlier in Brlywn Sho. fri. 

280-281. Brawn Shoe Co. v. Uniteri St,ates , snpra at 315-316. In United
States v. Van s Grocery Co. 384 U. S. 270 (1966), the Court elaborated a
social theory of concentration and condemned an acquisition by the
third ranking grocery store chain of the sixth ranking firm , resulting in

5 percent share of the relevant market, against the background of an
evident merger trend and a steady dec1ine in the number of firms in the
market. fri. at 272-278. During the same term , the Court, in United
States v. Pabst Brewing Co., supra. fo11owing the Von s Grocery

rationale, condemned a horizontal acquisition in the beer industry
which made the (55) acquiring firm the fifth largest with 4.5 percent in
the national market, the largest with 24 percent in the Wisconsin
market and a leading firm with 11.3 percent in a 3-state area. fri. at 550-

553.
However, in the most recent Section 7 case involving a horizontal

acquisition Unit.ed St,at"s v. Gerwral Dynamus Cor. 415 U.S. 486

(1974), 19 the Court upheld a 1959 merger of two leading coal companies
which increased the market share of the two largest firms in the two
relevant geographic markets from 45 percent to 48.6 percent and from
44 percent to 52.9 percent, respectively, between the period 1959-1967.

fri. at 495. It was also shown that in one of the markets , the number of
coal firms declined from 144 in 1957 to 39 in 1967. fd. at 495. Against
this background , the Court sustained the trial court's decision which
sanctioned "further examination of the particular market." The Court
agreed that due to the new peculiarities of coal economy, namely,
dwindling coal demands , scarcity of economical coal reserves and long-
term requirements contracts , statistical evidence of past coal produc-
tion was considerably less significant than in other cases, for the focus
of competition in the coal industry is not on the sale of coal already
produced but is the procurement of new long-term supply contracts
which is limited by a company s uncommitted reserves of recoverable
coal. Viewed in terms of present and future reserve prospect, rather
than in terms of past production , the acquired company was a far less
significant factor than the past production statistics indicated. fd. 

498-503. The Court also relied on the trial court' s finding that the rapid

IS Se 1I1/) Bok See/in 7 of the Cly/,un Act and the Me' f'ngaf Law and Ec(Jics 74 Harv. L. Rev. 22, 247-

(196) (hereinafter " flok Merqers ami 1M Clayt Act"
'9 Se POflrierAntitrut Po!iry ami tiw Suprnw Court: An Anntysu of 1M Re. frid.€d lJitri/nimHar

Merger and l'attmtwl Copctitiv !J,ci,.ilY1$ 75 Columbia L. v- 282, 310-11 (1975). Cf. Ken7Ucoti CopprCm-. 

T.C. 467F.2d67(1Ot.hCir. 1972), cert.,knied !M S. Ct, 1617(1974)
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and drastic decline in the number of firms occurred " not because smal!
producers have been acquired by others , but as the inevitable result of
the change in the nature of demand for coaL" The Court characterized
this finding as " most significant." !d. at 492-493. For the purposes of
the instant case , then General Dynamics stands for the proposition

that market share statistics and evidence of concentration of the
magnitude involved in Philadelphia Na.twnal Bank and Genemt

Dynami.s establish a rebuttable presumption of illegality. See Un-i.ed

Swtes v. Mann.e (56) Bamorporat'ion 418 U. S. 602 631 (1974); United
St.ates v. Citizen Sonth.e-r Nati;:mal Bank 43 U.S.L.W. 4779 , 4789

(U. S. July 17, 1975). With thesc control!ing cases and broad principles
enunciated thercin in mind , I now turn to the evidence in this case.

(1) The Elimination of Direct Competition Betwecn American General
and F&D

In 1964 , American General establishcd a substantial position in both
the fidelity and surety markets by absorbing Maryland Casualty
Company (F. 5). To the extent that American GBneral and F &D
competed in the fidelity and surety business prior to the chal!enged
acquisition , the acquisition will eliminate that competition , which was
substantial by any standard (F. 149). The two firms wrote the same
tYlJes of bonds (Woodson , Tr. 1031-1032; Shrake, Tr. 1394). They

competed directly and through their agents (Robbins , Tr. 2523 , 2528-

2529).
Competition in fidelity and surety has three elements: service

availability and price. Service emhraces a broad range of services bond
underwriters perform, utilizing their specialized skil!s , training and
experience. It includes thc guidancc and counsel given to agents and
customers. For example , if an underwriter finds a risk to be marginal
he may endeavor to improvc that risk , using his expertise (Sinclair , Tr.

77). Availability involves the speed 'With which the bond underwriter
makes a decision on accepting and writing the bond. In many situations
requiring a bond , usual!y the time is of the essence (Krupp, Tr. 988-989;

:vcVay, Tr. 1379; Shrake , Tr. 1396-1397). Price competition arises in the
rates charged by deviating companies, whose rates deviate 15-

percent from the Surety Association rates. Different companies may
charge different rates as experience and judgment factors are applied
to effect variations from basic rates (F. 80).

Equal!y important, the challenged acquisition absorbs F&D , a

leading, profitable , prosperous , well-estabJished , independent specialist
in the fideJity and surety markets into an insurance holding company
with operating subsidiaries in life/health and property /liabiJity insu-
rance lines. Before the acquisition , F&D , for many years , had been
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among the top 3 firms in both markets. F&D wrote business nationwide
and maintained 51 branch and service offices, which accounted for two-
thirds of a total of (571 some noo employees (CX 17, pp. 90-91). A
conservative and hjghly service oriented company, its business , earn-
ings and profits showed consistent growth over the years (Fs. 16, 27
28). Its Joss ratios were among the most favorable in the markets (F.
28). To paraphrase the Court' s language in Rome Cabw preservation of
F&D, rather than its absorption by an insurance conglomerate, wi1
keep it as an important competitive factor. Unit",d States v. Alcoa
supra. 377 U. S. at 281.

(2) The Increase in Concentration in the Fidelity and Surety Markets

Before discussing the structure of the fidelity and surety markets
one issue must be resolved. There is a sharp dispute between the parties
as to which of direct premiums and net premiums are the appropriate
basis for measuring the market shares of the firms in the relevant
markets. In my view the record amply demonstrates that direct
premiums are comparable to sales in other service industries and are
the most important indicia of market power and competitive perfor-
mance of fidelity and surety underwriters. Although net premiums do
reflect a firm s financial strength in some measure , they do not reflect
accurately the competitive position of the firms in the marketplace.

Also, net premiums can be substantiany affected by a firm s internal
management decision (F. 132). Several insurance executives testified
that their companies use direct premiums to measure their perfor-
mance and position in the market (e. Halpin , Tr. 924; Spickard , Tr.
1131; Shrake , Tr. 1402-1403; WeDs , Tr. 1588-1589). Furthermore , to the
extent that net premium figures exaggerate the importance of
reinsurance firms , which admittedly do not compete for the sale of
bonds to customers , net premium figures result in serious distortions of
market structure and are misleading. For these and other reasons (~'
130-136), it is concluded that direct premiums are the more appropriate
measure of the market shares of both fidelity and surety bond writers.
(58)

(a) The Structure of the Surety Market

In 1969 , the year of the acquisition , the total direct surety premiums
of aD companies were in excess of $366 mi1ion , and the surety industry
constituted a substantial economic activity. In terms of direct premi-
ums , American General's 1969 acquisition represented the absorption of

w Se a! o Rok Mergers and IhR Cloyl.o Act , .'wI"IT , at 247- , 30506; BrodJey, OligaJloly Pawr Undr the
SMrmna7!G1oYWnAc/.- FrmnEammnic ThearyttUgiJ Thelf, 19 S1.nfordL. Rev . 28 341 (1961).
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the second ranking firm , with 8.0 percent of the market, by the seventh
ranking firm, with 4.3 percent of the market, which made the combined
American General !"TfOUP the top ranking firm with 12.3 percent of the
market (RX 78). In 1970, the year fol1owing the acquisition, the
combined share increased slightly to 12.4 percent, keeping the combined
group in the top place (RX 79).

In 1968 , the year preceding the acquisition , the four largest firms
accounted for 30.6 percent of the market, and thc eight largest, for 49.
percent. The corresponding figures for 1969, giving effect to the

American Gcneral-F&D mcrgcr, were 35.3 percent and 51.7 percent
respectively, and for 1970 , 35.5 percent and 52.2 percent , respectivcly.
Thus, the challenged acquisition substantial1y increased conccntration
in the surety market (~' . 112).

(b) The Structure of the Fidelity Market

In 1969 , the year of the acquisition , the total direct fidelity premium
of al1 firms were in excess of $177 million. In terms of direct premiums
the challenged acquisition represented the absorption of the fifth
ranking firm , with 7.4 percent of the market, by the elcvcnth ranking
firm with 2.9 percent , which made the combined group the top ranking
firm, with 10.3 pcrcent of the market (RX 74). In 1970, the year
fol1owing the acquisition , the combined share declined slightly to 9.
perccnt, but still placed thc combined group at the top place (RX 75).

In 1968, the year preceding the acquisition, the four largest firms
accounted for 31.3 percent of the fidelity market, and the eight largest
for 53.5 percent. The corresponding figures for 1969 , giving effect to
the American General-F&D combination , were 35.9 percent and 60.

percent, rcspectivcJy, and for 1970 , 35.7 pcrcent (59) and 59.8 percent
respectively. Thus , the chal1enged acquisition substantially increased
concentration in the fidelity market (F. 111).

(3) The Trend Toward Concentration

The record demonstratcs that during the decade prcceding the

acquisition , both the fidelity and surety markets expcrienced a clcar
trend toward concentration and that the adverse trend was exaccrbat-

cd in the years fol1owing the challenged acquisition.
21 As for fidelity,

the fonr- and eight-firm concentration gradual1y incrcased from 26
percent and 47.8 percent, respectively, in 1959 22 to 31.3 percent and

53.5 percent , respectively, in 1968 , and to 37.3 percent and 61.4 percent

" Bok sugge. t. it 5-10 year period IorcorJccntration trend analysi - &Ok Meryers and aI-I! G1.aytn Act l;pr n. 18

at 314.
.2 !1-

pp.

4.). lrpr(.
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respectively, in 1973 , the most recent year for which data appear in the
record. For surety, the picture is just as discouraging. The four-firm
and eight"firm oncentration gradually increased from 25.6 percent and
43.4 percent, respectively, in 1959 24 to 30.6 percent and 49.8 percent
respectively, in 1968, and to 31.8 percent and 48.9 percent, respectively,
in 1973 (F. 145).

In addition , the record shows that a substantial number of fidelity
and surety bond underwriters were absorbed by their competitors or by
other firms during the 1957-1969 period (CX 22, 25). In any event, the
record indicates that the fidelity and surety markets are among the
most highly concentrated in the various segments (60) of the insurance
industry (Backman , Tr. 2803). And the challenged acquisition intensi-
fied the existing concentration. Respondent's contentions that the

number of firms in the relevant markets has substantially increased
during the recent years are not borne out by the record (Fs. 114, 147-
148).

In conclusion, against the once moderately concentrated structure of
the surety and fidelity markets now approaching advanced oligopolies
the challenged acquisition cannot be sanctioned without doing grave
violence to the clear congressional mandate that the Commission should
arrest anticompetitive tendencies in their incipiency. Should the
Commission approve the instant acquisition, it would no doubt be called
upon to approve similar horizontal acquisitions by American General's
competitors in the future. "The oligopoly Congress sought to avoid
would then be furthered and it would be diffcult to dissolve . the
combinations previously approved. Brown Siw Co. v. United States
snpra at 34:;-344.

Respondent's Defense

In its defense, respondent first contends that, because of the
incompleteness and inaccuracies of market share statistics in the
record; complaint counsel failed to carry their burden of establishing
the ilegality of the challenged acquisition. More specifically, respon-
dent argues that the surety market analysis must include various
substitutes for corporate surety, such as bank letters of credit and
personal surety (RRB, pp. 26-27). However, the record evidence
indicates that these substitutes have historically been subjected to
various restrictions, their use is "dying out " and that their effect, if
any, upon the conclusion to be reached with respect to the competitive

OJ On the b ig of a 3-year cycle commonly use by the fidelity industry, the appropriate yea! for which to examine
the post-acuisition results wOl.ld be 1971. Forthatyea., thefour- finn and cight-firmconcentration were 38.5 percnt
and 60.4 percent respetivc!y.

2. Se 11. 10 , pp. 43 'fpra.
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effect of the challenged acquisition would be negJigible. For example
F&D' s president could not name a single account which had been lost to
any of these "substitutes " in his experience (Fs. 41-45).

As for the fidelity market , respondent argues (1) that fidelity should
inelude all forms of the so-called "dishonesty insurance " such as

burglary insurance , and (2) that the record evidence regarding fidelity
is totally unreliable because of its failure accurately to account (61) for
the fidelity portion of the commercial multi-peril insurance (" CMP"
(RRB , pp. 27, 35, 99-106; RPF II-50). The function of fidelity is so
obviously distinct from the other lines of "dishonesty insurance (e.
burglary insurance) that the argument is patently unsupportable.
Furthermore , the record evidence does not show that trade realities in
the marketing of fidelity bonds require fideJity to be lumped together
with the other lines of property/liability insurance.

Respondent s second ari;ument regarding the reliability of record
evidence on the size of fidelity market is rejected. It is true that
available industry statistics introduced by complaint counsel do not
purport to show accurately all CMP-related fidelity volume. However
they are sufficiently reliable for the purposes of this proceeding. The
1963-1970 data compiled by The Surety Association show a range of
percentages (of fidelity v. thin C:IP) to be between .9 and 1.5 percent
(CX 151; Eepburn , Tr. 1214-1216 , 1227 , 1229 1466-1467). The 1969 data
compiled by The Insurance Service Office (ISO) was.8 percent (Gallant
Tr. 3202-3205 , 3207, :1215-B216). These data appear to be generally

consistent with individual estimates briven by several industry execu-

tives at trial (Ruesch , Tr. 467-468; Spickard , 'fr. 1135; :IcVay, Tr. 1372-
1373; Wells , Tr. 1606- 1607). On the other hand , respondent' s projection
based on 3-firm data is patently unreliable. Although it would have
been possible to secure more accurate and complete data with respect to
CMl'-related fidelity volume from individual firms , it would have been
expensive and time-consuming. In any event , the record is sufficiently
clear that the distortions in the fideJity market share figures incident to
CMP-related fidelity are not of such magnitude as to affect matcnal1y
the basic conclusions with respect to the market structure and
concentration trend of the fidelity market" (see Fs. 142143).

f62J Respondent's next argument is that F&D , because of its
inability fully to participate in the CMP and the so-called package- and
account-selling techniques , had been losing its ,,'Tounds rapidly before
the acquisition. This argument is in essence an analogue of the Failing
Company Doctrine. Respondent asserts in effect that since the acquired

2' It is weil &'tt N- that kchnic;,J :1:"'5 in mar: et share 5U\tistics are :ess in:purtan than lhe accuracy of the broad
picture pre&'ntcd RmwII Slu Co, Unit"d Stat",;, s;'p,a, at 341..';-'2 , n- 69. Ab() Luria Bros. Co v- F. TC.

2d 847, Rfil (3rd Cir 1968. cui, d-enwu 39:- US 829; The PapercTujt Crwp_ 78 F.TC. 1352, 140",1400 (1974), ('ftd , 472
2d927(7thCir 1973)
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firm was no longer a viable competitor, its absorption by a competitor is
incapable of producing substantial anticompetitive effects. However
the record evidence refutes this argument. First , F&D devised and
successful1y markcted special multi-peril policies ("SMP") in an

attempt to counter the inroads of CMP into its fidelity business (F. 102).
Furthermore , surety was not affected by either CMP or package-sel1ing
(Fs. 99 , 139). Even with respect to fidelity, the record evidence shows
that F'&D was able to participate in this marketing device through its
agents and offered discounts as an inducement (Culbertson, Tr. 1818).

Most importantly, the record clearly shows that F&D was able to
maintain its leading market position as' well as its enviable record of
overal1 growth , profitability and low loss ratios during the period
before, and after the acquisition in question (Fs. 26-29). Suffice it to say
that this merger involves neither small companjes nor failing compa-
nies. See BrO''n Siwe Co. v. Urrit.d Slnl"" , supra at 331. For the same
reasons , respondent's related argument that ~'&D had to seek an
affiljation with a full-line insurance firm , such as American General , jn

order ful1y to participate in the CMP , package- and account-sel1ing and
to compete more effectively with its ful1- line competitors likewise lacks
merit.

In its defense , respondent next argues that the relevant markets arc
characterized by case of entry, that in fact there have been numerous
entrants in recent years , and that thf re are numerous potential
entrants , including large property/liability and life/health insurance
companies. Therefore , it argues , the absorption of only one fidelity and
surety underwriter by another is not likely to have the proscribed
antieompetitivc effect (RRB , pp. 115-129; RPF V-4 - V-47). In my
view , the record evidence demonstrates the contrary. First, F&D was a
leading, independent, long established fidelity and surety underwriter.
There is nothing in the record which would indicate that an indepen-

dent fidelity and surety firm of F&D's stature and ability is likely to
enter the rclevant markets to take (63) its place. Sccondly, viewed
against the size and profitability of the markets involved , both fidelity
and surety are characterized by a remarkable paucity of new entries
during the past three decades. Coupled with the evidence showing that
only a few of the entrants have become a significant factor over a long
period of time and that it took them so long to get established , the
rccord conclusively refutes respondent's contentions in this regard (Fs.
147-148).

Generally speaking, in a horizontal mcrger case jnvolvjng elimination
of substantial actual competition , as is the case here , it is not incumbent
upon the government to establish the existence of high entry barriers
as a part of its case. See Eleen Products Co. 65 F. C. 1163 , 1208 (1964),
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aff'd 347 F.2d 745 (7th Cir. 1965). "In any event , in the instant case, in
view of clear evidence showing that concentration in the relevant

markets steadily increased despite new entries , new entrants cannot be
counted upon to replace the aetual competition climinatcd by this
merger, much less to bring about deconcentration in the markets.
Therefore, respondent's ease of entry argument may be safely dis-
counted. Indeed, there is convincing evidence in the record which

indicates that fidelity and surety underwriters require long years of
specialized training, established underwriter-agent or customer rela-
tionships are difficult to overcome , and that there are fairly strict
licensing and financial requirements at the state and federal levels (Fs.
103- 107). AU of the above compels the conclusion that entry barriers
into the relevant markets are substantial. Most importantly, the
relevant markets have not shown a deconcentration trend. On the
contrary, concentration substantia11y increased over the last 15 years.

Respondent' s suggestion that the fidelity and surety industries
remain competitive at present is not a valid defense. " (RJemaining
vigor cannot immunize a merger if the trend in that industry is toward
oligopoly. Brawn Siwe CO. V. United St.ates, supra at 333. Respondent's
arI-TUment that there arc numerous potential entrants is likewise
invalid. First, this case involves a horizontal acquisition and consequent
cJimination of actual competition. Secondly, the argument that the
major property/liability and life/health insurance firms arc potential
entrants into the fidelity and surety markets must be rejected for (64)
the same reasons discussed in the preceding paragraphs. Respondent's
reliance on Beat'rice Foods Co. Trade Reg. Rep. 11!J70-1973 Trans.
BinderJ 121 ((81 F. C. 481) VT.C. 197::), a potential competition
case , is entirely misplaced.

Respondent' s argument that its acquisition of ~'&D is beneficial to
competition because it would enable F&D to compete more effectively
with the larger fu11-line firms is likewise rejected. First, F&D was, at
the time of its "friendly" takeover by American General , a vigorous
growing and profitable company and a leading factor in the relevant
markets (Fs. 16, 27, 28). See Pl'. 56-57 supra. Secondly, respondent'
aq.rument jn essence amounts to a business justjfication argument long
discredited by the Supreme Court. United. States V. PhiLadlphia
NahonaL Ba. , s'u.pro at 370-371. Furthermore , should the Commission
accept respondent' s argument in this regard and approve this merger
it may be caUed upon to approve similar acquisitions of non-fu11-line

firms by American General's competitors in the future, and the

independent bond specialist firms will soon become extinct. Section 7
was designed to prevent such developments. See p. 54 supr(L,

A few words need be said about the concentration data in the record.
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First, it is my view that the concentration analysis in this case does not
require an examination of the period reaching as far back as the 1940'
as respondent claims'"'; Secondly, respondent' s exhibit purporting to
reflect the concentration trend in the relevant markets (RX 214B-C), is
confusing and possibly seriousJy misleading in that it is based on net
premium figures , includes reinsurance firms , and does not consistently
group operating companies under the same control or management (Fs.
129-136). As regards the interpretation of concentration data , the
Administrative Law ,judge is bound by the general economic theory of
oligopoly espoused by the Supreme Court and economic literature relied
on by the Court in its Section 7 decisions since BrmAJn Sfwe. See pp. 53-

, supra. '27

r65j Finally, respondent' s argument that the chal1cnged merger was
a defensive move on the part of F&D compel1ed by the attempted
takeover by Security Corporation through a tender offer and that these
circumstances exonerate this acquisition is rejected (RPF II- I to II-33).
Also, the rccord does not support respondent's argument that a
successful takeover of F&D by Security Corporation would have
brought about ccrt.ain dismemberment of F&D and dissipation of its
financial resources. Respondent' s argument that but for this acquisition
F&D wouJd have faced a certain demise is not persuasive. In my view
this is another business justificabo!1 argument. In any event, it is
equally well setted that a benign intent of t.he merging firms does not.
save a merger having demonst.rable anticompctitive effects. H.R. Rep.
1191 on n. R. 2734 , 81st Cong. , 1st Sess. 8 (1949); BTOwn Sfwe Co. 

Unil€d States, -,-a:pm at 329 , n. 49.

r661 As shown hereinabove, the challenged acquisition not only
eliminated the substantial actual competition existing between F&D
and American General , but also eliminated a long established , prosper-
ous speciality firm as an indcpendent business entity, and substantially

2H See Bok Mcryen ami rh,' CI"'yllrn Ad "1"" n. 11:, at :n4.
" AI c chapler 4 entillcd "The ConCl,nlmtion and Profi18 Issue " in (i)ldochmid, Mann & Weston , ed

ImlwJtrUl c."'J;p.ntrrlli-m: Th., New Lea' rn'ing 162-24(1974). I share Dean NC1I' view that the work of revisionists like
Yale nro1 n and others have failed torduu' the h ic lend.: of lhcoligoj)oly theory and that uch studies a. the Weiss
am! Scherer papers contained in lruiu.,lruLI O",ccnl, rnlum: T/w New Learning, Itupra have renfOITL'(! them. Se id. 

377 , 408-09. Also St't Rain huhL. ln111 OrWHtiwl,ym, 148 (20 cd. 1%1); Scherer hu1u. tri MarkRt Stru,du'rf (Lnd
Ecmwrnw f'frfrrrnunu;c 1;,2-157, IK.1-J8G, 231-232 (1970); (' ,JIn and Preswn lwe- I Muryn.q and Indu. trnLI
Slruc/uTc 51 Rev, v:on. & Slat. 272 (1969); Brotll,:y, Oligupoly Po-weT Um1er IIw Slwnnan a.mi C1aytmAct - Fmm
Ewrww Theary f.u ug(Ll PrJli.cy, q'wra n. 20 , at297-298 33";j.2.

And , theN' i nO I"' on to think that "oncentnltion is less inimieal Lo the fN play of r.mpdit;on in fidelity and
surety than in other service industries. Cf. UnitedSlatcs v. Phill1delph-ia Na11ifL/ Bank, s"pru at 36869.

Dr. Backman contention lhallhe fael that the emnfisilion and ranking or the four top finns in the relevant
markeL were not identic.'! for every . year eslablishc. the existence of vigorous competition i. not persuasive. Plainly. if

mall numher of firms dominate the markdovertimc , accounting for an increasing share of the market , a. is the ca
here , that fact i hardly consistent with vigorous eompetition. AI , the vigor ofrcmaining competition is not a valid
dd"nse of an aCtllisitiOf' which "jiminate a sulJ lant;aI Cl1mpditivc factor.
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increased the concentration in the relevant markets. It is thus doubly
objectionable , from both economic and social points of vicw. '8 In view

of the clear congressional mandate to arrest anticompetitive tendencies
in their incipiency and the controlling principles enunciated by the

Suprcme Court in its Section 7 decisions discussed hereinabove , the
challenged acquisition cannot be allowed to stand.

Respondent's reliance on United States v. Ge'ywml Dy=rnus Cor.

supra is misplaced (RB , pp. 56-93). In essence , respondent argues (1)
that the complaint counsel presented a "bare-bone" statistical case
herein, and (2) that furthcr examination of the particular markets

sanctioned by the Court in General Dy=mus will show that the
challenged acquisition in the instant case Jacks the proscribed effect.

Neither of the contentions is supported by the record. A cursory
examination of thc record will conclusively refute the first contention.
General Dy=mus surcly does not require an unbounded economic

inquiry beyond what is contained in this rccord. In any event, one of the
central congressional objectives in adopting (67) the 1950 amendment
to Section 7 was to reject the unwieldy "rule of reason" approach in
Section 7 enforcement. See Brrwn Sho Co. v. Uni/ed States, supra
317-319. It is the Administrative Law Judge s opinion that the early
misgivings over a too-broad economjc jnvestjgation in Sectjon 7 cases
expressed by the Court and commentators have been reinforced by

experience. This is especially true in a case jnvolvjng, as here, a

horizontal acquisition in markets trending toward higher concentra-
tion.30 As for the second argument, the record does not show , as it
clearly did in Gencral Dy=mus that the market share and concentra-
tion statistics based on past performance are an entirely unreliable
basis on which to ground a prediction as to what the probable effect of
the merger may be. The ultimate rationale of the Court's majority in
Gerwral Dynarnus in not disturbing the trial court's conclusion

approving that merger was that new realities of competition in the coal
industry rendered the acquired firm an ineffective competitor for the
foreseeable future and that, therefore , its disappearance as an indcpen-

'" 

Bro Sfw Cu. v. Unit.d Siaus , snpr, at 31fh:16 :-\J , a44; Unired Stas v. Phi!alphitl NatWn Bam. , I!pr,
at 362, 370-71; Uniwd States Akoo pra at2828I; UnitedStatesv. Von GreryCu. S1pr, at274 278; Unitd
Sl.t,g v. Htft Brelt'ing Co. , :tlApm, at 552; Boll MBrg rs and Ill. Ckrytqn Act, BUpr, at 247- , 305-; Rrolcy,

O!igvply Puwr Undn th SM77U and Clayto Acts FTI &mic TMur fA) lAiyo1 FPlicj, :mpr JI. ZO, at 341.
29 It should b.. nak.. that the C()l!rt truck down horizontal acquisitions involvin market 8har smaller than those

involved ill ihi ca. , United States v, Al.. , supru; United Stales v. Von s Grery Q;. IWpr' (lniWdStat,s 

Pab8tBrewing Co. :flpra. Se a\ooS. Rep. No. l77? lCong. , 2d Sc s. 6(1950); Bro Sho Q;. v (lnit,dStates , 8Upr,
at 322123, 346; Unite StaU. v. Phillphw. Natimt 8a'l7k, supr, a.t :J67; Huk Mergers and th Ckyt Act , 8Upr 

at247-248 305-'06

'" 

(fnit,d States v . Phi1alphia Nalwnal Bank , lruina at 362; Yon s Groary Q;. . UniUi Sta, 8Upr.. Pabt
Brewing OJ. v. United States , I;JLJfIL, Stanley W".,k, v. PT.C., 469 F.2d 498 (2d Gir. 1972), Cfrt. denied 412 U.S. 9:'
(1973); Bok Merger. and tfw G!ayro Act , sul'm . IS , at 273 , 295-::; Turner Ca-lmmte Mergs and &ctio r of th
CWylm! Act 78 Harv. L. Rev. 1313 , 1318-1319 19201921 (196); Broley, Oligoply l'o Und th Shen and

(,"'ytActs Fro &()U: Th to Leqa! PolwJ, rmpra n. 20, at:M6-7.
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dent firm did not matter. In the instant case , there are no new
competitive realities which may have rendered F&D an ineffective
competitor whose disappearanee from the markets would hardly
matter. On the contrary, despite its lack of fu!!-line , F&D remained a
leading, prosperous, highly profitable and vital competitor both before
and after the acquisition. And , there is nothing; in this record to cast any
doubt upon F&D's continued success and viability in the future (Fs. 26-
29). Nor is there any indication that the market share statistics and
concentration analysis give an unreliable account of the acquisition
probable effects on competition in the relevant markets. In these

circumstances, the cha!!cnged (68) acquisition cannot be approved
without doing !"Tfave violence to the clear congressional mandate
embodied in Section 7. See p. 60 swpra.

E. Ordcr

It is now axiomatic that the normal remedy in Section 7 cases is the
divestiture of what was aequired unlawfu!!y. Indeed , divestiture is the
remedy specified by Section lI(b) of the Clayton Act. And complete
divestiture is "peculiarly approprjate" in cases of stock acquisitjons
which violate Section 7. Uni/€d StaiRs v. I. d-u Pont rk Nemors Co.

366 U.S. 316, 330-331 (1961). It is also we!! established that the

enforcement agency s panoply of remedial sanctions includes the power
to bar unauthorized future acquisitions as we!! as other anciJlary

measures reasonably calculated to restore competition in the relevant
market. Elecu Prod'U.cts Co. , supra 65 F. , at 1212-1217 , 1222- 122
1227- 1228; F. C. v. Dean Foods Co. 384 U.S. 597 , 607 , n. 5 , 609 , n. 9
(1966): LlUri Bros. Co. v. 389 F.2d 847, 865 (3rd Cir. 1968);
Abex Cmp. v. F' 420 ~' 2d 928 (6th Cir. 1970), ccrt. denwd 400 U.

865 (1970); FrYd Mow Co. v. UnitRd States 405 U. S. 562, 571-578
(1972); OKC Cmp. v. P.TC. 455 F.2d 1159 (10th Cir. 1972); Avnet, Inc.
v. 511 F.2d 70 (7th Cir. 1975). And , there is no indication in this
record that the required divestiture may bring about a loss of
substantial cfficiencies or important benefits to the consumer. There-
fore , respondent wiJl be required to divest the F&D stock and also will
be prohibited from making any unauthorized acquisition in the fidelity
and surety markets for a period of 10 years.

Respondent' s argument that an undertaking to keep F&D as an
independent operating entity would be an adequate remedy in the
circumstances of this case , is rejected (RRB , pp. 146-149). First, there is
no assurance that sueh an undertaking win effectively insulate F&D
from the subtle and pervasive influence of its outright owner. To
expect otherwise would be to ignore business realities and common
experience and to indulge in wishful conjecture. Secondly, such aT
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undertaking would inevitably require continuing surveilance on the
part of the Commission , embroiJing it in interminable administrative
chores , and may even lead to further (69) litigation. Such a course
should clearly be avoided. Therefore , respondent's argument in this
regard is totally unacceptable.

Complaint counsel's argument that respondent should be required to
divest dividends received from F&D since the acquisition , including the
$20 milion upstream dividend , is likewise rejected. Complaint counsel
do not claim that an infusion of additional funds or the return of
reccived dividends is necessary in order to restorc competition in the
relevant markets or to ensure the continued viabiJity of F&D after
divestiture. Kor would the record support such a claim. Indeed
complaint counsel admit that F&D remains a prosperous and profitable
company with ample financial resources. In the absence of any evidence
of a wanton raid on F&D's corporate treasury by American General
there appears to be no need for such an extraordinary requirement in

this case.

CONCLCSIONS

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of respondent American General
Insurance Company (" American General"
2. On or about July 1 , 1969 , American General acquired substantial-

ly all of the shares of stock of Fidelity & Deposit Co. of Maryland
F&D"
3. At all times relevant to this proceeding, American Genera! and

F&D were engaged in commerce within the meaning of the Clayton
Act.

4. For the purposes of assessing the legaJity of the acquisition under
Section 7 of the Clayton Act , the appropriate lines of commerce are the
fidelity bond business and the surety bond business.
5. The appropriate section of the country within which to test the

effect of the acquisition is the united States as a whole.
6. Prior to and at the time of the acquisition , American General and

F&D were direct competitors in the fidelity and surety bond markets.
(70) 7. The acquisition eliminated the substantial competition

between American General and F&D in the relevant markets to the
detriment of competition.
8. The acquisition substantially increased the concentration in the

relevant markets to the detriment of competition.
9. The effects of the acquisition of F&D by American General may

substantially lessen competition in the fidelity and surety bond markets
in the united States , in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act.
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10. Divestiture of the acquired stock is both necessary and appropri-
ate to remedy the probable anticompetitive effects of the unlawful
acquisitjon.

ORDER

It is rYdered That:

Respondent, American General Insurance Company (hereinafter
American General"

), 

a corporation , and jts officers , djrectors, agents
representatives, employees, subsidiaries, affjliates, successors and
assigns , within six months from the date this order becomes final and
subject to prior approval of the ~'ederal Trade Commission, divest
absolutely and in good faith , all stock , assets , title , properties, interest
rights and priviJegcs , of whatever nature, tangible and intangible
acquired by American General as a result of its acquisition of Fidelity
and Deposit Company, togethcr with aU contract rights , premiums
payable , buiJdings , improvements , equipment (71 J additions and other
property of whatever description which has been added since that
acquisition or hereafter shal1 be added to the property or assets of
Fidelity and Deposit Company of Maryland ("Fidelity and Deposit" ), so
as to restore Fidelity and Deposit as a going concern and effective

competitor in the fidelity and surety bond businesses.

By such divestiture none of the assets , properties , title , interest
rights or privileges describe,l in Paragraph I of this order shal1 be sold
or transferred , directly or indirectly, to any person who is at the time of
divestiture an officer, director , employee or agent of or under the
control or direction of American General or any of its subsidiary or
affiliate corporations , or who owns or controls, directly or indirectly,
more than one (1) percent of the outstanding shares of common and/or
preferred stock of American General.

No method , plan or agreement of divestiture to comply with thi,
order shaU be adopted or implemented by American General save upOJ

such terms and conditions as firs! shaU be approved by the Fede",
Trade Commission. (72)
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Pending divestiture , the assets and business acquired from Fidelity
and Deposit shall be maintained and operated as a separate corporation
with separate books of account , separate management, separate assets
and separate personnel

Pending divestiture , no substantial propcrty or other assets of the
separate corporation referred to in Para!,'Iaph IV herein shall be sold
leased , otherwise disposed of or encumbered , other than in the normal
course of business , without the consent of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion , and American General shall not commingle any assets owned or
eontrolled by such separate corporation with any assets owned or
controlled by American General.

For the period of three years from the date on which this order
becomes final , no individual employed by Fidelity and Deposit or the
separate corporation referred to in Paragraph IV herein shall be
employed by American General.

VII

Pending divestiture , the underwriting departments and selling and
management personnel of the separate corporation (73) referred to in
Paragraph IV herein and American General shall be conducted
independently of each other.

VII

Pending divestiture , American General shall maintain the separate
corporation referred to in Paragraph IV herein as an independent
entity a.nd take no steps to impair such corporation s economic and
financial position.

American General shall forthwith cease any and all representation on
the board of directors of Fidelity and Deposit and cease and desist from
taking any steps to nominate, seat, or admit any representative of

Fidelity and Deposit to the board of directors of American General.
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Fidelity and Deposit shan forthwith cease any and an representation
on the board of directors of American General and cease and desist
from taking any steps to nominate , seat, or admit any representative of
American General to the board of directors of ~'idelity and Deposit.

American General shan forthwith cease and desist from acquiring,
directly or indirectly, for a period of ten (10) years from the date on
which this order becomes final , without the prior approval of the
Federal Trade (74) Commission , the share capital , assets or interest of
any corporation engaged in fidelity and/or surety underwriting in the
United States.

The provisions of this paragraph shall include any arrangement
pursuant to which American General acquires the market share, in

whole or in of any concern , corporate or noncorporate , which is
engaged in fidelity and/or surety underwriting in the United States, (a)

through such concern s discontinuing the underwriting of such product
lines or (b) by reason of such concern s discontinuing the underwriting
of such product lines and thereafter transferring to American General
customer and account lists or in any other way making availahle to
American General access to customers or customer accounts.

XII

Within thirty (30) days from the effective date of this order and
every sixty (60) days thereafter until it has funy complied with
Paragraph I of this order, American General shan submit a verified
report in writing to the Federal Trade Commission setting forth 
detail the manner and form in which it intends to comply, is complying
or has complied therewith. An such reports shan include , in addition to
such other information and documentation as may hereafter be
requested , (a) a specification (75) of the steps taken by American
General to make public its desire to divest Fidelity and Deposit, (b) a
list of an persons or organizations to whom notice of divestiture has
been given, (c) a summary of an discussions and negotiations together
with the identity and address of an interested persons or organizations

and (d) copies of an reports , internal memoranda, offers , counteroffers
communicatjons and correspondence concernjng said divesHture.

XII

American General shall notify the Commission of any propose

233- 7380 77 
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change at least 30 days prior to the proposed change in the corporate
respondent, Amerjcan General , such as djssolution, assignment or sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation(s), the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which
may affect compJiance obligations arising out of this order.

OPINION Ol THE COMMISSION

JUNE 28, 1977

By COLLIER Commiss'ioner:
(1) The complaint in this case charged American General Insurance

Company ("American General") with violating Section 7 of the Clayton
Act, as amended, (15 U. C. 18) by acquiring ~' ideJity & Deposit
Company of Maryland (" F&D") in 1969. More specifica11y, it a11cged
that the acquisition s effect may be substantia11y to lessen competition

or to tend to create a monopoly in the business of underwriting fidelity
and surety bonds in the United States and other markets.
A surety bond is an agreement by which one party (the surety)

undertakes to guarantee the performance of an obligation by a second
party (the principal) to a third party (the obligee). If the principal fails
to perform, the surety must either discharge the obligation or

indemnify the obJigee. The most common type of surety bond covers
construction contracts , and guarantees performance according to (2)
the terms of the contract. Other kinds of surety bonds include license
and permit bonds , fiduciary bonds , and judicial bonds (ID f. 32-3).

A fidelity bond represents an undertaking by the bond writer to
indemnify an employer against losses suffered through the dishonesty
of bonded employees (ID f. 48).

American General is an all-Ijnes diversified insurance company,
based in Houston , Texas , with combined ir.come of $527 mi1ion and
admitted assets of $1.5 bi11ion in 1968 , the year before its acquisition of
F&D. Its fidelity and surety business was modest until 1964 , when it
acquired Maryland Casualty Company ("Maryland Casualty ), a

I The following abbreviations wi!bclIscin lhisopinjon:
ID f. Initial Dccision finding no.lDp. Initial Decision page no.
Tr. Tr-.mscript page no.ex -- Complaintcounwl'sexhibitnoRX - - lk pofijcntcxhibitno.RAB - - Repondent s appeal brief
CAB -- Complaint counsel's appeal brief

Ans- u- Respondent's answering brief
C. Ans. - Complaintcoulll'sansweringbrief
RRB '3pondcnt' sreplyhrief
CRR - Complaintcounscl'sreplybricf
RPI" - Jkspond!mL s propo&.-d finding" noCPr' Qlmplaint counsel's propored finding IJ.
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multiple Jines company that was a significant factor in both the fidelity
and surety fields (ID f. 1 , 10). Thus , American General became a
significant competitor in both the fidelity and surety markets , ranking
sixth national1y in surety in 1968 with over $15 mi1ion in direct
premiums , and twelfth the same year in fidelity with about $4.5 mi1ion
in direct premiums (ID f. 113).

Unlike the more diversified American General , F&D had grown and
prospered primarily as a bonding specialist since its formation in 1890.
Eighty-eight percent of its premiums in 1968 were derived from the
sale of surety and fidelity bonds (ID f. 12, 14). In 1968, F&D was the
second ranked surety underwriter in the U.S. with about $27.5 mi1ion
in direct premiums , and held third place in fidelity, with about $10.4
mi1ion in direct premiums (ID f. 113).

(3) In July, 1969 , assertedly fearful that a tender offer by the
Security Corporation for F&D's stock might succeed and lead to the
company s demise

, ~'

&D' s management instead arranged for the sale of
virtual1y all its stock to American General in exchange for American
General stock valued at about $107.5 mi1ion (ID PI'. 2 , 65).
The Commission s complaint was issued on June 17, 1971. The

fol1owing year, the hearing examiner dismissed the complaint on the
theory that the Commission lacked jurisdiction because of the McCar-
ran-Ferguson Act (15 U. C. 1012(b)). The Commission reverscd and
remanded the case for trial. A merian General Insl1,rance Co. 81 F.

1052 (1972). Fo11owing an unsuccessful attempt by the respondent to
enjoin the proceeding, ' a hearing on the merits culminated in a finding
on August 9 , 1975 , by Administrative Law Judge ("AU") Montgomery
K. Hyun that the acquisition violated Section 7. He entered an order to
divest F&D.

The respondent (and F&D , as an intervenor) appealed both the

finding of JiabiJity and the terms of the divestiture order, while
complaint counsel appealed the ALJ' s refusal to order divestiture of
dividends that were paid to American General by F&D. The appeal was
argued on January 14 , 1976; the Commission ordered reargument
which was heard on July 21 , 1976.

Preliminarily, we reaffirm our earlier holding that the McCarran-
Ferguson Act does not exempt this acquisition from Section 7 or
remove it from the Commission s jurisdiction. Subsequent interpreta-
tions of the McCarran-Fcrguson exemption hy the courts have
strengthcncd our conviction in the correctncss of that conclusion.

For example , in Ame,rian Family Life Assurance Co. of Columhns 
Planned Marleeting Associates, Inc. 389 F. Supp. 1141 (E.D. Va. 1974),

the court denied motions to dismiss a Sherman and Clayton Act
Amerin Genernllmrurana Co. v. FTC 359 F. Supp. 887 (S-D. Tex. 1973), a.fl'd 496 F,2. 197(5thCir. 1974).
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complaint fiJed by one insurer against another, aneging a variety of
practices aimed at diverting the plaintiff' s husiness to the defendant.
The court said that the phrase 'I busincss of insurance " as construed 

SEC v. National Sewrities, !-u;. 383 U.S. 453 (1969) "compels this
Court to conclude that a complaint based upon the Sherman Act and
the Clayton Act involving intcractions betwecn two insurance compa-
nies, as distinguished (4) from transactions between an insurance
company and its policy holders , is not barred from federal jurisdiction
by the McCarran-Ferguson Act." 389 F. Supp. at 1146. Other courts
have reached the same conclusion in antitrust litigation hetween an
insurance company and its agent and between an insurance company
and a marketing agcnt'

1. DATA SOURCES

Before considcring the effect of this acquisition on competition in the
reJevant markets , we must resolve several objections raised by the
rcspondent to the data relied on in the initial decision.

The respondent's first objection is to the ALJ's use of direct
premiums rather than net premiums to measure market share and

concentration in the fidelity and surety markets. The total premiums
paid to a bond company are known in the industry as direct premiums.
The bond company may 1 however , cede a portion of the coverage on a
bond to a rcinsurance company, which accepts part of the risk in return
for a portion of the premium. Ket premiums represent the amount of
premiums the primary writer retains aftcr having ceded some of the
direct prcmiums to the reinsurer, (ID f. 130-131) plus whatcver
reinsurance the company itself accepts.

The respondent argues that net premiums are a bettcr mcasure of a
bonding company s "competitive strength" than direct premiums
because only net premiums accurately reflect the company s capacity to
write bonds. A bond writer s capacity to accept a single bond of a given
size is limited to a percentage of its capital and surplus (ID f. 132).
Because F&D is assertedly capacity-short in comparison to (5) its
competitors , thc respondent contcnds that F&D must reinsure more
heavily than they do , essentiany by purchasing capacity from other
firms (RAB 13).

We believe the ALJ was correct in adopting direct premiums as an
appropriatc measure of competitivc effects. That is not to say that net

, AUil'f Fip.InC1.:1 &n'ices , Jill:, Frr":1Iw.\1 lr "rallce Co" 418 F. Supp. 157 , 161 (0 :'ebr. 1976)('" . . ('Jhe
Court dce irH 8 w extend the McCarran Act exemption to a dispul€ which should have litte or no effect on the inl€rc-
of policyholders and which primarily involvesanagencyagrl'mcnt , not ' thc c(Tltract of insurance , "

n.VO!lJ 

\'. 

Pf.fic Fidfli!y Life IMumnce CQ. 3fA F. SUI-. 874 877( D, Calif. HI7;J), .,tr; danat-hrgrvnd 516
2d 1 (9th Gir.

), 

cen. d nied 4Z U.S, R94 (1975). Compare &huxJnz ())nwwr,wealthwnd TirlR Insurance (A).374 F
Supp. 554 , 572- (E.D, 1'a, 19(4) mIr"r \' l.q-"it;JbiR Life A. 'UTaH:f So:'dy, 527 F, 2d 23 (2d Cir. 1975).
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premiums lack significance; the ALJ found that they are the measure
generally relied on for internal reports to a bond company's managc-
ment (ID f. 133). But the AU found , and the respondent concedes , that
direct premiums are the best measure of market penetration by a bond
company (lD f. 134; RPF IV-36). They are the closest analogue to sales
in the bonding business; F&D, in its 1966 annual report , described
direct fidelity premiums as " the real measure of production on (sic) this
business." (CX 13 , p. 4). Direct premiums represent the state of the
market at the agency level, where bonds are purchased. Direct
premiums measure a bonding company's success in convincing custom-
ers to buy its product. There is nothing in the record to indicate that
agents care whether a primary writer may reinsure a bond to a greater
or lesser degree.

:\oreover, reinsurance is , of course , only one means of accumulating
capacity to write additional insurance. We do not understand respon-
dent to argue that F&D was foreclosed from conventional sources of
capital. :-or can respondent gain comfort from United States v. Genera!
Dynamics Cor. 415 U. S. 486 (1974). In that case the Court found and
relied on the facts not only that the firm s reserves were committed but
that coal is a finite and exhaustible natural resource , 415 U. S. at 509.

The rccord also reflects that enhancement of capacity is not the only
reason that bonding firms seek reinsurance arrangements.5 They do so

to spread their own risks , as F&D' s president testified: (6)

If I had unlimited resources on business that I W(fI)W c(fl.sider to meet every HingLe
uncrwritin.g requi'rement I would keep every dime of it. In other words I reinsre
an a surety rik or on a fid€lity r-k according w the degree of n.c;k that I bdwve th,€
cumpany is assuming. Furthermore , there are limitations on how much I can keep
with respect to my capital and surpJus. (Emphasis added.) (Tr. 797)

Indeed , F&D' s abi1ity to reinsure may depend upon its successful record
of selecting good risks and reducing those it does select. In other words
F&D' s competitive strcngth in the industry is partially reflected by the
extent of its reinsurance rather than diminished by it.

American General's emphasis on F&D' s capacity limitations rings all
the more hollowly in light of its handling of F&D's capital and surplus
since the acquisition.

In 1973 , F&D paid American Gencral a special " upstream" dividend
of $20 milion , which reduced F&D' s capital and surplus by more than
20 percent at the time. American General evidently regarded F&D as
having, if anything, cxcess capacity (Tr. 1532).

5 The chief examiner of the ew York State Insunmc: Department', fi and multi-line bureu , whos
respon.ibilities included fidelity and urety, saidofdiretpremiu!T.

Well , we feel il is a better barometer of a comp"ny' bu,ine.transations Vr'hen you get inw net you ar

getting inw internal management decision. as far as reinsurance whier. would nol relly reflect the oompany
direct busines t,,,n'!ct;onR (Th. 10%)
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The respondent's second major objection to the market share and

concentration data relied on in the initial decision relates to the
treatment of commercial multi-peril policies , known as "CMP. " CMP
offered by many insurance companies , combjnes anumber of coverages
into one package policy. CMP often includes a fidelity component
which the ALJ .found is functional1y equivalent to a fidelity bond
purchased separately. The data problem arises because many insurance
companies do not report the fidelity component of CMP independently,
so market share figures for straight fidelity omit some percentage of
the market accounted for by the fidelity slice of CMP. Even though
F&D has a package policy of its own (denominated special multi-peril or
SMP"), it does report thc fidelity portion of the policy separately, so

that its fidelity share of its own package is included in its market share
figures.6 Thus, any missing fidelity (7) share of CMP, if added to the
total fidelity market, would serve to depress the market share achieved
by the American Gcncral-F&D acquisition (ID f. 99-102 137-141).' The
CMP dispute is irrelevant to the surety market; surety bonds arc not
sold in packages including other coverages (ID f. 139).

The respondent argues that the unaccounted-for fidelity portion of
CMP would have amounted to 13.6 percent of the straight fidelity total
for 1969 , the acquisition year , and significantly reduced F&D's market
share. (ior the post-acquisition year 1973 , the respondent estirrates the
CMP/fidelity portion at 25.2 percent of straight fidelity.) Complaint
counsel , on the other hand , derived estimates that the fidelity portion of
CMP falls between 3.3 percent and 10.9 percent of the fidelity total. The
ALJ accepted complaint counsel's estimates a!1d dismissed the CMP
figures as not material1y affecting market data at the time of the
acquisition. If the respondent' s data were correct , F&D' s market share
would have been reduced by 1.1 percent in 1969 (7.6 to 6.5 percent), and
by 1.3 percent in 1973 (6.3 percent to 5 percent). Even if these data were
used the combination of American General and F&D sti1 would have
produced the number one ranked firm in the industry in 1969 , and the
fourth ranked firm in 1973 (ID f. 142 143).

In a Section 7 case, of course, the governing principle is that

precision in detail is less important than the accuracy of the broad
picture presented. Brown Shoe Co. v. U.S. 370 U. S. 294, 341 at n. 69
(1962). Where the size of the product market is at issue, a "rough

6 No CQI1Bidcration W1I "riven at trial , apparenl1 , t. the possibility that frest.ndingfideJity bond and package.

poliejc. may be in different markets , or that free-gt.nding fidelity coverdgc and fidelity cove par of Ii pakage
polieymaybedistinctsubmarkets.

T Curiously, neither party hascitcd t. any porlionof the rerd that would ten us whether AmericanGenernl, either
through Maryland Casualty or otherwi&' , '!ld fidelity coverag in a CMP policy, and if 00 , how that ooverae w9.
report and how significant it might be in eonsidering the combined market sha achieved. American GencraJ W9.
evidently the l7th rankt.,. CMP writer natiDnally in 1969 , with over $22 miUion inpremiuros(RX 29)-
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approximation" has been held to make out a prima facie case. Avnet
Ira;. v. FTC 511 F.2d 70, 77 at n. 19 (7th Cir. 1975).

(8) The estimates in the record of the fidelity portion of CMP
premiums as a percentage of total CMP premiums are:

Indiviual cmnpanics

1. Continental (RAB 21)
SMP" policy

(Tr. 468)

CBP" pohcy
(Tr. 468)

(Tr. 1716-1718)

(Tr. 16()
(RAB 21)
(Tr. 1135)

1.7-1.8%

2. F&D
3. Fireman s Fund
4. Hartford
5. Safeco

Agemies
1. James J, RiJey

Agency
Industry sources

L Surety Association

2. I nsurancc Services
Office (ISO)

1.65%-1.60%
1.5%

50/0-.

(Tr. 1372-1373)

90/0- 1.5% (Tr. 122)

(CPF 151)

The 3. 10.9 percent range for the size of CMP fidelity in relation to the
straight fidelity market, accepted by the ALJ , was based in turn on a .
1.8 percent range for fidelity within CMP. The latter range was taken
from the above-listed figure,s. The respondent computed an average of
1.9 percent and a median of 2. 1 percent based only on the figures for
Fireman s Fund, Hartford , and the 2.7 percent overaU figure for
Continental. The respondent contends that none of the other figur2s
(including F&D's own) is reliable.

(9) What is striking, in an initial perusal of these numbers , is that the
range adopted by the ALl is wide enough to encompass eve' l7 estimate
in the record except for Continental's overaU figure (as calculated by

the respondent), and the 4.5 percent figure for the CBP ("comprehen-
sive business ) policy which, to aU appearances, tugs the overaU
Continental number upward. Complaint counsel questioned Witness
Reusch of Continental about the relationship between Continental's
SMP and CBP policies , and the policies gcnericaUy referred to as CMP:

Q: Are t.hese of the same typ t.hat is g-enerally referred to as a CMP?
A: The 8MP is probably very similar to the generally referred to CMP.

Q: Was t.he ot.her one CPB?
A:CBP.

" Thi''I percntag!0 w' re then appli by the parties !. wt.:1. CMPwriting'tog;vcadullarfig-re for the fidelity
component of CMP. That dollar figure was used to cakulak a !J€rcentage for CMP fidelity a.';(XJmpar to straight
fidelity.

9 Cumplaintcounse! hliJ alSQcompute an aVlTa , but the initial deci ion did not rtly OrJ it
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Q: I am sorr. How does that compare with the general CMP policy?

A: We!! , it is a very specially designed form of coverage that is very broad and
includes coverage that otherwise might oc in a doubtful area between the two
specific lines if those specific lines were wrtten conventionally. CRP is a very
sophisticated package policy. (Tr. 467)

The witness ' testimony, taken as a whole , indicates that the CBP policy
is atypical , and we believe the ALJ was correct in accepting an estimate
for the Continental policy (SYlP) specifically identified as being
analagous to thc package policy in usc by the rest of the industry lO The

respondent' s insistence on inclusion of tbis policy is particularly
incongruous in light of its refusal to accept the Safeco estimate , on the

ground that the company was too small a DO) factor in the industry
(20th in CMP) to be representative. Yet the respondent points to
nothing in the record that suggests that Safeco s policies were in any
way unusual in their composition , while there is unambiguous testimo-
ny that Continental's CYfP writings included a policy that was quite
unlike other CYlP. On the face of tbese estimates , the ALJ' s finding of
the 1.8 percent figure as an upper 1imit is consistent with the weight of
the evidence.

Data collected by industry associations confirmed the testimony of

company executives on the . 8 percent range for the fidelity
component of CMP. Over the period 1963- 1970 , the Surety Association
the national trade association for fidelity and surety bond writers
queried its affiliates annually on the percentage of fidelity attributable
to their CMP premiums , and their replies (computed as a weighted
average that corrected for variations in company sales) ranged between
9 and 1.5 percent (Tr. 1229 , 1467). Substantia! numbers of companies
(or groups) responded; 97 answered in 1969 (CX 151).

The respondent attacks the Surety Association sample as unreliable
but we cannot agree. The respondent makes much of the fact that some
sellers of C:VP were not affiliated with the Surety Association , and
some affiliates failed to respond , allowing the Association (which put
out the call for information in order to assess dues) to estimate their
shares based on the factor computed for the companies that actually
responded. But the missing companies do not taint the Surety

Association figllres insofar as thcy apply to the sizeable number of
firms who did reply, and on whose answers the . 1.5 percent range was
based (Tr. 1466)11 The respondent suggests that the absent companies
would have had higher fidelity components in their CMP policies , but

In Th€ re"ponden arg"Jes ;hat Conti enta:' :; CEI' ?\licy io " comparable " Lo other financial institut:on package
pol:cics offc,. d by F&D "nd ita ()rn;)diwn; , lx"CallSl' th r€ :s evidence th"t F&D h".z lOot some Oi!XounL' W the CEI'

poli(,y a'ld fear d the lo&; of other; (H.AB , p. 21 , n 16). But t: e fact '-bat CBP competes with o' r pacbgc policic_cells

us very little , if anylr.ing, about wr.th r i:.s makeup is typical of the D'JII, of otner paci;age policie:. Mr Ru sc.

wsti",ony liggesu; strongly that it is not
L1 The n' sjJOnde'lt did cS'--'iblish that ti,e Surdy ():iation sfiJ-lrc for I!\A in 1969 w!l'iSeriOl.:sly understated , and

rOmtil1uRd)
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has produced no specific examples , with the exception of Continental
previously discussed. Because the reported figures wcre used to asscss
dues , the respondent contcnds , even the (11) companies who submitted
data had an inccntive to minimize their fidelity components. We cannot
speculatc , however, that thc rcporting firms falsified their submissions;
the Association official responsible for collccting thc data found thc
suggestion unimaginable, and some members were already paying
maximum dues , anyway (Tr. 1464-65).

Thc Surety Association depended upon these data for dues. It would
be unreasonable to think that the Association would stick with a dues

assessment procedure containing a serjous bias toward underreporting
for eight years , since its own income was jnvolved. Moreover, it is worth
noting that two of the thrce companies whose CMP /fideJity estimates
the respondcnt it.,clf relied on , and who were at the high cnd of the
rangc, did in fact report their figures in rcsponse to the Surety
Association s call (Fireman s Fund and Hartford) (Tr. 1425).

Some additional support for the initial decision s estimate came from
data collected by the Insurance Services Office, an industry statistical
service. The ISO enlisted companies in a statistical reporting plan
which generated figures on the portion of CMP premiums the
companies deemed attributable to fidelity coverage. For 1969 , the year
of the acquisition and the first year under the plan , the fidelity
component of CMP was reported to be .8 percent (ID 61). Cross-
examination rcvealed sizeable discrepancies between total CMP premi-
ums reported under the ISO plan and total CMP premiums reported
elsewhere , which were considerably larger (Tr. 3234-3247). Part but not
all of the gap appears to be attributablc to the fact that only new or
renewal premiums were reported to ISO in 1969 , the plan s start-up
year (Tr. 3251- , 3262-63). Because the discrepancies were never
completely explaincd, we do not over-weigh the ISO figure for the
fidelity slice of CMP. But the ISO report is generally consistent with
and tends to support , the cstimates of company executives and the data
given to the Surety Association. 12

(12) In summary, the preponderance of the evidence supports the
AI')' s estimates of the fidelity portion of CMP.

that Hartforn and !NA did not separately rCIK'rt the fidelity portion of homcownctH ' multiple peri! P'lides (Tr. 142-
143). But the JKA unde/"tatemcnt only affcderl one year of the eight for which the figure wert compilcd , and even
then tv an unknown deJ,rrc- f' idelily in homcowncrn ' policics , we sUPlIW coverss.rvanUl; there isno re!\n wthink ita
omigsionbsignificant.

12 In addition , the importnce of the missing fidciity portion of CMP is tempered hy the fac!. that not all CMP
policics "ontain fidelity protetion ('fr. 112 , 3M , 477), and thatafcw CMP wrters report theirCMP fidelity as straight
fideIity(Tr. 1468)
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widely accepted typologies of market structure, the markets exhibit
low-moderate concentraHon " 11 and quaEfy- as a uloose 0Iigopoly.

Even if the fidelity and surety markets were unconcentrated , the
cases teach that a trend toward concentration of sufficient strength
and duration would sti11 render a combination between a pair of
substantial competitors i1egal under Section 7. "Although there is no
single test, an important consideration ' . . is whether there is a
market trend that threatens to transform an unconcentrated market

into a concentrated market or whether the merger significantly adds to
or threatens to entrench existing concentration. St",rling Dru Co.
supra 80 ~' C. at 598. A " loose oligopoly," while not in itself a critical
level of concentration 16 still can threaten competition if prope11ed
strongly toward higher levels.

(14) Both the fidelity and surety markets exhibit trends toward
concentration , although the trend is stronger in the former than in the
latter. The ALJ correctly found a trend toward concentration in fidelity
and surety (ID f. 145). In the 1962-1968 period , using direct premiums
the four- and eight-firm fidelity concentration ratios increased by 7.
percent and 8.4 percent of the market, respectively. Taking the ten-
year period prior to the acquisition (1959-1968), the four-firm ratio
increased 5.3 percent and the eight-firm ratio , 5.7 percent. In surety,

between 1962 and 1968 , the four-firm ratio rose 5.4 percent and the
eight-firm ratio increased ' 1 percent. In the decade preceding the

acquisition , the four-firm ratio gained 5.0 percent and the eight-firm
ratio, 6.4 percent. 17

Nothing in the post-acquisition history of these markets negates
these trends. In the fidelity market, concentration continued to climb
until , in 1973 , it had reached 11.3 percent above 1959 at the four-firm
level , and 13.6 percent above 1959 at the eight-firm level. In surety,
neither concentration ratio has changed significantly since the (15)

" Bain , Jnd\J trial Organization 143 (19.'''9) (RAB at 2.'))

" KaY ('!I and Tlirner , Antitrli t Policy: An F:conomic and l..gal Analysis 72(1959), ld. rican ('..neral argue.
that the C-",mmi."sion iL'Ielf ha. defined af! industry with a 4-rirm ratio of legs than 40 percnt a. uf1concentrate.
Economic &pOl"t on Corprate Mergers 17 (1%9)- What that Rwff port said , however , wa.q that ao industry with a 4-
firm ratio cxc.",ding 40 percenl is concentrated not that anything below that level i unconccotrate. Concentration

obviously, isnntanall-or-nothingpropIsition
's War--Lmnhcrt Coo 87 F. C. 812, 869(1976)
" American General :;i'b to rely on Department of Justice' merger guidelineR , hut it misstate them. The

respondent quote the guidelines corn.'eUy to thl' eff.oct that a trend ('.an be found where the market share of ji'.ading
firms irwrea.5 uy approximately !\ven pen'kHt Or more. Then p.araphr.Ling, the re3poHdent staw.! that the change
must ocur "during the tRo or 00 years prior to the merger_ " (RAE at 26). What the guidelinc. aetuallysay is that th..
approximatR seven percent or greater shin in market, harc rnuHt ocur "over a period of time extemling fr any bn.w:

Y6ar ,)-10 yean prWr w tfu 7nrlj6' r(exciuding any year in whiehsome abnormal fluctuation in market shares ocurr)
up /fw time of the 1rwrg6r (F:mpha. iHadded, ) 1 CCH Trade !kg. lkp- 4510- Amerir..n Genera! then pros to dte
l'nccntration rati03 reaching back to 1923 , which are irrelevant under the m(,rger guideline5 and in the context of thi5
ease , and Wl'r' properly i'xc1uded by the AL. L If we apply the guidelinescorrtly, we ge that they were exCf ded at

both the four- and eight- firm level in fidelity betwC€n 1962 and 196, and at thcl'ight-firm leve! in surety over the same

period
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acquisition , with the top four holding a litte more of thE market than in
1968, and the top eight a litte Jess. Both ratios, however, still

substantial1y exceed 19591evels.

The respondent also argues that the period during which concentra-
tion ratios should be examined ought to extend back to 1955 , and points
out that the level of concentration in both the fidelity and surety
markets dipped slightly during the late 1950' s. Even if this is so , the
earlier period has less relevance to analysis of the acquisition than the
later.!9 Here , even if we consider thE 1955- 1958 data , the concentration
figures advanced by American General show a modest decline in
concentration that was abruptly arrested around 1960, yielding to a
steady increase in concentration that held sway through the succeeding
decade and beyond. The fact that a trend Loward deconcentration

reversed itself hardly provides the comfort on which respondent urged
us to rest.

In summary, Amcrjcan General's acquisition of F'&D created the
leading firm in both the fidelity and surety markets through the
combination of two substantial actual competitors. The two markets
were moderately concentrated, and the acquisition substantial1y
increased that concentration in both instances. Both markets were
characterized by a trend toward concentration in the eight years
immediately prior to the acquisition.

These measures of the changes in market structure provide persua-
sive proof that this horizontal acquisition had the probable effect of
substantia11y lessening competition. The acquisition and its effect on
the appropriate markets arc we11 within the range of similar factual
situations in other Section 7 cases that have led to findings of illegality,
as the fol1owing table illustrates: (161

'H If wcco!1sid'T trends through 1973 ;cQ Amcriean Genera! urW'- us to , we se that the fidelity market had attain...,
th, degree of concentration that the Commission found in Beatrice Foods to Joe "CO!1ccntrau..,. atrke Flloo,8 Co. , 86

T.CO 1 , 6869 (1975) (Cour. firm r;,tiouf 4L31""reenL, eight- firm ralio of 62.5 pCf';Jnl).

In Stt'rling Drug, the Comm;ssi'JI cxt.m;ned conc('nlratioll trend for 19&8, the eight )' cars preceeding the

acquisition. In W",.wr-La11be-rt where au a(-tjuisition o(.'urn"d in the gamc markeL in 1970, four years later , the
Commi8:ion noted that a later ha.'\ year than that chosen in SIRrlinyshould be us '!! in order to focus attention on the

recent trend" Wa,.ner- /.amj..,rl, supra at 872, n . 16 (emphasis in original).
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(17) American General argues that the statistical portrait of this
acquisition and its probable effects is erroneous or misleading with
respect to the eErnination of actual competition , increases in concentra-
tion, and contribution to a trend to concentration. We wi11 consider
these arguments in turn.

Elimination of Act'ual CompeWion

The ALJ relied in part for his conclusion that the acquisition would
lessen competition on the eliminat.ion of competition between American
General and F&D. The respondent argues that mere elimination of
competition between the acquiring and acquired firms cannot invali-
date a horizontal merger. While it is obvious that horizontal mergers
are not i11egal peT , it is equa11y obvious that the loss of competition
between the parties to the acquisition is a factor to be considered in
assessing its legality under Section 7
American. General maintains that litte effective competition has

ever existed between American Gencral and F&D because few agents
include both companies in the "stable" of bond writcrs to which they
turn in the first instance to meet their clients ' needs , and because the
two firms do not compete on th(- basis of price agents ' compensation
the amount of diseretionary authority conferred on agcnts (RAE 36-39).

It is a sufficient answer to the first of these arguments merely to
observe that the firms operate in a concededly national market, and se11
the same products to the same elasses of customcrs (J.D. f. 59 , 62; p. 56).
In the face of consensus on these points and the AI J's findings it is not
necessary t.o prove that parties to a horizontal merger se11 identical
services on ideniica) terms to identicaJ customers.

LI8l Moreover , there is ample additional cvidence in the record of
actual competition (Tr. 1281; RX 161 , p. 2). An official of a large , multi-
state agency testified that both American General and F&D arc in fact
included in his firm s " stable. " (Tr. 1394). Agents resort to undcrwriters
outside of their stable if their accustomed bond writ.crs cannot handle
the job ('fr. 784). Agents representing different bond writers compete
with each other for accounts (Tr. 2528-29), and the bond writcrs
themselves compete for inclusion within an agent's stablc. The
president of F'&D testificd that agents are widely courted by bond
companies over the " long run." (Tr. 783). Both F&D and Maryland
Casualty place advertisements soliciting business directly, without an
agent' s mediation (Tr. 2523).
As for the second arl"rument that F&D and American Gencral
or, Uniwd StvJcsv . Aluminum CG. ()J Am.erim 377 U.S. 271 , 28211 (196).
21 RSR Corp. T.G. Dkt. 8959 Wec. 2, 1976) l88 F. C. ROJ" LT'Palpending, No. 77-141:!(9lhCir 3CCH Trade

Reg. R€p. 2."i2. at p- 21 lfY1
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compete only in , the "minor" aspects of service and underwriting
attitudes- we cannot accept the charaeterization of scrvice competition
as minor even if we were to accept that compctition between the two
firms is so narrowly confined. F'&D' s president testified that service is

his company's strong suit in defending its accounts (Tr. 741); at !east to
one agent, service is considerably more important than price (Tr. 1401).
In any case , the ALJ found that price competition in fact occurs (ID f.
80). The respondent does not contest this finding, and indeed, F&D'
president testified that his firm s rates do vary from those suggested by
the Surety Association of America (Tr. 1711-13), casting doubt on
respondent's argument that mutual adherence to the suggested rate
structure vitiates price competition.

American General relies on United Stat"cS v. Trans Teems Bancoro-
ration, Inc. 1972 CCH Trade Cases , 257 (W. D. Tex. 1972), aff'd
witlwut opn'i()n 412 U. S. 946 (1973), and Unit.ed States v. Citizens and
SO'uthern National Banle 422 U.S. 86 (1975), for the proposition that
mergers between companies not in siJ.TJificant competition with each
other do not vioJate Section 7. But in both of the cited cases , the
acquired banks were effectively appendages of their acquirers , created
as vjrtual puppets to escape state banking law restrictions on branching
and entry. The cases are obviously far removed from the combination of
two firms who were completely independent prior to the challenged
acquisition.

American General additionally argues that its competition with F&D
will not be affected , because F&D has been and aJways wiJ be operated
with complete autonomy. American l19J General has offered to
formalize its assurances of the continued independence of F&D in a
consent order.22 The Commission has rejected just such arguments

pointing out that the competitive independence of the acquired

company is the sort of post-acquisition evidence that is completely
dependent on the !"Tfacc of the acquirer.23 The Commission has given the

argument " no weight"

We have no hruarantee Perk will cont.inue to retain whatever freedom a "profit
center" has , nor do we have any way of knowing what the effect. of being held
separate as a "profit center" is. Does Perk have a.',; much accss to capital from its
parent corporat.ion , does it. have as much posit.ive pressure on it. to develop new
products and defend its oJd product.o; , does it have as much an infusion of aggressive

In a motion to ..".pen the reon! , diocu wd infra the repondent rtpresen that it has terminate Maryland
Ca.qualty s bond writing opcr..tiuns- If true , this would make the Lendered consent on!er acdemic, to say the lcaqt.

20 IJigdt Myers Inc. 87 C. 1074, 1173 (1976), appal pcndi1!, No. 76-1771 (4th Cir. ), citing United Swte.
Genemllnpw.mics Qrp. 415 U.S. 486 , 50505(1974).
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II. PROBABLE EFFECT

There is no dispute hcrc concerning the appropriate product and

geographic markets within which the competitive effect of this
acquisition should be measured. The geographic market is the Nation
(ID f. 69); the product markets are fidelity bonds and surety bonds (ID
f. 30).

Changes in Market Struture

We begin as is customary in these cases with a review of the changes
that this merger worked on the structure of the relevant markets
keeping in mind the legisJative purpose of Section 7 of the Clayton Act
to prevent a rising tidc of economic concentration '" when the trend

to a lessening of competition in a 1ine of commercc was still in its
incipiency, Brown Shoe Co. v. Uniwd Staws 370 U.S. 294 , 317-318

(1962).
Measured by direct premiums , the acquisition combined F&D , the

third ranking firm in the national fidelity market in 1968 with a 7.4
percent share, and the twelfth ranking firm, American Gener-

aJ/Maryland , with a 3.3 pcrcent share. Thc resulting firm ranked first
in the fidelity market with a share of 10.3 pcrcent in 1969 (ID f. 108-110

p. 58). In surety, F&D ranked second in 1968 with 8 percent of the
market, and Amcrican Gcneral/Maryland ranked sixth with 4.4
pcrcent. After thc acquisition , the firms held first place in the surety
market with 12.3 percent(ID f.108- 110 , p. 58).

Concentration ratios in the fidclity and surety markets were as
follows , beforc and after the acquisition:

F-ddity Surety

4-firm
firm

15-firm

1968
31.

53.
75.

1969
35.

60.

1968
30.
49.
69.8'10

1969
35.

51.

(Source: ID 1.113 , p. 58)

(13) Thc Commission has regarded similarly structured markets as
moderately concentrated :1 American Gcneral propcrly contcsts the
AI')' s characterization of the fide1ity and surety markets as "approach-
ing advanced o1igopolies. " (ID p. 60). But it concedes that , under two

r1ing Dry, Inc , 80 r.T.C. 477 , 5% (1972) (4- firm a.s:ol r t:oof 31 pucent , 8-firm ratio of 48 pcrcen . 2Ofirm

rntio of 75 peN:nt)
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managerial talent as it might have were itstil! in the hands of iL"I former owners or
of an acquirer with whom it did not compctc?24

These objections are not cured by a consent agreement that would
institutionalize a hold-separate arrangement. The ALJ rejected the
proffered agreement, correctly noting that no order can insulate the
acquired eompany from the subtle anticompetitive incentives that flow
from common ownership, and that such an agreement would involve
the Commission in the burdensome policing of the company s daily

operations. Hold-separate orders arc obviously stopgap measures

intended only to prescrvc the potential for ultimate relief. Fina1ly, a
hold-separate order is simply il1ogica1. If there is a violation , divestiture
is obviously and statutorily the remedy of choice , and half-measures
cannot match it for returning the market as closely as possible to its
preacquisition state. If there is no violation , a hold-separate order may
promote inefficiency; the acquiring firm should be able to exercise its
business judgment in intel"Tfating its own operations and those of the
acquiree where competition would not be substantia1ly lessened.

(20) In short, the ALJ's conclusion that the acquisition extinguished
substantial competition between American General and F&D is fully
supported by the evidence.

!ruTease in Coru;entration

American Gencral argues that the incrcase in concentration resulting
from its acquisition of F&D must be discounted in view of the post-
acquisition decline in the combined market share of the two companies.
But like the post-merger " independence" of the acquired firm
discussed ""pm a post-acquisition fal1 in market share is of little
probative value. Whjle post-acquisition evidence is admissjble in
exceptional circumstances, it is we1l established that a finding of a

violation wil not be excused by proof of facts that were within the
power of the accused to manufacture. " ln United St.at,es v. General
DynamJ",s Cm"' 415 U.S. 485 (1974), on which the respondent relies , the
Supreme Court took care to cmphasjzc the reasons why post-acquisition
evidence rarely has value , with the clear implication that those reasons

"Id

,,; 

UniwdHmn(L, Co

!:\ 

G. 1614 1703(1974).
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would continue to control most Section 7 cases 415 U. S. at 404-405. Both
before '6 and after 27 Gemral Dynarn:ics the Commission has given
little weight to post-acquisition declines in market share , and we see no
reason why such evidence in this case should be regarded anydifferently. 

(21 J The respondent also points to the testimony of competitors and
agents that the acquisition has not lessened competition. We likewise
accord little weight to such evidence , espccially where the operations of
the two companies-at least for the moment-have not been complete-
ly intel"Tfated. As the Commission noted in ligett Myers, snpra
competitors ' testimony must be evaluated in light of their potential1y
hospitable attitude toward increased concentration, and their interest
in making similar acquisitions of their own 87 F. C. 1173-1174. The
testimony of customers , while sometimes of use, js too easily influenced
by the natural aversion to alienation of their suppliers.

Trend Toward Concentratw.

The respondent notes that the ALJ failed to find that the horizontal
mergers which took place in the fideJity and surety markets prior to the
instant acquisition contributed to an increase jn concentratjon , argu-
ing: "(EJven those increases in concentration that did occur during the
1960' s were not the result of mergers (other than this one) and arc
therefore irrelevant to thc decision of this case." (RRB 22).
Quite to the contrary, a trcnd to concentration is not to be

disregarded simply because it might not be attributable to mergers.
Complaint counsel did not have to provc tbat the trend owed its
cxistencc primarily or even partiany to mergcrs. Amcrican General has
advanced precisely the argument the Supreme Court dismissed in
Pabst:

We have not overlooked Pabst's contention that we should not consider the
steady trend toward concentration in the beer industry because t.he Governmcnt has
not shown that t.he trcnd is due to mergers. There is no duty on t.he Government to
make such proof. It would seem fantastic to assume that part of the concent.ration
in the ber indust.ry has not been due to mergers but even if the Government made
no such proof, it would not. aid Pabst. . . . (IJt is not for t.he court to review the
poJicy d cision of Congress that mergers which may substant.ially lessen compet.ition
arc forbidden , which in effect the court would be doing should they now reuire
proof of the congressional premise t.hat mergers are a major cause of concentration.
(22)

Th€ Sefmrg Ca.75 C. 561 , 66') (1969), a/rd 42 F.2d l2 (6th Cir.),cer. fUnied 4HO u.s. 865 (1970). The
respondent attempts to distinguish Seelmry beuse, asrtly unlike th,- situation here, the market. in that cao.
colltinued to increase in c.oncentration after the acuisition. Not only is the repondent incorrt about the post-
acquisition trend in fidelity and surety, but itomits to mention that the Commission in Sr /mrgsaid in the next breath
that even a decline in concentration could not compensate for the loss of actual competition 75 F. C. 00.

" lA.get! MYN"3 Inc. 87 F. C. 1074 , 11801181 (1976), appal pending, No. 7&-1771 (4th Cir.).
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We hold that. a trend toward conccntration in an industry, whatever its r..uses , is a
highly relevant fact.or in deciding how substantial the ant.icompetitive effect of a
merger may be, (384 U. S. at 552-553)

Neither have respondents demonstrated that the trend toward concen-
tration has been the result of increasing efficiencies of large scale

production or technological change.
American General also argues that because seven of the top eight

fidelity bond writers in 1973 had straight fidelity market shares that
were higher than their CMP shares , due consideration for the fidelity
portion of CMP would cancel out the increases in concentration shown
in the record. But as we have already found , the fidelity portion of CMP
is too sma11 to affect the analysis of this acquisition. Besides, the

respondent has offered figures for a post-acquisition year, using net
rather than direct premiums , and acknowled"ring that the argument
depends on a double assumption: that a11 the top eight companies have
roughly equal fidelity components of their CMP policies , and that
fidelity within CMP increases in direct proportion to total CMP
premiums. We agree with complaint counsel that this line of argument
is far too speculative to cast doubt on the clear trends toward
concentration that are quantified on the record.

III. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

American General argues that other factors at work in these two
markets neutralize whatever probable anticompetitive effect can be
predicted from the statistical evidence." We have considered these
arguments with care.

A. Entry Bar-fUrs

There are significant (though not insuperable) obstacles to entry into
the surety and fidelity markets. American General contends , however
that they pose no substantial r23 J deterrent to the large propcrty-
liability insurance companies which are assertcdly the most likely
entrants, and that ease of entry must be balanced against the
immediate effect of the acquisition.

The key to success in the contract surety field is ski11ed underwriters
to evaluate the complex risks attending the writing of a surety bond
(ID f. 104 , Tr. 22 , 1127). Witness after witness testified that such
people are hard to find and hard to train , even for the larger property-
liability firms with ambitions to enter the surety business (Tr. 106 206

2" "Statistics reflecting the shan;s of the market controlled by the industr !eadcr- and the !Jarties to the merger
are , of murs , the p imary index of market power; but only a further ex.amination of the particular market- it.
structure , history, and probable future- can provide the appropriatl.octting for judging the probable anticompetitive
effeduf the merger." BrvwnSfw OJ- v. fhdtelSI",IR3 370 U.S. 29 , 322, n. 38(1962).
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224 883 921). An entrant can hire a few experienced underwrters and
use them to train others, but the training process is time-consuming,
requiring about two years for reasonable cQmpetence and several years
more before the underwriter can be regarded as a good investment (Tr.
105, 156, 1116, 1400). The need for numbers of skil1ed underwriters is
particularly acute because contract bond customers need quick respons-

, which can best be provided by an underwriter who is stationed in the
area and has the ability and authority to commit his firm to the bond
without having to consult the home office (Tr. 988). With time and
money, underwriters can of course be obtained , but the process slows up
entry substantially. Although fidelity underwriters also need special-
ized training, they do not require the same level of skin as a contract
surety underwriter.

Building a network of contract surety agents presents a second
hurdle. While established property-liability companies start with
agents of their own who can furnish leads to customers , severing the
close relationship that customarily develops among surety bond
customers , agents , and bond writers is not an easy task (ID f. 106 , Tr.
1388-89). This is particularly so because construction bonds must be
written quickly, and unfamiliarity breeds delay (m f. 106). Taking on a
contract bond customer requires a searching valuation of the custom-

s entire business operation (ID f. 79), a process that most customers
do not submit to lightly (Tr. !J89).29 A pre-existing commercial agency
network can provide a foothold , but most successful surety agents have
to be specialists with their own peculiar skils (Tr. 1389).

l24) We decline to rely on the unccrtain possibility that new entry
may occur at some unspecified date in the future to reverse the
immediate loss of substantial competition caused by this merger.
Potential competition is an inadequate substitute for the substantial
actual competition that the American General-F&D acquisition elimi-
nated. Entry takes time , espccial1y in these markets where there are
impediments to overcome. Moreover, an entry-discouraging level of
price , availability and service competition is not necessarHy as good as
what healthy actual competition would assure. Eleco Products Co. , 65

C. 1163 , 1208 (1964), aff'd 347 F' 2d 745 (7th Cir. 1965).

B. Nnmber of Cornpetiuyrs

American General argues that the standards of United Stat.es 

Von s Grocery Co. 384 U. S. 270 (1966) and United SULtes v. Pabst

"" Complaint counscI argue that both eapitaJ and the Heed uut.insl.k li(',itJ9csalso impede entr. While that may
be true for a sma!! pOLenti;ll entr-mt, the rerd is dear that neither factor prtS(!1L sljl,, tantial problems for a lare
insurnne,' company with ample re"OUn:'S alHl pre-existing license in th cst.lesforotherlincsafinsurancc.

'0 &p. ) RSR Carp" C. Dkt K959 (Dee. 21976)(88 F. C. 8OJ, aJrpeal p',nding, No, 77- 1413 (9th Clr.), 3 CCII
TrarcRcg. Rep. 21,22 , al p. 21 154
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Brewing Co. 384 U. S. 546 (1966) are inapplicablc to this casc because in
both those cases the relevant markets had seen a precipitous drop in the
number of individual competitors. In contrast, the respondent main-
tains, the fidelity and surety markets have experienced an expansion of
the numbcr of competitors , which is assertcdly inconsistent with a
trend toward concentration. While the ALJ found that the data of
record would not permit a conclusion as to the number of bond writers
over the years relevant to this case, he appeared to accept onc data
source that showed an increase in fidclity writers from 163 in 1967 to
166 in 1968 and to 167 in 1972, and an increase in surety writers from
190 in 1967 to 211 in 1968 to 246 in 1972 (ID f. 114 at p. 34).

Contrary to the respondent's position:

. . . f.N)either Von s arocery nor any other ca conditions the finding of a
section 7 violation on the prcsence of a continuous decline in the number of
competitors in a market. Merely because t.he market under scrutiny in Von
Grocery was "characterized by a long and continuous trend toward fewer and fewer
owner-cmpetitol' " (38 U.S. at 278) docs not. require the presence of that
characteristic in a market before concentration and a violation of setion 7 may be
found. . . . (25)

Even if the market here had more competitors in 1970 than it had in 1950 , as
Beat.rice contends, the record dearly demonstrates that the acquisition of Essx
aggravate an already concentratt-d market. (Citations omitte.

We see no distinction for this purpose between a Section 7 violation
bottomed on contribution to a trend toward concentration and a
violation depcndent on an already concentrated market. Whether
concentration at the top has already occurred or whether it simply

threatens to occur, its existence does not depend on the reduction of the
total number of competitors. That may be an additional symptom of a
lessening of competition , but it is not a necessary condition. Indeed
there is no inconsistency between a competition-injuring trend toward
concentration and an increase in the number of individual competitors.
Ncw entrants may simply be prospering under the umbrella of
weakened competition or responding in small part to rapidly increasing
demand , without posing an immediate or certain threat to the leaders.

C. Individual Entrants

The respondent also contends that new entrants have appeared who
can counterbalance the anticompetitive effect of the American Gener-
al-F&D acquisition. In a way, of course, thc concentration ratios rebut
the contention: even after the acquisition , fidelity concentration has

JI Beatrie Foo 0,. v. PTC 54 i".2J 303 , 312 (7th Cir. 1976).
:12 As previously note

, (

mcentrdtion levels in fidelity a.nd surety are notsuootantially lower than in the Bealri
brush-and-ruller market, ill any ca

JJ Bok Sectio of th Cw.yt.m" Act and th Mergng of Lawand &07ic 74 Rar. L. Rev. 22, 312 , n. 261 (196),
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continued to grow unabated, and surety concentration has not declined
despite whatever ncw entry may have taken placc. Al1 the same, we
wil1 consider the most prominent examples of new entry offered by the
respondent.

f261 1. Employers of Waasan. The head of Employers ' new surety
dcpartmcnt testificd that his company expected to write $1-1.2 mi1ion
in direct surcty premiums in 1974 , aftcr having entered the field in the
summer of 1973. He expected Employers' surety operations to be

nationwide about six ycars after their inception, with a projected

premium volume of about $5 mil1ion (Tr. 876-879). It is evident that
even if it meets its projections , six years after entry, Employers would
stil1 have a long way to go before it would approach the significance of
the firms combined by this acquisition. Moreover, EmpJoyers ' asserted
status as a significant entrant rests almost entirely on projccUons;

brivcn the checkered history of other surety entrants, its predictions
cannot be greeted without skepticism.

2. Safeco. Safeco appears to have expanded its surety writings
considerably in thc East and Southeast since 1967 (Tr. 1112-1115), but
not from a standing start. Safeco or its parcnt was a significant factor
in the surety industry as long ago as 1955 (RX 203-revised). Safeco had
years of surety experience and a considerable foothold east of the

Mississippi in 1967; it is a new entrant only under a rather liberal
definition of the term.

3. Travelers. Travelers entered surcty bonding in 1940 or 1941 , and

in 1978 was ranked third in thc nation. Travelers ' 30- year struggle to
reach top ranking in the surety market, offered by the respondent as an
example of ease of entry, is persuasive evidence of the opposite (ID f.
148a).

4. Argonaut. After a rather rapid expansion of its surety writings

since entcring the field in 1959 , Argonaut encountered scrious losses in
1978 and 1974. Argonaut's vice president in charge of bonding
operations testified that thc company had expanded too quickly, and
hired underwriters who-despite prior experience-wrote bonds that
went sour. A8 a consequence , four of Argonaut' s nine district managers
were rcmovcd, and the company made substantial changes in its
underwriting policy (ID f. 148c; Tr. 1672-1680). Like Travelers

Argonaut' s experience tends to confirm the existence of entry hurdles
rather than to disprove them.

f27J 5. Great American. Great American "reactivated" its surety
operations in 1965. The record docs not reveal what rolc its prior
experience may have had in its return to the field , or whether it may

H When asked about Employe," ' In&: experience , a wmpetitor testified: " It is probably very good. They haven
been in busine9.1ongenough to have lJau experience. " (Tr. 1667)
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fairly be considered a new entrant. In any case , its premium writings
were virtually flat between 1968 and 1972 , and a major agency has
abandoned it as a source of bonds bccause of slow response time (ID
148b).

In short, the history of entry corroborates the existence of barriers.

D. Lead'ing-firm Sym=ctry a.nd TurnJYer

American General advances a pair of related arguments to cscape the
market structure data. The data are misleading, the respondent
maintains , because (1) the top ranking firms are relatively equal in size
to each other, and thus able to limit cach other s market power, and (2)
significant changes in the composition and rank of the market leaders
reveal a degree of competitive intensity that belies the concentration
ratjos.

Symmetry in size among the market leaders is a factor the
Commission has taken into account in assessing the competitive impact
of a merger: "A given level of concentration measured by aggregate
market shares held by top firms may portend different market
conditions depending upon whethcr firms within the grouping are
relatively equal or quite disparate in size, with equality of size
evidencing a more favorable climate for competition. Wa'rner-Lam-
bert Co. 87 F. C. 812, 870 (1976).

(28) An asymmetrical oligopoly may aggravate whatever lessening
of competition may result from a merger; but a symmetrical oJigopoly

hardly means that no injury to competition is likely to occur.
It is also worth noting that, in both the surety and fidelity markets

concentration ratios and the markct share of the leading firms wcre
higher than in the ethical drug market in Warnr-Lambrt. In addition

unlike Warner-Lambert in which the challenged merger created merely
the fifth ranking firm in the ethical drug market, this acquisition
assembled a leading firm in both markets, and produced a considerably
greater asymmetry between thc first and second ranked firms than had
existed before:

35 The repondent also citc Kemper , We. tin1 Surety and Allegheny Mutual , all of which are veteran. in surety
(albeit license and permit bonds r.Jther than oontrdCt bonds , in Kempcr C1). None of the thn!e was among the top 15
surety writers in 1973(RX 2::1; CPl"23'J).

'" The ecnomic authorities cited by the rcpondent regni?.( this point fl. Generally, an Mymmetrical oligopoly,
dominate by one firm ,..ther than having rdatively equal-si?,c leading finns , would involve Ii higher degr of market
power. Althmh cqu-w oliglist- might expct tv "t/empt and posl!ly achie1J considmubW joint mamizing of
prfits more definite control would be likely under and within a singlcdominantfinn. Bqual siz among the market
leaders makes cooperation riskicr and its rewards smaller for eah finn , compare with a.ymmetry, (First emphasis
added- ) W . Shepherd Marker PQWr and &(fU Welfare 40 (1970)- f"Rcpondent s Brief in Support of Prpo
Finding:," Appendix I , at 2 (March 7 , 1975)1 Accor: Scherer Ind=tril Marlrt Strudun and Ecu Perfornc
183(1970).
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10.

No. Q No. 2/No. 1

.85

ethical drugs
pre-acquisit.ion

post-acquisition
fidelity

pre-acquisition
post-acquisition

surety
prc acquisitjon post-acquisition 12.4

(Source: 87 F. C. 910; ID f. 110 113)

No.

(no change)

in short, whi1e we have considered the comparative size of leading firm
shares in these markets , their arguable symmetry is nevertheless
consistent with a probable lessening of competition (especially in view
of the acquisition s effect on disparity between the leaders).

(29) Neither do we find changes in composition , rank or market share
among the leaders that cast doubt on the AI.!' s cone1usion. In surety, in
fact, measured by direct premiums , the market leaders moved in virtual
lockstep through the decade preceding the American General-F&D
acquisition. In 1959 , U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty led the way, followed by
(respectively) F&D , Aetna and Travelers (RX 236a). In 1968, the year of
the acquisition , they were arrayed in exactly the same order , although
each (with the exception of U.S. Fidelity & Guaranty) had increased its
market share (ID f. 113). The top four consisted of the same companies
from 1959 to 1968 and indeed (the ALJ found) through 1973 (ID f. 146).
In other words, what the rcspond,mt characterizes as the "raw
concentration data" (RAB 61) lose none of their significance even if
these additional factors are assessed.

The fidelity market was not as stagnant as the surety market in the
pre-acquisition period , but it still displayed convincing indicia of
stability. The following table traces the history of the 1959 industry
leaders:

195.9 1963 1.96'

lWnk Share 

(%)

lWnk Share 

(%)

lWnk Share 

(%)

F&D
Harti ord

S. FideJi-

ty and

Guaranty
Fireman

Fund

26. 25. 24.4

(Sources: RX 235a , CX 96-D , ID f. 113)

While each of the 1959 leaders slipped moderately in terms of rank , the
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striking fact about their fates is, that the group did not suffer
significant losses in market share. Individuany, only U.S. Fidelity &
Guaranty experienced so much as moderate loss of share. The new
leaders , in other words , have made their gains primarily at the expense
of the smaller members of the industry, which is apparent from the
substantial increase in four- and eight-firm concentration over the

period. In addition , we find nothing to cast doubt (30) on the AL.J's

conclusion that the fidelity market, like the surety markct, was led by a
sman group of companies throughout the relevant period , or that the
concentration ratios and concentration trends do not misstate the
degree of competition present.

E. P&D's Multitine Competitos

The respondent advances a constenation of argument.s an bottomed
on the same general premise: that ~' &D on its own faces a bleak future
in contending with its larger and more diversified competitors. Several
of thesc arguments carry littJe weight, however. The respondent.
contends that the sheer disparity in assets and premium volume in non-
bonding lines (i. insurance) between F&D and its major competitors
should be taken into account in assessing the acquisition s jmpact.

Similarly, it is argued that the big property- liability insurance compa-
nies gain a competitive advantage over F&D through their large
networks of agents and brokers , and because thcy sen their other lines
of insurance to the same classes of consumers who are F&D's bond
customers.

The probJcm with all of these points is the same. F&D has been
competing succcssfully for dccadcs with these selfsame large property-
liability companies, despite their larger assets , larger premium income
more extensive agent and broker organizations, and customer con-
tacts. Therc (31) is no dispute that from 1962 through the acquisition

(and cvcn bcyond) F&D has cxpanded its premium volume , maintained
a market share that kept it among the industry leaders , and operated
efficiently with a loss ratio wen below the industry average (In f. 26-
29).

The only nexus the respondent has suggested between the size of the

" The rc.p()IJknt. dwells Of! the exampk of vmtinental , which asscrt.edly u::d jL f.onsider",blc resource in other
fid,Jg to expand iL fidelity and surely market share at will (RAE 49; RRB 32-; Tr 473-75). The implication is that
ContinentaJ'A abn1pt growth came at the eXjJonij( of hO(ld wrilA,rs that lack iU! size a!ld divers Jines. Bul., a! the

p()ndcnt itself ha- poinu d out aU of the tvp fidelity and surety l)(mlingc()mjJanic8areaI8obiggc!1 ra! propaty-
liability firms. IJnle we indulge in the unJikely a5sumptioH that O:mtinent;,l's Kains wereentircly F&D's 10 scs , it i
difficult to attribute its dired pr';rnium increases lo brute streo.!-'lh alone , since it was in large part picking on
r.mpdiwrs iL own sizc. Moreover , it is revealing thal Cm,tioent.al's expansions in Imth market. WCI" followed by

retrenchment nec;R.jW.k'il hy wh"t theConlin('ntal wit.ness tkscribed as unsatisfaetory cXpirknce patterns." (Tr. 473
475). We havca1readydiscusged theevidl,nt b rWJ of overhasty expansion , at Ica. t insurdy Ixmding. A fair inference
is that Continent-,! , like Argonaut , rmlld it '-v.sy to write mew honds but only at the prire of some caslly mistakc
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property-liability companies and their ability to profit at F&D'
expense is the advent of various devices to combine bonds with other
lines of coverage: package policies

, "

packaging" of several policies to'

sell to a single client , and account se11ng.3R In surety, the respondent
argues that account se11ing poses the primary threat to F&D' s market
position. (Surety bonds arc not sold in package policies.) Fu11-line
companics doubtless possess some advantages over specialized firms
such as F&D in marketing surety bonds. The availability of other lines
may al10w a lower price to be offered (Tr. 702). The multiline company
can dangle insurance coverage on an otherwise doubtful risk as an
inducement to place the bond with it as we11 (Tr. 1565). Dealing with
one insurance company rather than several may be more convenient.

But there is litte evidence in the record of the effects on F&D of the
account sel1ing device. F&D's president could name only a single
specific account the company had lost to account sel1ing (Tr. 703),
although he listed other contractors for whose business he said F&D
could not compete (Tr. 706-7). The ALJ found that F&D' s direct surety
premium volume grew steadily from 1962 through 1972 (with a slight
decline in 1973), and between 1962 and 1972 outpaced the industry
growth rate in surety (ID p. 11). F&D' s ability to do better than hold its
own is particularly impressive sincc thcrc is no dispute that a11 surety is
reported separately, even if it is sold through account sel1ing. Clearly,
then , F&D is competing successful1y even with multiline companies
who attempt to market surety bonds through account sel1ing. The
respondent cites dcc1incs in (32) F&D's surety market share , measured
by direct premiums, that have occurred since 1970 (RAB 56). But a11 of
its market share slippage has taken place aftcr the acquisition , and is
entitled to little weight, at best."

In fidelity, F&D's multiline competition is channelled primarily
through package policies , inc1uding the previously discussed CMP
(commercial multi-peril policies). As in surety, however, F&D has
expanded its straight fidelity premiums despite competition from
package policies (ID p. 11). Moreover, F&D has developed its own
multi peril policy (ca11cd "SMP") for financial institutions, which
comprise about 60 percent of its fidelity business (ID f. 50, 102; Tr. 1696
1707). Although most of F&D' s fidelity is written outside the package
its president characterized his company as highly competitive in its
SMP policy (Tr. 1708, 1705). F&D regarded its vulnerability to multi-
line competition for financial institution business as much reduced by

The distinction between "packaging" of poJicie. and acunt s.lling- is that the!ormer nct.-d notal! be obtaine(
from the same insurance company, while accunt el1ing involves an insurer tryin/\ to plac many of its own po!icie.

possible with a customer (ID p. 28 , n. 6, 7A)
39 Account selling, in addition , is aimed primarily at larg-er acr..unt. thoge generating at lca t $100 000 in annlJ.

total premiums(lD p. 28 , n. 7A as modified in the Appendix).
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SMP (RX 146m); although the policy has been slow to show a profit , it
was expected to break into the black in 1974 (Tr. 1702-3).

In fidelity bonds other than those sold to financial institutions , F&D
has defended its market position to a degree by offering discounts when
additional coverages are written by another carrier (ID p. 62). In

addition , F&D actively pursued alternative means of offering other
commercial insurance coverages itself. Although the price tag was
high , F&D considered developing its own CMP poJicy in 1969 and
reinvestigated thc option in 1974 (RX 146 , 145). F&D also considered
either acquiring or forming a holding company with other, complemen-
tary insurance companies. 1 t was expected that the new firm couJd
write package policies including fidelity, or offer multilinc services to
F&D' s contractor accounts , or both (RX 98- 100 , 109; Tr. 730-741).

In addition , F&D' s specialization brought with it some compensatory
advantages as well as disadvantages (compare Tr. 1355-58 with 1376).
F&D' s specialized services in such areas as 10ss prevention enabled it to
market its bonds succcssfully at a price somewhat higher than its
competitors ' (ID f. 88; Tr. 1700- I 702), and F&D' s promotional literature
for agents stressed its sophistication and skill in its area of concentra-
tion (CX 49b).

(33 J Respondent places great weight on GencmL Dynamu8. Competi-
tion thcre was in a market-uncommitted coal reserves-where the
acquired firm had nothing left to sell , making current production
figures an empty statistic. In contrast, premiums express current bond
competition quite well , and it would be fatuous to suggest that F&D is
running out of bonds to sell. F&D's competitive problems as a bond
speciaJist do not compare with the acquired coal producer s in GeneraL
Dyna.rnus. While the lower court found that additional strippable
reserves were simply unavai1able , F&D had taken some steps to remedy
its lack of fu11-linc faciJities and was pursuing others when its efforts
were diverted by the American General acquisition. Final1y, as the
Supreme Court explicitly noted in Geneml Dynamus brand loyalty
and distribution systems support the presumption that past sales imply
future competitive strenl"rth. F&D possessed a national network 
agents and branch offices and a staff of expert underwriters. UnJike
coal , presumably funi,rible or nearly so , F&D's services to its bond
customers , to judge from its own statc,nents , are exceptional and help
it get and hold business.

F. Stat Regulation

American General presses state insurance regulahon as yet another
factor militating against the anticompetitive effect of the F&D
acquisition,
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Whatever the actual impact of state regulation on insurance
practices, however, its overwhelming direction is prohibitory: to
prevent company failure , overcharging, discriminatory rates, and

unfair contract provisions, as welJ as to achieve a host of other

prophylactic goals. But what state regulation manifestly cannot supply
are the affiTmative benefits that flow only from a competitive market
structure , including aggressive competition and innovation. The ALJ
found that surety and fidelity bond writers compete in service
availability, and price (ID p. 56), and the fact of state regulation cannot
compensate in any measure for the probable lessening of that
competition attributable to the American General-F&D acquisition.
State insurance commissioners cannot order insurance companjes to

compete; that is the function of the market.

G. Sophisticated Buyers

A final factor the respondent alleges that the initial decision
neglected is tbe sophisticated character of the agents who (both the
ALJ and the respondent agree) primarily make the decision about
which company writes the bond. We (34) infer from the testimony cited
by the respondent (R. Reply B. 25-26) that this sophistication consists
largely of the agents ' ability to search for the company offering the
best combination of terms , conditions , and price for their clients ' needs.
But we fail to see how the agents ' perspicacity in locating alternatives
can jmmunize them from market power. "Vise choices among alterna-
tives depend in the first instance on the existence of those alternatives.

II Concluswn

We have evaluated the various factors , individualJyand collectively,
that the respondent suggests mitigate the basic statisticaj data in this
case. We have found nothing to disturb the conclusion that this
acquisition may substantialJy lessen competition in the fidelity and
surety markets , and we believe the ALJ was correct in holding it to
violate Section 7.

IV. RELIEF AND SPONDf:NT MonON TO REOPEN

The respondent has moved to reopen the record for reception of
evidence on the circumstances under which Maryland Casualty assert-
edly withdrew from the bonding business in mid-1976 , after sustaining
what are described as heavy losses. The respondent argues that
Maryland Casualty's exit undermines the ALJ' s conclusions on liability,
and even if a Section 7 violation is found , eliminates divestiture as an
appropriate remedy. We reopen the record to receive the proffered
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affidavit, even though we are aware that complaint counsel have had
no opportunity to subject it to cross-examination.

The proffered evidence is , however, immaterial as to liability. The
existence of a Section 7 violation depends on competitive conditions at
the time the record closes , at the latest. " But the force of Section 7 is
stiI in probabilities , not in what later transpired. That must necessarily
be the case , for once the two companies are united no one knows what
the fate of the acquired company and its competitors would have been
but for the merger. FTC v. Consotidnt€d Foods Cor.380 U. S. 592 , 598
(1965) (7 S. &D. 1189J. The respondent' s decision to shut down Maryland
Casualty s bonding operations and to allow F&D to skim the cream by
trying to pick up the best accounts is just the sort of post-acquisition
evidence subject to manipulation that courts and the Commission have
regarded with skepticism. 'o (35 J We cannot dismiss the possibility that
a respondent under the shadow of a possible divestiture order could
impair either its own operations or those of the acquired firm to set up a
plausible argument that divestiture is unwarranted.

Nor can we agree with the respondent that its decision to terminate
Maryland Casualty s bonding business should be control1ing on the
question of relief. Surely, American General cannot mean that the
effect of the illegal acquisition has been neutra1ized because Maryland
Casualty s less favored accounts have been jettisoned. American
General has not re-established either of the acquired firms as an
independent competitor , which is what happened in Forernst Dairis
Inc. 71 F. C. 56 (1967), the case on which it relies. It has not even
eliminated the area of competitive overlap.

What American General appears to have done is put itself in 
position so that the Commission s principal option is to order divestiture
and convert American General into a potential competitor (although
the disappearance of illegal1y acquired assets did not prevent the
Commission from requiring the reconstitution of the acquired firm in
EkeD Prod.ucts Co. 65 F. C. 1163 (1964)). The question is not , however
a new one. In Di.anond Atleati Co. 72 F. C. 700 (1967), the respondent
closed and dismantled al1 of its cement manufacturing facilities except
those it had gained through the chal1enged acquisition , and it did so
after the Commission had issued its complaint. The remaining plant
enabled Diamond to keep its own previous market share and the share
of the acquired firm. Both these factors paral1cl the situation into

which American Gencra1 has chosen to place itself. Despite Diamond'
vehement declaration that it would never enter the cement business
again if required to divest , which the Commission took at face value

40 Uni d Sw,t(eSv. GeneralD1flul1nics Cvrp. 415 U.S 486 , ;,(). (1974).

., 

Litwnlndustries lw:. S5 F-T. C. 333 3& (1975)
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divestiture was ordcrcd. Although the prospect of actual reentry was
not bright, industry members were likely to perceive Diamond as a
potential entrant, and the Commission saw its only other alternative as
simply throwing up our hands and surrendering aU chance that this

Section 7 violation wjJ be remedied. " 72 F. C. at 751.

(36) Divestiturc is equaUy appropriate here. Although the cement
market in Dirrwnd was extremely concentrated and entry barriers
were high , the lesser but stjJ substantial concentration and barriers in
fidelity and surety render American General valuable as a potential
competitor. Moreover , as the respondent itself has pointed out, bonding
capabilities are a valuable adjunct to other insurance lines, and
insurance eGmpanies have entered the bonding field to offer clients
that additional service (RPF 1I- , 35). The same incentive applies to
American General as weU. Prior experience and interest in thc field also
suggest that , if divested of F&D , American General would be likely to
return. One former bond writer has reentered the market after a period
of inactivity (ID f. 148b), and F&D' s president testified that he
regarded another company that had phased out of surety bonding as a
potential entrant (Tr. 858). FinaUy, Maryland Casualty plans to retain a
bonding subsidiary, and a variety of bonding business in misceUaneous
categories (McCuUough Aff. pp. 8- 10). To the extent of the business
retained , American General remains an actual competitor. It is evjdent
that if American General chooses to expand its bonding operations
whether through Maryland Casualty or by other means, it stiU
possesses at the very least a share of the market and a reserve of
experienced personnel to facilitate reentry. In summary, we regard
divestiture as offering the ful1est possible measure of relief undcr the
circumstances , despite Maryland Casualty s apparent partial withdra-
wal.

American General ar6rues that the six months permitted for divesti-
ture of F&D in thc ALJ' s order is unreasonably short , and urges instead
that three years be allowed. The respondent has cited no extraordinary

factors complicating this particular divestiture that would justify such

an unusuaUy lengthy period of time. In oral argument, complaint
counsel suggested that one year would bc ample time and would not be

inappropriate. We will modify the ALJ' s order to require divestiturc
within one year of the date the order bccomes final.

The respondent also suggests that the ALJ' s order may be unclear
because it mcntions divestiture of stock and of assets. We fail to see thc
unclarity. The ALJ's formulation is common in Commission divestiture
orders. Avnet Inc. 82 F. C. 391 , 486 (1973); Ash GrO'e Cement Co. , 85

C. 1123 , 1150 (1975). We see no reason to modify the order in this
respcct.
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(37) Neither can we agree with the respondent that a ten-year
prohibition on acquisitions in these markets without Commission
approval is unwarranted. Clearly, the Commission has the authority to
order such relief. Abex Cor. v. FTC 420 F.2d 928 (6th Cir.

), 

cert.
denied 400 L". S. 866 (1970). American General entered the fidelity and
surety market through the acquisition of a leading firm , and fol1owed
four years later with the acquisition of a major competitor. It is not
unreasonable to suppose that such a path could be fol1owed again. Both
markets have experienced a trend toward increased concentration.
Even if divestiture relegates Amcrican General to the status of a
potential competitor , the Commission is under a duty to ensure that its
reentry, should it occur , does not have anticompeHtive consequences,
The ban is not absolutc; American General is simply required to obtain
Commission approval. Under the circumstances , we deem the ten-year
restriction on acquisitions appropriate.

Complaint counsel appeal from the ALJ's failure to enter an order
requiring American General to divest a $20 mil1ion special dividend
paid to it by F&D in 1973 , and regular dividends which have been paid
to American General since 1970 rather than retained to supplement
F&D' s capital and surplus. In view of the state of the record , we decline
to overturn the AI.J' s refusal to order the "divestiture " of these
dividends. Complaint counsel have failed to demonstrate what the
ultimate effect of such action would be. They have not established that
this action constituted an independent violation of Section 7 of thc
Clayton Act , nor have they shown that Y&D' s competitive vitality wa-s
impaired. Neither is there an explanation why the forced divestiturc of
cash would do more than increase the sale price of F&D on a dol1ar-for-
dollar basis.

An appropriate order will issue. (381

ApPENDIX

The Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law set out in the Initial Decision of the
Administrative Law Judge are adopted by the Commission except to the extent. t.hey are
qualified or supplemented in the Commission s Opinion and in this Appendix,

The follo'A'ing Findings in the Initial Decision are modified ft'; indicated:
J.D. f. 41 , 46: Change " Fs. 36-9" in the last line of both findings to read "Fs. 42"

(Typographical error),
I.D. f, 101: Delete footnote 7A and suhstitute: "A related scJling device is account

sclJing, an effort. t.o sell as many lines to a customer as possible. The record shows that
account selling is limited to accounts generating $100 00$300 00 in total annual
premiums (Tr, 212-213 , 1746). Account selling gives mult.iJine companies certin advan-
t.ages over specialized companies , including potentiaJly lower prices and the ability to
offer insurance on otherv,ise doubtful risks in order to write an attractive bond (Tr. 702
13.145 , 1565-66), There is litte evidence of actual hann to F&D from account selling,
however, Alt.hough F&D's president said his company could not compete for certin
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accounts , he could name only one account actually lost to account selling (Tr. 703 , 7067)
(Compare RX 143 with Tr, 1746-7).

LD. f. 107: Add after la.,;t sent.nf'.e: " The need for capital and surplus , and state
licenses , primarily affect.", small bond writers,

I.D. f. 114: Delete the last t.wo sentences of t.he seond paragraph , and substitute:
One cannot ascertin the change in numbers of aU companies writing fidelity or surety

between 1963 and 1968 , for example , by comparing the Surety Association "membership
and affiliate" fiJ.rures for those years as shown on RX 226 (160 and 194, respetively). The
figures include companies under common ownership hut count them separately (Tr. 1447-
48; CX 150). In addition, a Surety Association representative testified that the 1963

figures were consistent. with . the number of Association affiliates comprising "members
and "subscribers " in 1963 (Tr. 144); but the Association representative also tetified that
thcre were two other classes of affiliates at that. (39) time ("manual purchasers" and
statistical filers ), whose presence he did not accunt for in t.he 1963 figures (Tr. 1446-7;

compare Tr. 1449; see Tr. 28001). In short , the figu s in RX 226 are to confused to
support any valid conclusions with respect to the number of fidelity and surety wrters.

D. f. 142: In the sixth sentence , change " 6" to "7.4" . (Apparent error in copying
from exhibit,

The Commission makes the foJlowing additional finding:
Shortly before its acquisition by American General, F&D was actively seking to

acquirc, or form a holding company with , insurancc companies t.hat would give F&D
multiline capacity but. which werc not major competitors in fidelity and surety (RX 97 , 98

, 109). Although F&D's management considered acquisition of a compJementa
company the better alternative , consideration wa. also given to internal development of
the capacity to offer other insurancc lines (RX 146).

FINAL ORDER

(1) This matter having been heard by the Commission upon the
appeal of respondent from the Initial Decision , and upon briefs and oral
argument in support thereof and opposition thereto , and the Commis-
sion for the reasons stated in the accompanying Opinion having
determined to sustain the Initial Decision with certain modifications:

It is ordered That the Initial Decision of the administrative law
judge , pages 1-4 , be adopted as the Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law of the Commission , except to the extent indicated in the
accompanying Opinion.

Other Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of the Commission

are contained in the accompanying Opinion.
It is further ordered That the following Order to cease and desist be

and it hereby is , entered: (2)

ORDER

It is ordered That:

Respondent, American General Insurance Company (hereinafter
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American General"), a corporation , and its officers , djrectors , agents

representatjves, employees, subsidiaries, affiljates, successors and
assigns , within one year from the date this Order becomes final and
subject to prior approval of the Federal Trade Commission , divest

absolutely and in good faith , an stock , assets , title , properties , interest
rights and privileges, of whatever nature, tangible and intangible
acquired by American General as a result of its acquisition of Fidelity
and Deposit Company, together with an contract rights , premiums
payable , buildings, improvements, equipment, additions and other
property of whatever description which has been added since that
acquisition or hereafter shan be added to the property or assets of
Fidelity and Deposit Company of Maryland ("Fidelity and Deposit" ), so

as to restore Fidelity and-Deposit as a going concern and effective
competitor in the fidelity and surety bond businesses.

By such divestiture none of the assets , properties, title , interest
rights or privileges described in Paragraph I of this Order shall be sold

or transferred , directly or indirectly, to any person who is at the time of
divestiture an officer, director, employee or agent of or under the
control or direction of American General or any of its subsidiary or
affiliate corporations , or who owns or controls , (Erectly or indirectly,
more than one (1) percent of the outstanding shares of common and/or
preferred stock of American Genera1.

No method , plan or agreement of divestiture to comply with this
Order shan be adopted or implemented by American General save upon
such terms and conditions as first shan be approved by the Federal
Trade Commission. (3 J

Pending divestiture , the assets and business acquired from Fidelity
and Deposit shan be maintained and operated as a separate corporation
with separate books of account, separate management, separate assets
and separate personne1.

Pending divestiture , no substantial property or other assets of the
separate corporation referred to in Para!,rraph IV herein shan be sold
leased , otherwise disposed of or encumbered , other than in the normal
course of business , without the consent of the Federal Trade Commis-
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sion , and American General shall not commingle any assets owned or
contro11ed by such separate corporation with any assets owned or
contro11cd by American General.

For the period of three years from the date on which this Order

becomes final , no individual employed by Fidclity and Deposit or the
separate corporation referred to in Paragraph IV herein sha11 be
cmployed by American General.

VII

Pending divestiture, the underwriting departments and se11ing and

management personnel of the separate corporation referred to in
Paragraph IV herein and American General sha11 be conducted
independcnt!y of each other.

VII

Pending divestiture , American Gcneral sha11 maintain the separate
corporation refcrred to in Paral"rraph IV herein as an independent
entity and take no steps to impair such corporation s economic and
financial position.

American General sha11 forthwith cease any and a11 representation on
the board of directors of Fidelity and Deposit and cease and desist from
taking any steps to nominate, seat, or admit any representative of
Fidelity and Deposit to the board of directors of Amcrican General. (4)

Fidelity and Deposit shan forthwith cease any and a11 representation

on the board of directors of American General and cease and desist
from taking any steps to nominatc , scat , or admit any representative of
American Genera! to thc board of directors of Fidelity and Deposit.

American Gencral sha11 forthwith cease and desist from acquiring,
directly or indirectly, for a period of ten (10) years from the date on

which this Order becomes final , without the prior approval of thc
Federal Trade Commission , the share capital , assets or interest of any
corporation engaged in fidelity and/or surety underwriting in the
United States.
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The provisions of this paragraph hall include any arrangement
pursuant to which American General acquires the market share , in
whole or in part, of any concern , corporate or noncorporatc , which is
engaged in fidelity and/or surety underwriting in the United States , (a)
through such concern s discontinuing the underwriting of such product
lines or (b) by reason of such concern s discontinuing the underwriting
of such product lines and thereafter transferring to American General
customer and account lists or in any other way making available to
American Gencral access to customers or customer accounts.

Xli

Within thirty (30) days from the effective date of this Order and
every sixty (60) days thereafter until it has ful1y complied with
Paral"rraph I of this Order , American General shall submit a verified
report in writing to the Federal Trade Commission setting forth 

detail the manner and form in which it intends to comply, is complying
or has complied therewith. All such reports shall include , in addition to
such other information and documentation as may hereafter be
requested , (a) a specification of the steps taken by American General to
make public its desire to divest Fidelity and Deposit, (b) a list of all
persons or organizations to whom notice of divestiture has been given
(c) a summary of all discussions and negotiations together with the
identity and address of all interested persons or organizations , and (d)
copies of all reports, internal memoranda, offers, counter-offers

communications and correspondence concerning said divestiture. (5)

XII

American Genera! shall notify the Commission of any proposed
change at least 30 days prior to the proposed change in the corporate
respondent, American G(-meral , such as dissolution , assignment or sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation(s), the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which
may affect compliance obligations arising out of this order.


